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AFSTR,ACT.

The purpose of this study was to examine and describe the

perceptions of public and private high school principals
vrith respect to the role of the principal in the provision

of ínstructional leadership. The study described: (1 ) the
importance that principals assign to the instructional
leadership role in contrast to other demands of the
principalship, (2) the important activities in the provision
of instructional leadership, (3) the invol-vement of other
groups and/or individuals in the provision of instructional
leadership, and (4) the principal's autonomy in the
provision of instructional leadership.

To do this, the research addressed the following two

major quest ions:

public and private schooL principals
regard their roles in the provision of instructional
leadership in their schools?.
2. To what extent do public and private school
principals see the provision of instructional
leadership within their schools as a shared
responsibility with other professional and nonprofessional members of the school community?.
1.

How important do

-

11

A methodology in which seven (7) public and six (6)

private high school principars were interviewed in person by
the researcher using an intervi-ew schedule consisting of
semi-structured questions was used to collect data for the
study.
The results of the study indicated that

:

Public and private schooL principal.s spent estimates of
48 and 54 hours per week respectivery performing the varied
functions of the principarship" public school principars
allocated 17 hours out of the 48 work week hours to the
performance of instructional leadership functions of teacher
evaruation, curricurum and teaching. on the other hand their
counterparts in the private systems spent 1 6 hours out of
the 54 hours per week performing the same functions.
Public schools attached great importance to teacher
eval-uation while private schools regarded the setting of
school goals to be very important.

Although public and private school principals manifested

variations rerative to areas of priorities in the provision
of instructional leadership, there v¡as general agreement
between both groups of principals that the four most
essential elements in the provision of instructional
leadership include: setting schoor goa1s, monitoring school
goals, teacher selection and teacher evaluation.
- 111 -

Pubtic and private school principals suggested that the role
of the contemporary principal has changed and evolved over
the past decades, it has become more complex, Political,

administrative and managerial

"

PubIic and private school principals perceived instructional
leadership ( as a motherhood statement ) as being a centralcomponent of their task. They did not believe that it can be
easily extracted from the rest, and each principal
operationalised and/or rationalized instructional leadership
in their own way. They also described instructional
leadership as the ability of the principal to be supportive
and innovating of what takes place in the cl-assrooms.
The most active participants in decisions relative to the

provision of instructional leadership v¡ere the principals
and the teachers. Both exercised major influences in the
final decisions and/or negotiations in most of the
activities of instructional leadership. However, the private
school principals in this study seemed to limit the
teachers' involvement to their areas of professional
competences than do their counterparts in the public
schools. Public school principals h'ere also found to be less
involved in the curriculum activities than the private
schooL principaIs.
Parental and community involvement in the final decisionmaking processes or negotiations was not a major factor in
both public and private schools.
- IV -

Both public and private school principals exercised

considerable general autonomy in the provision of

instructional- Ieadership rvithin their school- contexts

"

Public and private school principals will like teachers
parents to become more involved in the provision of
instructional leadership"

and

The study concludes by providing a number of implications

for theory and practice in the provision of instructional
leadership and making some recommendations for further
studies.
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Chapter I
TT{TRODUCTION.

1

..1

RåTIONALE.

Although public and private school-s belong within two

different educational systems, they exist side by side to
each other throughout the province of Manitoba" Schools in
both systems are headed by principals who occupy positions
of significant influence and responsibility in the provision
of educational leadership and the maintenance of conducive
environments whereby teaching and learning activities can
effectively take place. As heads of schools,they have
overall responsibility for the life of the school and for
the general welfare of the students who attend the school"
As principals they have some power of position as designated
leaders of their schools who cannoL shirk their obligations
(Het1er, 1975). In the province of Manitoba, it is laid
down in the Public Schools Àct (1980) that the principal is
the person who is in charge of the school in respect of all
matters of organization, management, discipline and
instruction. Reed (1978) suggests that the principal in
his/her educational leadership role "is responsible for the
setting and rnaintaining goals and standards, providing
teacher and staff support, and for ensuring that a well
organized structure is maintained in which educational
1-

objectives can be nurtured " (p"45)" PubIic school
principals are in a position of great importance in
determining specific aspects of the school otganization,
they are at the apex ot school bureaucracy ( Martin and
Mcdonel1, 1978, p"93 ).
The rol-e and responsibilities of the public or private

high school- principal consists of many different tasks that
require the use of varied skills" The modern principal's
role has become more complex and demanding, she or he is
consistently expecLed to perform a r¡ide range of different
functions.
Notwithstanding, persistent educational- critics
Goodlad (1978) have criticized the displacement of

like

educational aspects of leadership in favour of technical and
human aspects of leadership" Goodlad (1978) contends that to

put technical and human aspects of leadership above
educational aspects of leadership is to displace the
priorities of education. Furthermore, he contendsr" Our
work, for which we will be held accountable is to maintain,
justify, and articulate sound, comprehensive programs of
instruction for our children and youth..". It is now time to
put the righL things at the centre again" And the right
things have to do with assuring comprehensiver guality
educational programs in each and every school..." (p"326)"

-2

Similarly, Sergiovanni (1984) has also argued that the
technical and human aspects of leadership are generic forces
of management that are not unique to the school and its
enterpr i se regardl-ess of how irnportant they may be suggested
to be. within the current " Effective SchooIs" l_iterature
there is a focus on the principal as instructionaL leader.
However other authors question this emphasis and stress
instead the managerial, political and/or administrative rol-e
of the principalship"
Although the principal is the head of the school and
consequently Iikely to be a major determining factor of what
takes p1ace, the provision of instructional leadership is

unlikely to be the responsibility of the principal alone;
it may also invol-ve other professional and nonprofessional
members of the community. McCurdy (1983) says that:
Principals alone do not have magic povrers to
create good schools. It v¡ould be a mistake,
moreover, to focus on principals at the expense of
other critical factors such as teachers,
textbooks, curriculum, school climate, funding,
and the leadership of superintendents, other
members of the administrative team, and school
boards (p.7 ) .

SimiIarIy, Sparkes (1981) in his portrayal of the
contemporary principal has said that:
The modern principal is a team leader and with
this idea goes all the implications of the sharing
of responsibility, of giving people the
opportunity to infuence decisions, of involving
parents, pupils, teachers, department heads and
vice principals in policy-making decisions (p.34) .

3-

Studies by Bossert, Dwyer, Rowan, and Lee (1982) ; Dwyer,
Lee, Rowan, and Bossert (1983) on the instructional

of the principal har¡e also suggested that,
among other factors, the community characteristics of the
schoof impact the principal's management behaviour which in
turn affects the school's climate and the organization of
instruction. In the same vein, De Bevoise (1984), after a
careful review of past research on the principal's rofe as
instructional leader asserts that the exercise of
instructional leadership by principals cannot take place TN
a vacuum: principals need the support of parents and the
community. The meaningful involvement of other members of
the community greatly strengthens the leadership role of the
principal within the school. In his reference to the role of
the private school principal Kraushaar (1972) writes:
In modern times the etiquette of administration
calls for a wise head to share certain of his
porl'ers not only with his co-administrators, but
with the faculty as well; and more recently he is
obliged to ponder the extent to which it is either
expedient or wise to hear the student voice in
decision-making. The sensible head also Iistens to
the views of parents and alumni . . " . (p. 1 7a ) .
management rol-e

The above views and findings of practitioners and

scholars however, do not dispute the fact that the principal
plays an important role in the provision of instructional

leadership; but rather suggest that other actors, and
factors do impact upon the principal in carrying out such a
ro1e. He/she is perceived and regarded as but one of the
many factors in the school who exert an influence upon the
school's learning climate ( Hatlinger, Murphy, Wei1, Mesa
4-

and Mitman, 1983, p"88 )" Recent studies continue confirm

that the principal has a discernible impact in a school's
level of productivity ( grookover, Beady, Flood, Schweilzer,
and Wisenbaker 1982; Clark, 1980; Hallinger, 1981; Leithwood
and Montgomery, 1982; Purkey and Smith 1983 ). Furthermore,
such research continues to support the suggestion that the
principal is able to exert this influence when he/she adopts
the role of instructional leader ( uallinger and Murphy,
1985 ) .

During the last several years there has been an upsurge
of interest in private schools across Canada. Àccording to
the Canadian Education Association (1984), the number of

private schools increased from 876 in 1980-81 to 1148 in
1 983-84, and they predicted that the number would reach 1203
by 1986. In 1983-84, about 4.7 percent of the country's
total elementary and secondary school enrollment was
accounted f or by private school-s (p.29) . The recent data
show that the trend has not changed, for example according
to Statistics Canada ( 1 987) :
In 1985-86, as in previous years, the majority of
students (94%) attended public schools. Because of
this Iarge proportion, enrollment increases in
private institutions ( from 2.4% of. the total in
1970-71 to 4"8% in 1985-86 ) may seem relatively
insignificant. Nonetheless, the increase in
absolute terms is substantial: from 143,000 to
234,000 (p.7).
A similar growth of interest in private schools has also
been occurring at the provincial level in F{anitoba, with the

5

private educational sector gradually growing both in terms
of the number of new schools being established and student
enrollment figures. According Lo the Department of Education
(1987 ) statistics, the number of students attending private
elementary and secondary school-s was 9776 in the 1986/87
school year. This means nearly five percent of the total
school population is enrolled in Manitoba's private school-s"
(See Tab1e 1)"

TABLE

1

Public Ànd Private Schools Enrolment Figures In Manitoba,
1978-1987.

Schoo1

Yr"

1978-79

Public

as of total
enrollment

%

Private

%

as of total

enrollment

215663

96 2B

8324

3

"72

20877

0

96.29

8

04'l

3

.71

1980-81

204395

96.00

8446

4.00

1

97

9-80

1

981

-82

20061 9

95 "77

8832

4

1

982-83

200453

95 44

957 6

4.56

1

98

997 43

95"61

9159

4

1

984-85

19947 4

95"58

9222

4"42

1

98s-86

1990i3

95

.44

951 2

4 " 56

1

986-87

1

95"33

977 6

4"67

3-84

SOURCE

1

99390

: STÀTISTICS

CÀNADA, 1987
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"

"23

"39

The gradual trend in the growth of private schools in

recent years, may be due to the more flexible approach on
the part of the provincial government to support the
establishment of nev¡ private schools and the government's
increased financial support in the form of direct grants.
However, this provincial support to private schools has
been greeted with mixed feelings from the different sections
of the society. For example, proponents of private education
say that it provides a valuabLe alternative to the public
system

"

the other hand, opponents contend that some private
schools are elitist, catering to a privileged few and that
schools do not provide a good education to the pupils (
Reynolds, 198B , p.17 ) . For instance, The l'lanitoba Teachers'
Society (1984) maintained:
It is the policy of the Manitoba Teachers' Society
that private school-s and parochial schools not to
be eligible to receive financial support from the
pubJ-ic treasury of the province of Manitoba. It is
the position of the society that the provincial
treasury constituted by aIl Manitobans as
taxpayers is obligated to support a public school
system engaged in the provision of quality
education programs and services throughout the
province. The society condones shared services
agreement whereby designated public school
facilities can be made available for use by
private school students" Revenue for the operation
of private schools, with the exception of services
shared with public schools, should be provided by
those citizens who elect to sponsor such private
schools (p.269-27A) .
On

In spite of these differences in opinion, the provincial
government has continued its support to private schools.
7-

Àccording to the Department of. Education (i986) f inancial

support to private schools is provided in several- ways:
t"

Di

rect Aid

This support is provided
for private school-s that offer an education
of a standard equivalent to that in the
public schools and that is taught by
teachers with valid teaching certif icates.
One-hal-f hour of religious instruction per
day is allowed for support in private
schools. This instruction may be provided
by non-certified teachers. Effective
January 1, 1986, support is provided in the
amount of ç752 per f uII t ime equival-ent
pupi1. FuI1 time equivalent pupil is
defined as the total number of pupils
multiplied by the percentage of instruction
day that the pupils are provided with
eguivalent public school instruction by
certified teachers"
Print and Non-Print Support
Commencing January 1, 1984, and continuing
to 1986, print and non-print materials for
private schools is provided at $40"00 per
pupil through the Manitoba Text Book
Bureau. Any unexpended balance at year end
remains as a balance at the Textbook
Bureau.
.)

Shared services

This support is provided to school
divisions for the cost sharing education
services, such as libraries, shops and home
with private school
economics facilities,
pupils who attend public schools for the
services. Effective September 1, 1985, and
continuing in 1986, support is based on
block and equalization support per pupi1,
calculated for individual divisions
(approximately $1,950 per fuI1 time
equivalenL pupil). Ful1 time equivalent
pupil is defined as the total number of
pupils multiplied by the percentage of the
B-

instruction day that the pupiì.s are
provided with instruction in the public
school.

¿-

Transportat ion Support
School divisions and private school-s may
enter into an agreement providing for the
transportation of private school children
on division owned buses. The private
school children are transported only on
regular division bus routes. The school
division is eligible under the Government
Support to Education Program to claim the
children for support subject to the
regulations governing the transportation
support to public schools. Effective
January 1, 1984, and continuing to 1986,
transportation support is $410 per
transported pupil plus 62.5c per loaded
kilometer for distances per bus route in
excess of B0 loaded kilometers per day, but
not exceeding the transportation
expendi tures

L

.

Clinician Support
Commencing in the falI of 1985, and
continuing in 1986, private schools
receiving direct aid are eligible to
receive clinician services from the school
division in which they are located. The
amount of support is based on the clinician
support per pupil that the division is
receiving (approximately 922 per pupil) and
is paid to the school division.

In 1987 the per full time equivalent financial support
was raised from $752 to $894. In addition, the private
schools continue to receive textbook allowances and
transportation grants ( Reynolds, 1988, p"17 ).
Notwithstanding these developments, a review of the
previous educational research in Manitoba shows that few

studies have been conducted on private schools either

9-

as

separate entities or in collaboration with the public school

sector" Yet because the two educational sectors exist in
environments that are different from each other in terms of
school organization, governance structure, methodology and
valuable research outcomes.

:

,
' .l ,

Chubb and Moe (1985) have suggested

that " to ¡-he extent
that the environments do differ substantially, the prospect
of observing organízational consequences is also enhanced:
school leadership, rules and structures and staff relations
ought to differ substantially too (p.8).
À scarcity of information on private schools in general
stems from lack of adequate research which as Ericþ.son
( 197 7 ) says rnay be because :
A vast majority of researchers and practitioners
in education still make an automatic association
between "education" and "public". They know
private schools exist, but see no need to
understand or investigate them, as if these
chools were an anomaly, a se! of expectations
that don't matter much". " " I^Iide spread neglect of
private education as an area of study seems more
surprising and unf ortunate when ong recognizes a
major, recurring dilemma in educational research-public schools are so remarkably uniform in policy
organization and methodology that it is
impossible, in studies focusing on these schools
exclusively to obtain empirical evidence
concerning variables which some scholars estimate,
a priori, as pervasively influential (p.1 ) "

In the light of these arguments, this study is focused
upon public and private schools in Winnipeg with attention
on the principalship in the two school systems for the
10

following two reasons. Firstly, the principal in his/her
position has always been considered as the key person in the
school and the provider of instructional l-eadership (
Jacobson, 1973; Pharis, 1973 ). Mead (1968) contends that
the principal is the key person responsible for the school
organization; and recent studies of effective schools in
Canada and the USA ( for example Brookover, et.aI"11979;
Blumberg and Greenf ie1d, 1 980 ; Persell , 1982; Levin, 1 983 ;
Purkey & Smith, 1983; Renihan & Renihan, 1983; Rowan, 1983;
C1ark, 1984; Sergiovanni, 1984; and Levin, 1986) point to
the critical role of the principal in enhancing school
performance through instructional leadership.
These studies have in many v¡ays portrayed the principal

as one of the most important and influential person in the
school, who can contribute significantly towards successful
and effective teaching and learning activities.
Secondly,
as mentioned in the preceding pages, an examination of
educational research in Manitoba reveals Lhat, currently ,
there appear to be no. studies which have been conducted that
compare the role of the principal in the provision of
instructional leadership in the two educational sectors.
However, this scarcity of information on the

principalship in the public and private school systems is
not unique to Manitoba. For instance, Greenfield (1g82), in
his review of past studies on the principalship in lhe USÀ
concluded that there have been too fev¡ studies of the
11

principal- in context aimed at understanding the situational
factors and their relationship to the principals' behaviour.
He particularly pointed to a need for such studies to be
carried out in public and private school contexts in view of
the scarcity of information on the principalship in public
and private schools.
This study was conducted for the purpose of gathering
current descriptive information on the role of the principal
in the provision of instructional leadership in the public
and private high schools in tTinnipeg " This vras done in order
to provide a perspective on: first, the importance that
principals assign to the role of instructional leadership in
contrast to other demands of their job; second, the
principals' perceptions of the contemporary role of the
principal; third, the current areas of priorities in the
provision of instructional l-eadership; fourth, the
involvernent of other groups/individuals in the provision of
instructional leadership; fifth, the principals' autonomy in
the area of instructional leadership and the areas in which
the principalship differs between public and private high
schools

"

À methodology in which seven (7) public and six (6)

private high school principals were interviewed face-to-face
using an interview schedule consisting of fairly complex
structured questions was employed to investigate the above
mentioned major areas of interest.
12

1

"2

PROBLEM STATE&{ENT"

The primary purpose of this exploratory research \^ias to
examine and compare insights of public and private high

school principals in Winnipeg area schools relatíve to their

current role in the provision of instructional l-eadership in
the following areas: (1) the setting of school goaIs, (2)
curriculum development, (3) teacher evaluation, (4) teacher
supervision, (5) teacher selection, (6) staff development,
0) monitoring the goals of the school, and (8) student
evaluation. SpecifcaIIy, the study addressed the following
sub-problems:

1.2"1
1.

Sub-problems.

public and private school principals
regard their roles in the provision of instructional
leadership in their schools?

How important do

principals view their
instructional leadership activities in relation to
other functions ( ie " administrative, managerial,
political) ttrat they are required to perform?
How important do principals regard different
elements of their instructional leadership role?
(ie. the setting of school goaIs, curriculum
developmenL, teacher evaluation, teacher

a) How important do

b)
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supervision, teacher selectíon, staff development,
monitoring the school goa1s, and student
evaluation

"

)

2. To what extent do public and private school
principals see the provision of instructional
Ieadership within their schools as a shared
responsibility with other professional and nonprofessional members of the school community?
a) To what extent do principals perceive other
selected actors as being involved in the provision
of instructional- leadership in their schools?
b) To what extent do principals feel that other
selected actors should be involved in the
provision of instructional leadership in their
schools?

c) To what extent do principals feel- supported or
constrained in their instructional leadership role
by the involvement of other selected acLors?
These problems led, therefore to the gathering of

information in order to examine and compare the principal's
role in the provision of instructional leadership in public
and private schools in Winnipeg area schools.
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1

.3

BåàSIC ASSTJMPTToNS.

The following two basic assurnptions were made:

1. It was assumed that the perceptions and opinions of
the public and private high school princ ipals woul-d
provide an adequate picture of the role of the
principal in the provision of instructionalIeadership in their schools.
2" It v¡as also assumed that the use of an interview
schedule consisting of fairly complex structured
questions would provide sufficient and valid data to
make comparisons of the role of the principal in the
provision of instructional leadership in the two
educational sectors.
1.4

SIGNIFICÂNCE OF THE STUDY.

In the past years research in the field of educational
administration has been primarily focused on the role of Lhe
public school principaJ- particularly at the elementary
school leveI" For instance, in Manitoba several studies
relative to the public school principalship have been
written by ( wifliam, 1963 i Tove11, 1973; Murison, 1974;
Didyk, 1 981 ) . William ( 1 963 ) conducted an evaluat ion of the
role of the supervising principals in Winnipeg elementary
schools" Tovell (1973) attempted to ascerLain elementary
school teachers' perceptions and expectations of the
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supervising role of their principals. Murison (1974) sought
to identify and analyze poliLical pressures brought to bare
upon secondary school principals, while Didyk (1981) studied
the relationships between personal characteristics and
experience of psychological success.

:

\ \

All these studies have dealt v¡ith the public school
principal onIy, none of the investigations incl-uded the
private school principal. No studies have been devoted to
the position and role of the principal of the private school
either independently or in comparision to the public school
principal" Hence, this study has significance of being
exploratory and the first of its kind in Winnipeg. It would
provide useful information that could be added to the
advancement of knowledge about education in Manitoba"
Comparative studies provide a particularly fruitful avenue
for advancing knowledge ( erickson, 1977 ). The data
obtained from the study should prove useful as a basis for
further studies of the public and private principalship. The
research findings may also be of some value to the
principals of public and private high schools promoting more
cooperation and the sharing of information between them.

-
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1.5

ÐELTMITATTONS.

This exploratory study r^¡as restricted to those public and
private school principals whose schools had grades seven
through twelve and which were located in Winnipeg" This
restriction v¡as necessary in order to survey principals of
schools having sirnilar grades and comparative student
enrolment f igures.
Ànother delímitation was also applied to the location of

the schools in order to enhance the comparisons of
principals within very similar geographical settings.
Therefore the study was confined Lo schools within the city
of Winnipeg on1y. The study was also delimited to
principals of day schools alone. Finally, only the
perceptions of principals were sought"
.I
"

6

LTMITA,TIONS.

to the comparatively small enrollments of private
schools, it was not possible to get schools in the two
sectors with exactly the same staff and students
populations" Therefore the selection of public schoofs was
restricted to smal1 school divisions in winnipeg.
Due
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1

RESEA,RCH PROCEDI]RE "

"7

In order to facilitate this study of the role of the
principal in the provision of instructional Ieadership, the
following techniques were employed for the col-l-ection of
data:
1"7

"1

Interviews.

The interview was the primary technique used for the

collection of data. An intervier¡ guide consisting of scaled,
objective and open-ended questions was designed, pre-tested
and administered by the researcher to the respondents in
their schools in person" The questions asked for both
wr i tten and verbal response ansr.Iers . Notes were taken by the
researcher and where consent

vJas

granted responses were

recorded on tape and later transcribed.

1.7.2

School Documents.

The respondents were asked to provide the researcher with

school documents containing the goals, policies and job

descriptions of the principal. This technique vras employed
to supplement information obtained from the interviews.
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"

8

ÐEFTNTTTOÞ{

oF

TERs{s.

To facilitate

the reading of this thesis, the following
terms are def ined bel-orv that either are unique to the
language used in educational administration, or are
operationalized for the sake of this study:
Instructional Leadership Role:
The type of activities

or functions planned by the schooL
personnel, led by a principal and carried out by the staff
which will ensure high quality of the teaching-learning
processes in a school setting. Tt is always a planned
purposeful process that does not happen by chance nor is it
an incidental or accidental process.
Leqal/Rational Àuthority

:

The use of rational procedures for rule-making and
enforcement and the rights of individuals within the

conLraints of the
Mana qe r i a 1 /admi n i

Law.

st rat i ve Role

:

Involves the administrative tasks associated with the
carrying out district, and school policies such as planning,
decision-making, gathering and dispersing information,
building maintenance, budgeting, hiring, scheduling classes,
grouping of students, completing reports, and deating with
conflict between varied participants" It involves what is
done to maintain organizaLional stability.
19

PoIitical

Role:

The principal's

use of formal and informal influence to

persuade, deflect, enli st , students, teachers , parents, or
school officials to build support for or overcome opposition

to what the principal desires. It connotes a means of
getting done in an unpredictable, uncertain world by the
of power in achieving goal-s

use

"

Private School:
Elementary and secondary schools that operate outside the

public system. That receive or may not receive provincial
financial support, but they are managed privately by an
individual , assoc iat ion or corporat ion.
Public School:
Elementary and secondary schools that are supported by l-ocal-

taxation and/or provincial

grants and administered by l-ocaI

school boards in accordance with to Education Act of the
Province.

School Environment:
The forces that variously generate support, opposition,

stress, opportunities for choice and demands for change in
the school. These may include parents, administrators,
socioeconomic conditions, and politicians.
Traditional

Author i ty:

-20

Àuthority vested in an individual
social position.

1.9

holding a particuÌar

In this case the high school principal.

ORGANIUA,TION OF THE THESIS.

The thesis consists of five chapters. The first

chapter

has contained an introduction to the study, its focus,

extent and design; the second chapter contains the
highlights of related Iiterature; the third chapter consists
of !h" description of the methodology of the study; the
fourth chapter constitutes the analysis and discussion of
data; the fifth chapter contains the summary of the major
findings, conclusions and recommendations for further
studies

"

ChaPÈer

II

HTGHLTGI{TS OF RELATED TTTERAMJRE"

Although the primary theme of this research was to
examine the instructional leadership role of the principal

as perceived by the principals of public and private high
schools in Winnipeg area schools, this chapter on the
highlights of related literature cover in some detail those
publications pertinent to the subject of public and private
education in general. The areas discussed include: private
schools in Manitoba; the governance of public and private
schools; the importance of the principai.i the nature cf
demands made on public and private school principals;
leadership styles and the role of the principal as

instructional leader.
This was thought to be necessary in order to enhance the
discussion of the major goal of the study the instructional
leadership role of the high school principals in the public
and private educational systems. In view of the scarcity of
Canadian data the bulk of the information described below
has often been derived from sources in the United States"
Though the education system in Canada has differences from
that in the United States, Shuttleworth (1977 ) has suggested
that:
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Events in Canada are profoundly affected by trends

in the United States.

We

are part of the

same

economic and media community. ì4ost changes and socalled innovations in Canadian education are but a
reflection of what has already happened below the
border. Most of our learning materials originated
there" Much of our expert opinion emanates from
their experience (p"27) .

The Iiterature reviev¡ed suggests that public and private

school principals perform their roles in educational systems
that may be distinct from each other in terms of governance,
administration, policy, environments and settings" This may

result in variations in the patterns of influence and
authority over basic matters of policy and personnel that
affect both the principals' performance of daily tasks and
their ability to operate their schools. For instance, the
literature suggests that the public school sector appears
to be characterized more by politics, hierarchy, and
legitimate democratic authority than may be the case in the
private sector.
Chubb and Moe (1985) have suggested

that the private
school sector is characterized more by a market orientation,
voluntarism and competition than in the public schooL sector
(CtruUU and Moe, 1985, p.4). Such environmental differences
may tend to create variations in organízaLional control,
differences in constrainLs and complexity between the two
educational sectors that may have the potential to affect,
influence and/or determine the principal's effectiveness and
ability to provide educational leadership in the school"
According to Chubb and Moe:
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The quality of leadership in a school does not

inhere in the individual filting the role. It is
contigent on the demands, constraints, and
resources coming from the environment (p"19).

Notwithstanding, Jwaideh (1984) contends that one
significant factor that shapes the principals' perception of

their role in the school system is dependent on the extent
they realize that they, instead of other external- factors
will determine the course of their actions. Jwaideh is not
underestimating the ever growing demands and constraints
which the principal is confronted with because she goes on
to say:
The principal is undoubtedly subject to numerous
pressures exerted by traditionr prevailing
practice, district administrators and policies,
teachers and organízations, parents, the
community, and, of course, students themsel-ves.
However, the principal is a prisoner of these
forces only if he lacks the strength and vision to
create his (her) own role (p.9).
Oppositely, AIlison (1983) Lras suggested that the
contemporary principal works within a hierarchical system
whereby he/she occupies the lowest management position" As
result he ( effison ) contends:
The main functions revolve around the
implementation of provincial policy, the
application of Department and Board regulations,
rather than
and the maintenance of a politically,
personally
set
of
standards
acceptable
a
"
Principals are in effect more of a tool of their
hierachical and political masters than autonomous
heads of educationat institutions (p.20)"

vein researchers ( Hi11, Wuchitech, et aI,
980 and Rogers, 1980 ) have reported that principals feel
In the

same
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less in control of their schools, but insLead they are
hemmed in by regulations, and caught between the layers of
school- hierarchy.

This study was an attempt to describe and compare the
role of the public and private high school principals in the
provision of instructional leadership within the two
different educational contexts.
2,1

PRIVATE scHooLs TN MANIToBA.

The responsibility for the provision of private education

in Canada, the USA, Australia and other regions of the world
is primarily a private undertaking but may involve
governments in varied and different ways. within the
Canadian context the responsibility for the provision of
education is essentially a provincial matter as stipulated
in Section 93 of the Constitution Àct of 1867
"

More specifically,

with reference to the province of
Manitoba, the Manitoba Àct of 1870, contains the following
provisions in clause 22:
1. In and for the province, the said
Legislature may exclusively make laws in
relation to education subject and according
to the following provisions:
2" Nothing in any such Law shall prejudicially
affect any right or privilege with respect
to Denominational Schools which any class
of persons have by Law or Practice in the
Province at the Union:
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3.

L

An appeal shall be to the Governor General
in Council from any Àct or decision of the

Legislature of the Province or any
Provincial Àuthority, affecting any right
or privilege of the Protestant or Roman
Catholic minority of the Queen's subjects
in rel-ation to education:
In case any such Provincial Law, as from
time to time seems to the Governor-General
in Council requisite for the due execution
of the provisions of this section, is not
made or in case any decision of the
Governor-General in Council on any appeal
under this section is not duly executed by
the proper Provincial Authority on that
behalf then, and in every such case, and as
far only as the circumstances of each case
require, the Parliament of Canada may make
remedial laws for the due execution of the
provisions of this Section, and of any
decision of the Governor-General in Council
under Lhis sect ion. (p. A0 )

The provision for the existence of private school-s is

laid out in The Public Schools Àct and The Education
Àdministration Àct" The province of Manitoba allows pupils
who are receiving satisfactory instruction outside the
public school system to be excused from attending a public
school" À11 that is required of such alternative schools is
to satisfy the requirements that the education they are
offering is equal to or better than that offered in the
public school system. These are requirements stipulated
under the "Àgreement Wi th Private Schools" in Part IV of the
Public Schools Àct of 980 rvhich state:
60 (5) The minister may pay to the private school
by way of grants under the regulations in respect
of instruction and services that are offered by
the private school to children enrolled in the
private school where the minister is satisfied
that
1
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1" (a) the private school- teaches a suf f icient
number of courses approved under The
Education Àdmínistration Act to ensure that
children enrolled ín the private schoolreceive an education of a standard
equivalent to that received by children in
public schools; and
2" (b) the teachers teaching the approved
courses to children enrolled in the private
school hold valid and subsisting teaching
certificates issued under The Education
Àdministration Àct i
and the minister may make regulations respecting
the making of grants under this section.(
S.M.1980.c.33, s.60;am" S "M.1980-81

,

c "34,

s.

11 . ) .

However, unlike Saskatchewan and Àlberta, Manitoba has

no

separate school system. Schools in the province are either

"public" or "private" (Phi1lipson, 1978 ;
Higgins, 1986 )"

Thomson and

Before 1978, private schools received no direct funding
from the provincial government but did enjoy some benefits
under the "Shared Service Legislation" introduced in 1965.
Presently, the provincial government supports private
schools in the form of shared services and direct grants as
outlined in the Public Schools Act of (1980). However,

Phillipson (1978) points out that prior to the School Act of
1980:

"",nearIy all private schools in the province
v¡ere put on schedule C of the Public School Àct at
the 1977 session of the legislature, thereby
making them eligible for shared serúices
benefits..". For example, they can order textbooks
up to the limit of the per pupil textbook and
other print and non-print materials grant through
the division in which they are located. They can
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also enter into shared services agreements to have
their el-igible students transported on the public
school buses" The school division receives the
transportation grant therefore. Finally, the
private schools may enter into shared services
agreements with the public school boards to have
services provided by the public school system.
Such services usually entail the teaching of home
economics, industrial arts, etc, in the public
school. The public school system offering the
service receives a "shared services grant" from
the province for doing so. (p"a7)
At present the provincial government gives the shared
services grant at the rate of 91240 per full-time equivalent
student to the school division for the provision of services
such as tibraries, shops and home economics faciiities to
private schools (Thomson and Higgins, 1986, p"437) " The
"direct grants" are made available to private schools which
take the inniative to apply for the grants. Tc qualify for
provincial funding, a private school is required to teach
the Manitoba Department of Education curriculum and hire
cert i f ied teachers
"

Most of the private schools qualify for and accept the

grants. Àlthough the provincial government exercises some
control over those school-s that it f unds, it does not
exercise con Lrol over the schools that decline to accept the
funding. However, under the provincial legislature such
schools are subject to evaluation and examinat ion by the
Minister of Education or his/her department if there is a
suspicion of inadequate and improper teaching prac t i ces
(Reynolds, 98, p"17)" Shapiro (1985) summari zes the type
1

2B

of support private schools get from the provincial
government v¡hen he wrote:

In Manitoba, public education is non-sectarian
Private schools are required to provide a
curriculum and a standard of education equivalenc
to that provided by the publ ic school-s. In
addition, in order to receive public funding,
private schools must both satisfy the Minister of
Education as to the standard and, when teaching
the approved courses, employ only teachers holding
certificates issued under the Manitoba Education
Àdministration Àct. PubIic funding takes the form
of annually revised per-pupi1 granLs for
instruct ional- and textbook purposes . I n 984-85 ,
these grants amounted to $622 and $40
respectively, representing approximately 20% of.
the Manitoba per-pupi1 operational grants to the
public schools" When endorsed by the Minister of
Education, shared services agreements can be
signed by private schools and public school
divisions for the provisiobn of services such as
transportation, industrial arts, home economics,
and clinical- assessments. The Dept. of Ed.
provides school divisions ful1 time equivaLent
funding for the private school students
partic ipating in such agreements (p. 1 2 ) .
"

'1

In recent years, there has been a gradual growth in the
number of private elementary and secondary schools that have
been established, and also a growth in the students
enrolment figures throughout the province. This has occured
at the same time that public school enrolment figures have
been decreasing. Manitoba Education statistics ( 1 985)
indicate that just under 10r000 students are enrolled in
private elementary and secondary schools in the province.
This number represents about 5 percent of the total
enrolment figures of the combined educational sectors.
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During the school year

/78 there were 53 private
schools throughout the province, but presently the figure is
85. Thirty five of these schools are located in the city of
Winnipeg. ( See Àppendix B. ) private schools in Manitoba
can be characterized as being diverse and decentral-ized" The
majority are religious-affiliated schools. The remainder are
non-religious independent schools.
1977

Most of the private schools are smal-l in size in
comparison to public schools in the province. They vary in

enrolment from as low as 10 to over 500" Furthermore, the
cost, the curriculum and philosophy behind the operation of
each school differ.

of the schools are co-educational
and others are not" Some are residential while others are
day schools. Students may be or may not be residents of the
Some

province.

In a study of private schools in Winnipeg, Vanderstoel
(1979) refuted the commonly held misconceptions that private
schools are exclusively attended by the children of the
rich, and for religious reasons only.
Às a result of this variety one expect that the role of

the principalship would be conceived differently and that
governmental invol-vement would be limited in the private
school sector than might be the case in the public slzstem.
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?.2

TI{E

GO\TERNANCE

OF PUEITC A,NÐ PRIVATE

EDUCA,TTON"

PubIic and private school-s are usually operated
differently. In their description of the two educational
systems in the United States, Chubb and Moe (1985)
distinguished:(a) the systems of governance, (b)
administrative complexity and (c) resources, as three
aspects that potentially present fundamental differences
between the provision of education in the two educational
sectors. They also suggested that these differences may
tikely be responsible for the patterns and sources of
influence that impact the principars' educational leadership
role within their school contexts. For instance, public and
private schools may differ in terms of their systems of
governance. As Chubb and Moe (1985) elaborated:

PubIic schools are governed by legitimate
democratic authority. They are established, ruled
, and supported by locaL state, and to some degree
the Federal Government, and they are ultimately
controlled by the people--the parents and other
adult members of the local school district.. ". Às
a result, public schools are legaIIy obligated to
satisfy aIl democratically expressed demands that
are made of them.... Private schools by contrast,
are not governed in any democratic sense; they are
owned and managed. Parents have no legal right to
participate in their operaLion. Private schools
are legitimately controlled by their owners, who
are entitled to contract to satisfy whatever
parental demands and to educate whatever children
they choose (p"8).

The systems of governance between public and private

school sectors in America, they argued are different.
Similarly, Connell, et al. (1982) have observed that in
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Australia; public schools are governed and administered as
bureaucracies, while private schools are operated more-orIess as market systems that are self-governed and
Iegitimately controlled by their owners. within the Canadian
context, public and private schools are governed by loca1
school boards and private individuals, associations or
corporat ions respect ively.
The communities served by the two educational systems are

also different, public schools are democratic institutions
established to serve members of given geographical
locations. On the other hand private schools serve specific
communities which are bound together in many ways that
transcend geographical locations and generally can choose
who to admit and who to exclude. wikinson (1977) writing on
public and private schooLs in Canada pointed to the fact
that public schools have been established by law, are
financed from public revenues, and are therefore operated as
instruments of government policy. Hawkins (1985) also
suggests that public education is public in that it derives
its authority from the various publics.
ïn Manitoba, public schools are established and operated
by local educational authorities according to the Public
School Act of the Province. Private schools in the province,
on the other hand, are self-governed, and are legitimately
controlled by their owners, whether they are churchaffiliated or non-sectarian. It is from this perspective
that Salganik and Karwett (1982) say:
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The differences in governance structure of public
and private schools are closely related to
differences in legitimacy" Public schools are
expected to respond to expectations expressed

through the public process, but private school-s
are governed primarily by their communities". ".
SeIf -governance suggests that private schooLs are
free to maintain a stable identity without
responding directly to every new educational
theory or interest group's particular concern
(p.1ss)"

The self-governing character of private schools also

allows each of them to have considerable control over
operating characLeristics such as síze and focus. SecondIy,
as a result of their differences in governance, the two
educational systems may also tend to differ in
administration" Àccording to Chubb and Moe (1985)r" private
schools may find themselves embedded in extensive
hierachiesi however, the environments of pubJ-ic schools make
them more Iikely to be administratively complex than the
environments of the private schoo1s." In an earlier study of
parochial schools, Fichter (1958) indicated that:
A comparative analysis of the two types of schools
shows that the public school is caught up in a
rigid, stratified complex organization. The
question here does not concern the number of
levels in the hierarchy of each system, but the
manner in r,¡hich the people at each level operate
in relation to the others" The public schools are
more bureaucratic.".the point here is that the
public school- system is relatively rigid and
formalized (p" a0 1-402) .
In Manitoba there are many small school divisions (rural)
that are not highly bureaucratized. However, this study
deals with an urban context where this statement would
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appear to have greater relevance. Because public schools are

closely linked to the government, Salganik and Karwett
(1982) suggest that, " there is hardly an aspect of public
school operation that is not constrained by mandates that
originate outside the school community " (p"157). The
systematic coordination of individual school-s from the
centre make them complex and highly bureaucratic in
governance. " Each school becomes a unit in a much larger
system and is administered through the mul-t.ipJ-ication of
rul-es and regulations, of offices and personnel, and of
experts and committees regardless of the individual school
size " ( Fichter, 1958 ). Similar1y Chubb and Moe (1985)
agree that the administration of public and private schools
may differ because:
The public shool is subject to a powerful
superintendent and a large bureaucratic central
office, the private school subject to umbrella
organizaLions such as an archdiocese. But however,
byzantine the respective supervisory structures,
the public structure is al-mosL bound to be more
so. It embodies the demands of several levels of
governments each of which is providing resources,
imposing regulations, and trying to realize
various objectives. The dernands on the pubtic
schools therefore go well beyond those of the
parents whose children are in attendance (p.9).
UnIike the public shool system, the self-governance
feature of private schools alIows them to be considerably
free from legitimate government authority and control. Their
hierarchies appear to rise to a single peak: a sole
authority such as a governing board. For example, in
Manitoba a Catholic high school is governed by a diocese,
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Lutheran schooLs are governed on a synod basis while Jev¡ish

schools and other private schools have central offices to
provide leadership, 'services and coordination needed for the

operation of the schools" However, these systems are less
complex and bureaucratic than those found in the public
school sector. Hence, the private school principal is not
likely to be under constraints and restrictions due to the
governance and administrative structures.

the other hand, the public school principal has the
potential of being subjected to a system of rules and
regulations from above, unlike his/her counterpart in the
private school sector. This may be because the public school
is more complex in its administrative structure and operates
more or l-ess as a bureaucratic system, consisting of rules
and regulations and a hierachical order that is not present
in the private school system.
On

The principal of the pubLic school, as reported by

Fichter (1958) in his research of public and private schools
in the United States is:
Àppointed by his educational superior the
superintendent of the school system. He cannot
and does not do anything on his own decision
except purely routine matters and this operates
mainly on orders from above. The duties of
principals are highly regularized; they are
spelled out in formal phrases printed in a
booklet. Directives from the superintendent of
schools, as well as numerous city and state
regulations confront the public school principal
at every turn (p.403)"
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More current research findings support his results" For

in their review of studies on
public and private schools report that, public school
principals operate in more complex adrninistrative
environments than do private school principals, and that
numerous demands from legitimately entitled participants
influenced their authority. Salganik and Karwett (1982)
assert that the system of authority in private and public
schools differs. They claim that although both school
systems use legaI/raLional and tradítional authority,
nevertheless, public schools depend more upon 1ega1/rational
authority whereby "bureaucratic superiors exercise porJer by
enforcing intentionally established rules about behaviour or
technical methods within a specified sphere of authority"
(p.154). oppositely, private schools rely more on
traditional authority whereby emphasis upon responsibilities
and rights are linked to particular status position.
exampJ-e, Chubb and Moe ( 1985)

Therefore, the private school principal, in contrast to
the puplic school principal, is potentially freer to make
decisions and to run the school on the basis of his/her
knowledge, competence and experience. In contrast to this
suggested autonomy of the private principals Grant (1981)
says that their counterparts in the public sector may be
described as rational administrators of policies determined
elsewhere, and may therefore be to a considerable extent
denied the authority to use their personal judgement, unlike
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private school principals who appear to be perceived as
advocates of their schools' philosophies. For instance,
Drahmann (1981 ) portrays the private school principal as:
The leader of. the community of the faculty and
staff which serves the student body of the school.
This is in many respects the most significant
aspect of the role of the principal, since it is
the adults in the school who affect the students
anC are responsible for the growth of these young
folk for whom the school exists" (p.12)
These opposing views point to the fact that research in

this area is not always consistent therefore providing a
justification for more comparative studies of public and
private schools" However, in an observational study of
public school principals, Rogers (1980) reported that
principals interpreted their role to be primarily carrying
out the system's rules and procedures and that one of the
main sources of pressures felt by the principals came from
the upper administrative bureaucracy with its requirements
of routines, paperwork and conflicting regulations. This
however has been disputed by McCurdy (1983) who stated that:
Principals often bemoan the limits pl.aced on their
authority, but Van Cleve Morris and a team of
investigators discovered that often just the
opposite was the source of the principal's
problems " Complaints by principals about
organizational procedures"
are more likeIy to
center on the vagueness of ".language and lack of
clearcut administrative direction than upon the
rigidity and restrictiveness of 'tight' rules that
provide too little administrative direction
(p.22)

"

In the same vein, Dwyer (1983) in a study of the
instructional management role of the principal reported that
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despite the principals' complaints about rigid regul-ations,
paper work, and the diminishing power of the principal as
may have been suggested in other studies the principals he
studied exercised discretionary control within their school
context

s

"

The third basic difference between public and private

schools is in the area of finance or resources. Gorton
(1983) is of the opinion that the lack of resources whether

physical or financial may prove to be a great
obstacle in the exercise of insr-ructional leadership.

human,

Àccording to Gorton, " Àn administrator may want to
1ead, and the situation and expectation of others may call

for his leadership. But if the resources necessary to
implement his leadership are inadequate, the administrator
will be facing a significant constraint" (p.264).
Notwithstanding, public schools have their resources
allocated to them by their school authorities. Therefore,
"they depend on the beneficence of various political
processes that include a host of participants other than
parents, and their or4rn ability to bargain f or f unds f rom
their local superiors" (Chubb and Moer1985,p.10) " In the
private school sector, although there is competition for
resources between the schools, most of the schools depend
primarily upon their particular communities for support.
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the following
points can be made about the two educational systems:
Based upon what has been discussed above

1. That the systems of governance between public and
private school sectors within which the principals
operate are different, public schooLs particularly in
urban areas are more-or-Iess governed and
administered as bureaucracies. Private schools on the
other hand tend to be operated more-or-less like
market systems which are self-governed and
legitimately controlled by their owners with littIe
or no intervention from the government.
2. That the public principal, characteristically
operates under a central system of governance and
therefore is administratively subject to detailed and
carefully spelled out procedures. On the other hand,
his/her counterpart in the private system works
within an autonomous domain with a decentralized
system of governance that may be l-ess complex
admini strat ively.
3. That private schools are to some extent characterized
by voluntarism rather than governmental control.
4" That the communities served by the two educational
slzstems are different. Public schools because they
have been established by governments are democratic
organizations that serve everyone in a given
geographical location. Private schools on the other
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hand serve specific communities and therefore their
communities transcend geographical boundaries.
These differences rnay have the potential to influence the

principals' interactions r,¡ith staf f , immediate school
authorities, and school communities, their patterns of
responses and the degree of autonomy they have as they
undertake to provide instructional leadership which this
study addressed.

2"3

THE ITIÍPORTANCE OF THE PR,INCIPAL AND THE DEMANDS OF THE
PRINCI PALSHI P.

The principal's position in the school is stiIl

held with
considerable respect, and recognized as very unique, and
indispensable to the operation of the school. Current
Literature and research in education recognize the
significance of the principal role in both public and
private sectors of education. His/her position in the school
is generally regarded as being pivotal to the success of
education. Wadelius (1978) suggests that:
The cliche, "as is the principal so is the
school", has remained generally true so that the
principal is looked upon by teachers, senior
administrators, the school board and the public as
the most accountable person in the educational
hierarchy (p.2 ) .
Às a IegaIly designated leader of the school he/she

occupies a highly resposible position in the running of the
school.
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2.4

TIIE

TMPORTANCE OF THE PRT}{CTPAL TN THE SCHOOI"

Àccording to Rosenberg (1955), the significance of the

principal grows out of his/her role, functions and
responsibilities" As head of the school, he or she is
heavily involved in the phases of planning, organizíng,
motivating, guiding, interacting and controlling the daily
running of the school. Hel1er (1975) categorizes Lhe tasks
that the principal is usually required to perform as:
scheduling; budgeting; working with community groups;
motivating the staff; working with students; providing
instructional leadership; supervising classrooms; attending
meetings; communicating with various publics; devel-oping
transportation routes; developing rules and regulations for
attendance, health and safety, student placement; reporting
to parents; inventorying; and providing a proper image
(p.13)" Channon (1967 ) says the principal sets the tone for
the school, and Meade (1968) contends that he or she is the
key person responsible for the product of the school
organ i zat i on

.

The principal has also been portrayed as the single and

most important determiner of the educational climate of the
school- (Greene , 1972). Stewart (1972) in a study sponsored

by the " Canadian Education Àdministrator " described the
public school principal as occupying a unique and important
position when he reported that:
Strategic is perhaps the best single word to
describe the high school's principal's position in
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the education hierarchy" He sits in a key spot as
a middle man between the centraf office and the
teachers (p.130).
person in the school , his/her status and
power make him or her the key to the ideology and
Às the critical

organization of the group ( Jacobson, 1973; Pharis, 1973 )"
The success of any school in the provision of education very
much depends upon the skills with which the principal
administers the school.
The principal has been consistently perceived to occupy

a

crucial position in the educational enterprise ( Greene,
1972, Rentsch, 1976). Gue (1977 ) has also depicted the
principal as a central figure in the creation of a well
functioning school for the education of its youth. SimiIarIy
Brown (1984) contends that the princípa1 as head of the
school has both a visible and an invisible influence upon
what takes place in the school. She/he has a profound effect
on both the educational programme and ultimately the
students' performance.
Jackson (1978) has also described the principal as having

the most important role in the educational system. He or she
is perceived to affect the effectiveness and the success of
teachers in their teaching and students in their learning.
Notwithstanding, FuIlan (1982) has observed that in the
past twenty years or sor the role of the principal in Canada
has increasingly become "more compfex, overloaded and
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unclear " (p" 20'1 ) . Prior to this observation, two other
Canadians have expressed similar perspectives. For instance,
Fraser (1971) observed that the traditional role of the
principal has changed from what it used to be at its
inception in the early days, and urged for a redef inition of
the role and responsibilities of the position in order to
make the principals more effective. Sharples (1978) stated:
The principal's main task has changed from that of
resolving major eduactional issues to promoting
the development and personal growth of the
subordinates so that they may make educational
decisions themselves (p.1 1 ) .
The above views of Canadian educators and practitioners

appear to suggest that there have been changes in the role

of the principal that might have had consequences upon
his/her role in the provision of instructional leadership.
This seemed to be supported by the principals investigated
in this study.
The principal has become the focal point of contacts
between the different components of the social organization.

Conversely, Chubb and Moe (1985) contend that several

studies of effective schools (for instance, Brookover et
a1., 1979; Blumberg and Greenfield, 1980; Perse11, 1982)
point to the key rol-e the princ ipal plays in creating
quality education in the school. They argue that such
studies have shown that excellence in education demands a
principal who: articulates clear goaIs, holds high
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expectations2 exercises strong instructional leadership,

steers clear of administrative burdens, and effectivel-y
extracts resources from the environment (p"19).
Gue (1977 ) insists that the principal is the central

person in the creation of a feeling of membership in a well-

functioning school- organization. He postulates that it is
the principal's role that is one of those factors which
infl-uence the schoof's ability to educate its youth.
Similarly Brown (1984) suggests that as head of the school,
the principal has a visible and invisible influence on what
happens; and that the visibility
of the principal, and the
visibility of his/her principles, profoundly affect the
quality of the educational programs and the resultant
student achievement " (p.755-56)" As the "person in the
middIe", the principal is caught between the central office
and the schooL board on the one hand, and between teachers
and parents on the other (Strother, 1983, p. 291)" In this
position Stewart (1972) contends, the principal is well
placed to enhance and " facilitate communication up and down
the ladder. Potentially, his influence in shaping the
character of education is great" He is where the action is
in education" The scope of his mandate offers challenge and
opportunity " (p.1 30) .
This puts the principal in a position of considerable
influence over what takes place in the school and makes
him/her a determiner of the effectiveness and success of
education" As Barth (1978) puts it:
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The principal is the key to a good school-" The
quality of the educational program depends on the
school principal" The principal is the most
important reason why teachers grow. . . or are
stified on the job. The principal is the most
potent factor in determining school climate, show
me a good school and I will show you a good
principal" Study after study suggest that when a
principal provides strong leadership, a school is
like1y to be effective" Without capable
leadership, it probably won't be (p.8)"

the other hand, the private school- principal according
to Drahmann (1982) acts as the liaison between the faculty
and staff with the board, pastor, parents, and the comrnunity
outside the school.
On

This section has noted the importance that is given to
the position of the principal as head of the school. There
seems to be considerable consensus by both researchers and
practitioners that the principal is in a position of
influence over what takes place in the school. He/she
occupies central position around which the functions and
interactions of the school revolve with far reaching
implications upon the provision of insructional l-eadership
and consequently the student academic achievement" ln the
next section of t.his chapter the principal's position v¡as
related to the nature of the denands that are made upon
his/her time in the daily running of the school.
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2"5

NATURE OF DEMA}{DS MADE ON PUBLTC Ã,ND PRIVATE SCHOOL
PRÏNCIPÀ,LS.

In textbooks and journal-s in educational
administration, the principal has been viev¡ed from
every possible angle" He has been well and truly
classified and filed. There are many l-abeIs from
which to choose--initiator, co-ordinator,
evaluator, communicator, organizational- analyst,
change agent, administrative mechanic. Each Iabel
says something about the principal; very rarely,
however, do we meet the whole man ín the textbook
descriptions ( ward,1975, p.12 ).
The testimonies of principals and professional writings

on the subject of the principal-ship reveal a surprising
array of demands on the time, energy, and ingenuity of

principals in the school system" The principals are expected
to perform tasks that differ greatly in importance" They
vary from as little clerical tasks and those that may result
into far reaching consequences both to the persons concerned
and the school system (Yeager, 1949, p.311)" Às high school
principals they are expected to fulfil many and varied roles
such as morale builder, teacher evaluator, executive
of f icers , leaders , organ izat ional change agents , behavioural
scientists, instructional leaders, school managers,
politicians and facilitators, pupil- services coordinators,
disciplinarians (Gorton, 1 983 ) .
They are also faced with increasing demands from school

administrators and pressures from parents ( Krajewski, 1978,
p.65 )" Researchers ( gecker, 1971; HilIs, 1982; MTS, 1978;
MuseIla, 1981; Rogers, 1980;) have identified several role
expectations of principals some of which are providing
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educational leadership, teaching, developing curriculum,
encouraging teachers' professional development,
demonstrating pedagogical techniques to teachers, providing
for student growth, assisting with school-associated
functions, being involved in community relations, being
responsible for school finances, overseeing schoolfacilities, providing school organization and evaluation and
supervising clerical workers.
The job of the contemporary principal has

become

increasingly complex, due to the growing complexity of the
school organization the amount of time principals can spend
in direct contact with the teaching-learning process has
been drastically reduced. Às a result principals have
frequently claimed to have little time that they can use in
the exercise of educational leadership. The increased
administrative load has meant that the principals'
opportunity to demonstrates competence and professional
expertise in teaching, the basic task of the enterprise tI
has been curtailed ( ScwarLz, 1980, p"24 ).
tr

In reference to the principals in Manitoba, ColIins
(1980) says that the current principal's position does not
deserve to be "envied" in spite of the fact that the
departmental- regulations say that " the principal shall be
in charge of the school in respect to all matters of
organization, management, discipline and instruction
(p"31)" He argues that the public principal's power is
rr
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checked by other factors such as the school- board, the
Department of Education and increasing professionalism of

the teachers whose:
var i.ed expert i se and the f lex ibi 1i ty of the
curriculum make it impossible for any single
principal to be fully conversant with content and
methods of instruction. Outside the school,
special interest groups have learned how to use
their political- weight to challenge the
principal's power" A further limitation is purely
and simply physical--no principal can forever
control the demands on his/her time made by an
endless stream of parents, students, teachers,
superintendents, trustees, custodians and
others.... (p.31 ).

Therefore it seems that the principals in Manitoba like
their counterparts elsevrhere are potentially faced with
imbalance of responsibility and authority, as they attempt

to fulfill the varied tasks of the job of the pri.ncipalship
within their school contexts and environments. Àllison
(1983), contends that it makes the public school principals'
" major functions revolve around the implementation of.
provincial policy, the application of Department and Board
regulations, and the maintenance of a po1iticaIly, rather
than a personally acceptable set of standards" (p.20).
Research by ( Hi11, wuchitech, and wilIiams, 1980 and
Rogers, 1980 ) tras also suggested that principals are
conscious of having less control of their schools, hemmed in
by regulations and caught between the layers of the school
hierarchy. Thus, even though principals may envision the
role of instructional leader as their primary role, they are
constantly besieged with administrative functions that call
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for " keeping the ship on an even kee1, in maintaining the
existing order in their school-s" ( nJ.umberg and Greenfield,
1980, p"16 ).
In spite of this, " Principals have occupied and continue
to occupy positions of power in education.".remain
effectively able to structure the school experience of their
students" ( Schwartz, 1 980, p" 30 ) . Conversely, Zlotnik
(i986) has said that principats have continued to live " in
tension between two conflicting role expectations: that of
educational leader in a co1legia1 team and that of a member
of the management team responsible for administering board
and/or government policy at the school" (p.16).
This suggests that both practitioners and scholars have
continued to hold differing expectations concerning the role
of the principal. Blumberg and Greenfield (1980) said that
principals freguently are expected to be all things to all
people, to do all things and to do them wel-I" (p.16) . These
varying views have been expressed in empirical studies,
researchers have produced findings which have shown that the
principals' functional role behaviours are frequently at
variance with their idealized ones.
tr

It is unfortunate that there are generally few
comparative studies of public and private school principals
indicating that information is very scarce and limited (
Erickson, 19777; Greenfield, 1982; Wanaski and McCleary,
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'1980

) to al-1ow f or adequate comparisons. Until recently a
few studies that have been done were not focused on the
principalship as the main variable of the research (
Fitcher, 19581 Krushaar, 1972; Baird, 1977; Àbramowitz and
Stackhouse, 1980; Conne11, et â1, 1982; Coleman and Hoffer,
1985; Chubb and Moe, 985 ) . Nevertheless, these
investigations have however given some useful insights with
relative to certain aspects of the job dernands and functions
of private and public school principals.
'1

For instance one of the earlier of such studies in the
U"S ( Fitcher, 1958 ) , it vras reported that the principals
of public and private schools have some similarities in that
their offices give them a dist.inct social esteem, and
because both are appointed by a superior authority. Public
school principals are appointed by a superintendent, while
private school principals are appointed by a board of
trustees. However, the similarities end at this point
because unlike the public school principals, private school
principals have "much more freedom of decision in ma-ny areas
than the public school principal" (p"403).
This view has also been reiterated by Krushaar (1972)
who in his research of non public schools in the United
States reported that:
Whereas the public school principal
characteristically is subject to the control of
the central administration and guided by detailed,
carefully spelled out procedures the private
school head works within an autonomous domain. In
principle at least, the private school is directed
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from within and is responsible only to its own
board, its clients and supporters, not to
government bureaus or to the publ ic at J-arge . And
since most governing boards of private schools
customarily delegate board powers to the head-powers that reside legally in the trustees--it is
the quality of the head or sucession of heads that
makes or breaks ashool (p.173).

In the same vein Àbramowitz and Stackhouse (1980), in
their survey of public and private schools have suggested
that, " public school principals appear to have less
authority and influence in running their school-s" (p"a0).
Others (noyer, 1983; McIntyre, 1970) have tried to portray
the public school principal as a person r+ho is delegated all
responsibility but litt1e power to fulfi11 it. His/her
position has been discribed as that of a defender of higher
authority ( ¡lclntyre,1970 ). Àccording to Boyer (1983), the
modern public high school principal operates in a "complex
bureaucratic web" because according to Boyer's perception
the school systems are "top-heavy with administration...are
administered to within an inch of their lives't (p"22a).
Similarly, the constraints upon the private school
principal have been discribed as heavy; he/she is said to
personally a focus of the social networks surrounding the
school-(Conne11, et"a1, 1982) " They suggested that the
pr ivate school pr inc ipal i s :
Personally the subject to the pressures that
define and redefine the role of the school...the
irreducible demands of routine management, getting
to know the kids, keeping up networks, and having
some involvement in the academic life of the
school have added to the sharply-increased
personal strain on the principal of the private
school (p.1 56) "
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be

Private school principals \¡¡ear many hats, they are
ambassadors to the community, educational colleagues and
managers (Abramowitz, 1977) " In their descriptions of the
job of private principals Kraushar (1972) and Baird (1977)
reported that the private principal's job is very demanding.
For instance, Kraushar (1972) said that private school
principals are faced with a variety of activities which they
are supposed to be " knowledgeable about, engaged in,
overseeing or leading" (p.188). He said as heads of schools
they have the responsibility to administer the whole school
which make them to become different things to the various
constituencies the school serves.
Relative to the students they act as teachers,
counsel-ors, tutors, coach and fel1ow athletes, morale
builders, the symbol of authority and disciplinarians. They
act as colleagues and faculty builders, chief curriculum
plannners, teaching guides, etc. in their interactions with
teachers" As administrators of their schools they are
controllers of the school-'s "purse-strings." Kraushar (1972)
says:

that, to the parents he is the symbol of
the school's integrity and its chief spokesman and
interpreter, and pleader for support in the
community" More importantly in the eyes of some
parents he is expected to function also as an
advisor and amateur psychologist who is called on
to diagnose their children's progress or lack of
it, personality problems, and emotional hang-ups"
To trustees he is the man in charge, accountable
to them for the operation of the school in all its
detailed functioning; and they expect hirn to be
the school's chief public relations officer and
money raiser (p.188).
Beyond
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the private school principals spent a
great amount of their time dealing in student related
responsibilities, followed by activities with the facul-ty-discussing curricular questions, meeting with committees and
chairing facutty meetings, interviewing candidates and
making appointments, discussing teaching problems and
questions pertaining to salaries and related matters. The
principals were also engaged in admissions work, alumni
relations and long-range planning, and apparently devoted
relatively 1ittle time to fund-raising ( Kraushar, 1972 ).
He observed that

Similarly Baird (1977 ) in his study reported that the
heads of private schools are faced with manifold
responsibilities to perform. However, the principals he
studied described their role as "teacher-administrators"
than just "administrators" who Baird said operated as the
nerve centres of school 1ife, " the resting place of
legitimate power" whose influence impact everything that
occurs in the school. He said:
Their role as principals is a complex and hard
task, they are expected to satisfy many groups
such as faculty, the trustees, the students, the
parents, the alunmni and the public" Their work as
principals is to lead the school and that involves
dealing with teachers, other administrators,
students and mundane details of garbage
collection, food services, books and supplies,
athletic equipment, student discipline problems
and keeping the school out of financial trouble
(p" a9-s0 ) .

the other hand, according to Àbramowitz and Stackhouse
1980) private school principals regard three aspects:
On
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rel-at ing personally wi th students,long-range planning and

relating personalJ-y wi rh parents/community as the centralfunctions of their job The principals view keeping in tune
and in touch with the cl-ients' needs as a central aspect of
the pr inc ipal ' s role.
connerl and colleagues (1982) suggest that there appears
to be a similarity between public (state) and private school
principars in that both of them are the focus of schoor-home
relationships, however, the resemblance ends at this point
because according to connell et. ar (1982) the public school
pr inc ipal :
Rather than marketing a service which parents can
readily buy elsewhere, he (most are male)
administers a service they are lega1ly obliged to
accept. Rather than being employer of the school's
staff, he is a supervisor of workers employed by
his employer, and whose careers have intersected
with his more or less by chance. Rather than being
the parents' agent, philosopher and friend, he is
a figure who normally has no informal social
contact with the parents; from their point of
view, a face that appears out of the mists, acts
as a law unto hirnself , and at the end of the day
departs they know not where (p"5)"
These researchers have attempted to describe the private

schooi principarship as being a very busy responsibility
that the principal occupies a central position in the
determination of what takes prace in the school" His/her

role requires the performance of varied functions that
incrude and transcend instructional leadership functions.
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and

In the
(

same

vein, researchers of public school- principals

, 1971; Wol-cott, 1973; House and Lapan , 1978;
Weldy, 1979; Crowson and Porter-Getirie, 1980; Martin and
Willower, 1981; Peterson, 1981 and Fullan, 1982 ) have al-so
reported that the job demands and expectations of
principals' role are many and complex" For instance, Wolcott
(1973) in his well publicised research on what the
elementary principal does, characterized the school principl
as the person "in the middle" working to accomodate the
interests, needs, demands, and influence of numerous groups
such as school board, district administrators, teachers,
students, parents and others. He found that the principal
spent a great amount of his time in interactions with
others, which indicated the interpersona] and information
giving roles of the principal and suggested that " school
principals serve their institutions and society as monitors
for continuity.."and that the latent functions of many
meetings is really that of validating existing status
hierarchies in the school system" (p.122-123) " The principal
according to Wolcott had very little time to spend on the
aspect of instructional leadereship"
Sarason

other researchers such as Sarason (1971), Crowson and
Porter-Getirie (1980) have reported similar findings
suggesting that principals they investigated spent a
considerable amount of their time performing activities such
as student. disciplinary control, keeping outside influences
satisfied and under control, and worked toward the provision
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of adequate materials for their schools. They sai d that
large amount of the principals' time was devoted to
administrative

a

housekeeping matters and maintaini ng order

parrallel observational studies by Martin and
Willower, (1981), and Peterson (1981) have described the
principals' work day as sporadic, characterized by
brevity, variety and fragmentation". For instance, Martin
and Willower (1981) report that the principals they
investigateo engaged in an average of 149 tasks per day, and
that the tasks v¡ere frequently interrupted" They al-so noied
that 84 percent of the activities lasted for about one to
four minutes in duration" The principats spent approximately
17 percent of their time on activities related to
instruction. They ( Martin and willower ) maintain that the
principals ".. "demonstrated a tendency to engage themselves
in the most current and pressing situation. They invested
Iittle time in ref l-ective planning" (p.80 ) .
Two other

rr

the above research findings it seems that in spite
of the differences in the settings and environments of
public and private schools in which the principals perform
their functions, the apparent demands on their time are
From

tremendous. Abramowitz and Stackhouse (1980) have even
suggested that it would be accurate to say that both the
private and public school principals put empahasis on the
ambassadorial, collegiaI and managerial aspects of their

roles equa1ly.
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The findings from the study of Wanaski and McCleary
(1980) tend to substantiate What Abramowitz and Stackhouse
(1980) have postulated above, Wanaski and McCleary reported

that the principaJ-s of public and private school systems
they investigated, worked roughJ-y the same number of hours
and that they actually spent large propotions of their time
on activities they thought they shoul-d, though with
differences in the order of priorities the principals
assigned to task areas. They also reported to have found
little variation between the two groups in terms of how they
function and believe they should function.
SimilarIy, Wi1lis (1980) after observational study of the
job functions of public and private principals in Australia
concluded that there were several similarities in the way
they endeavored to perform the different responsibilities of
the principalship. The work day of the principals in both
sectors was characterized by " uncertainty, variety,
brevity, discontinuity and invisibility".
They worked Iong
hours, ". empJ-oyed different communication media, constantly
changed Location from preceding acLivities, frequently
worked unseen by other school staff, experienced frequent
interruptions and spent a considerable amount of their time
engaged in affairs external to their schooLs" (p"3-6)"
Nevertheless, Chubb and Moe (1985) have suggested that:
Public school- principals are more prone to see
their role as that of an "efficient and effective
manager" and as a "representative of parents,
leaders, and sponsors" than are private school
principals. In contrast, private principals, more
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than public, see their roles fitting the
alternatives to these: namely, "Ieading the school
in new educational directions," and "selecting and
directing school policy according to (ttreir) best
professional judgement." These differences are not
all large, and the probability that they are zeto
is not trivial (p.2a ) .
The results of these studies suggest that research is

inconcl-usive and ambiguious, about the differences

and

similarities that exist between the public and private
school- principalship. There are studies that suggest
differences wj.th respect to the principals' role functions,
while other researchers have reported that the job of public
and private school principals have several similarities.
Furthermore, other studies have postulated that the public
school principal have less authority than his/her
counterpart in private school systems. The findings of the
studies also suggest that both public and private school
principals spend large amounts of time performing managerial
and administrative and/or politicaL functions of the
principalship. Their work day was characterized by
uncertainty, variety, brevity, discontinuity and
invisibility ( wif Iis, 1980 ) " In their position as heads of
their schools they are looked upon to provide leadership and
direction toward the attainment of the goals of the school "
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?"6

LEAÐERSHIP STYLES A,ND THE ROTE CIF THE PRIIqCTPAr, AS
TNSTRUCTÏONAL LEADER"

As the head of the school, the principal is expected to

provide leadership in the school. There is a linkage between
the leadership of the principal and the professional
performance of teachers and learning outcomes of the
students ( Gross and Herriot, 1965 ). Principals tend to be
effective when they direct the activities of teachers and
students toward the attainment of goals.
Renihan and Renihan

('1

985) reviewed literature on the

characteristics of effective school-s and identified the
following factors as closely related with the provision of
quality education: leadership, conscious attention to
climate, academic focus, great expectations, sense of
mission, positive motivational strategies and feedback on
academic performance (p.20-21)

"

Furthermore, other researchers have associated the

following efements as key l-eadership qualities that have
been shown by effective principals: assertive
administration, instructional leadershipr persona] vision of
where the school is going, high standards, assumption of
responsibility, expertise and an image of the school as it
should be ( austin et" a1., 1979; Brookover and Lezotte,
1977; Cohen, 1982; Edmond, 1979; Liltle, 19BZ and Rutter et"
â1., 1979 )" These studies have emphasized the siginificance
of the principal's leadership role in determining the degree
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of success of the school in achieving its goals

and

objectives"

In the same vein, researchers have also reported that
leadership styles vary from principal to principal, and that
there is no one leadership style which is universally
adequate for all situations and at all given times. The
contexts of the school infl-uences what leadership style or
behaviour is best appropriate. For instance, Blumberg and
Greenfield (1980) after a study of eight effective
principats stated that aII of them portrayed different
leadership styles as they led their schools. In another
research of the principal's role in instructional management
Dwyer and companions (1983) reported that effective
Ieadership involved an interplay of personal styles,
contextual and organizational factors. None of these studies
of the principals' Ieadership has indicated that one
particular style is best. Blanchard, Zigarmi and Zigarmi
(1987 ) have said that " ooofurthermore research over the
last several decades has clearly supported the contention
that there is no one ideal leadership style: successful
leaders are able to adapt their style to fit the
requirements of the situation " (p"14) "
The following researchers have described in more detail

of the varied leadership styles of principals (
1978; HalI, Rutherf ord, and Grif f in, 1982; r.eithwood
Montgomery, 1982i Sergiovanni, 1984; reithwood and
some
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Thomas,
and

Montgomery, 1986 and Blanchard and companions, 1987 ) as

they sought to lead their schoofs in the provision of
quality education in varied school contexts.
2"7

THE PRTNCIPAL ÂND LEå,DERSHIP STYLES.

Thomas (1978)

studied more than sixty schools in the
United States in order to determine the role of the
principal in managing different educational programmes and
distinguished three patterns of behaviour manifested by the
principals as they attempted to lead their schools in the
implementation of the programmes. She designated the
behaviours as those of directors, administrators and
facilitators.
Principals who acted as directors expressed
great interest in all aspects of the school from curriculum
and learning to budgeting and scheduling. Às directors the
principals h'ere responsible for the f inal decision-rnaking in
the school-, however, they sought input from teachers in
decisions affecting the cfassroom"

Principals who behaved as administrators made decisions
in areas that affected the school as a whole but left
teachers with much autonomy relative to decision-making with
respect to their classroom contexts. Thomas indicated that
such principals appeared to rel-ate more with district
management rather than their faculties.
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the other hand, principals who adopted the facilitator
mode of behaviour portrayed themselves as coJ-Ieagues of the
iaculty, whose primary role was to be supportive and helpers
of teachers in their work" Thomas concluded that schools
that were headed by principals who acted as directors and
facilitators
appeared to be more effective in programme
implementation than schools that were headed by principals
who behaved as administrators. However principals who r¡¡ere
directive encountered more difficulties managing multiple
programmes than did administrators and facilitators.
On

In another study Hal1, Rutherford, and Griffin (1982)
distinguished and Iabeled the patterns of behaviour
manifested by the principals they studied as identical to
those of initiators, managers and responders.
In their descriptions of the three patterns of
leadership, Hall and companions said that the principal-s
acted as initiators portrayed themselves as having clear
decisive pol-icies and goals that surpassed but included
implementation of current innovations. These principals
conveyed strong beliefs with regard to what quality
education should be and worked deligently toward the
achievement of this vision.
As initiators their decisions revolved around their
defined goals for the school and what they conceived to

best for the students based upon current knowledge of
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who

be

classroom practices. They showed strong expectations for

students, teachers and themselves, and aspired to imptement
convey and monitor such expectations by making frequent
contacts with teachers explaining how the school is to
operate and how teachers are expected to teach.
They constantly appeared to act in the best interest of

the school with particular reference to students. They
sought and initiated changes in district programmes or
policies or they redifined them to fit the needs of the
school. Às initiators they were persistent but not
dictatorial and sought input from the teachers prior to
making any decision relative to the goals of the school"
Àccording to Hall and colleagues pri.ncipals who acted

as

different behaviours as they confronted
each situation. They were both responsive and initiative in
how they led as they worked hard to provide support and
facilitate the teachers' work. Às manager they protected
their teachers from what they perceived as excessive
demands, and got involved with teachers in order to
accomplish centraf office directives.
managers conveyed

The third group of principals adopted the responder

mode

of behaviour who, according to Hall and companions, they
laid great emphasis on human relations. Às responders they
conceived that their primary role was to maintain a smooth
running school by concentrating on traditional
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administrative tasks, keeping teachers content and students
well" They saw their teachers as highly gualified
professionals who have the expertise to carry out
instruction with little guidance. Therefore as principals
they promoted the personal side of relationships with
teachers and others, and involved everyone in decisionmaking or made room for input or al-lowed others to make
their ohln decisions.
HaIl and friends analyzed the three patterns of
behaviours adopted by the principals and stated that:
The manager style principals protect their
teachers and strive to keep everything running
smoothly" Thus teachers were more satisfied.
lnitiator style principals listen to their
teachers but have high expectations and keep
pushing. The constant pressure is not as well
liked. Principals using the responder style are
most concerned about teachers' feelings and
perceptions but tend to respond to them one at a
time without coordinated or consistent
communication and priorities. Thus teachers feel
more job ambiquity and less control_ (p"27)
"

They concluded that in situations where alr teachers are

using new programmes all three patterns of behaviour are
effective" Nevertheress, they said that the initiator style
principars are most effective as implementors while manager
style principals appear to be more effective in terms of the
teachers' positive perception of the school climate.
Àccording to Hall €t., al, none of three modes of principal
behaviour " directly address student achievement. . . . The
picture is rich enough to allow for many styles and
combinations of people" The key appears to be in the
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blending, matching, and sequencing, rather than striving to
maintain a particular snapshort" (p"28).
Further efforts to classify the styles of principals were
undertaken by Leithwood and Montgomery (1982) who reviewed
l-iterature pertaining to principal types or styles and came
out with suggestion that the contemporary principal can be
characterized as either "effective" or "typical".
They described effective principals as those who were

pro-active relative to the provision of instruction and
students' welfare, and said that typical principals seemed
to be predominantly responsive in their mode of behaviour,
acting responsively to the demands of districts and other
sources of problems encountered everyday as they performed
the job of the principalship. The effective principal acts
as an instructional leader, while l-eadership provided by the
typical principal is largely administrative"
As administrators their primary goal is to have a smooth-

running organization with emphasis on keeping the activities
of the school under control in the mids+- of pressure for
change. The administrator keeps himsel-f./herself at a distant
from curriculum or instructional decisions and initiates

few

changes in the school programme" They emphasize the existing

professional- competence of teachers and value of " leaving
teachers alone to teach", and do not engage the teachers in

goal or priority setting for the students"
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However, Leithwood and Montgomery, conclude that

".principal behaviours are increasingly "effective" to the
extent that they facilitate necessary teacher growth and
thereby índirectly influence student-learning or impinge on
oLher factors known to affect such learning" (p.32 ).
.

Subsequent to their 1982 study Leithwood and Montgmery

(1986) published another exhaustive and scholarì-y research

on the profile of the principal which defines principals'
growth in effectiveness along four dimensions. In the study

they classified and analyzed four dimensions of the
contemporary principal's growth in leadership effectiveness
as Level 4: the Problem Solver, Level 3: the Programme
Manager, LeveL 2: the Humanitarian and Level 'l : the
Àdministrator"
They suggest that principals who are problem solvers are

highly effective educational leaders whose primary focus
revolves around the students. Conversely, principals who
pattern their behaviour as programme managers centre their
attention upon programmes. Leithwood and colleague suggest
that such principals are reasonably effective but below the
level of problem solvers" The principals who act as
humanitarians are moderately effective and their primary
concern is focused on climate or interpersonal
relationships" The Level 1 or principals who are solely
administrators in their l-eadership role are marginally
effective and their focus is placed upon regulations.
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Notwithstanding, Leithwood and companion explained that
principals who manifest higher level skills afso
incorporate skills of principars at the rower l-evels of the

hierarchy. For instance,
problem solvers are also
also postulated that the
practising principars is
administrators.

principals who are systematic
" first-rate administrators ". They
current prevailing behaviour of
either that of problem solvers or

Furthermore, Sergiovanni (1984) using sound management
techniques: harnessing available social and interpersonal

resources, expert knowledge about matters of education and
schooling, focusing the attention of others on matters of
importance to school and building a unique school culture
analyzed five forces or aspects of leadership: technical,
human, educational, symbolic and cul-tura1 that he suggests
are at the disposal of principals to employ in order to

influence the events of schooling.
Às technical leaders principals assume the role of
management engineers and emphasize planning, and time
management techniques, contingency

leadership theories, and
organízational structures. Their role revolve around the
provision of planning, organizing, coordinating and
scheduling to the life of the school.

ipals wÌro behave as human leaders lay ernphasi s on
human relations' concepts like interpersonal competence,
Pr inc
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and instrumental motivational technologies. They work to
provide support, encouragement and growth opportunities to

the school-'s human organization" On the other hand,
principals who behave as educational leaders adopt the rol-e
of "cl-inical practitioner" whose main concern is to bring
expert professional knowledge as it relates to teaching
effectiveness, educational programme development and
clinical supervision" Sergiovanni added that educational
leaders are " adept at diagnosing educational problems,
counseling teachers, providing supervision, evaluation, and
staff development and developing curriculum" (p.6)"
In describing principals who protray symbolic feadership
he ( Sergiovanni ) said such principals take on the role of
"chief" who stress selective attention on el-ements like
modeling of important goals and behaviours and convey to
others what is important and of va1ue. As symbolic leaders
they tour the school, visit classrooms, seek out and visibly
spend time with students, downplay management concerns in
favour of educational ones, preside over ceremonies, rituals
and other important occasions and provide a unified vision
of the school through proper use of words and actions.
FinaIly, principals as cultural leaders undertake the
role of "high priest" who seek to define, strengthen and
articulate those enduring values, beliefs and cultural
strands that give the school its unique identity" Such
principals engage in legacy building, and creating,
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nurturing and teaching an organizaLional saga, whích defines
the school- as a distinct entity within an identifiable
culture. In conclusion, Sergiovanni (1984) asserted that:
.1.

Technical- and human leadership forces are
generic and thus share identical qualities
with competent management and leadership
wherever they are expressed. They are not
unique to the school and its enterprise
regardless of how ímportant they may be.

¿.

Educational, symbolic and cultural
leadership forces are situational and
contextual, deriving their unique qualities
from specific matters of education and
schooling. These qualities differentiate
educational leadership, supervision, and
administration from management and
leadership in general.
Technical, human and educational aspects of
educational leadership forces are essential
to competent schooling, and their absence
contributes to ineffectiveness. The strengh
of their presence alone, however, is not
sufficient to bring about excellence in

3.

school i ng .

r.

Cultural and symbolic aspects of
substantive leadership forces are essential
to excellence in schooling. Their absence,
however, does not appear to negatively
affect routine competence"
The greater the presence of a leadership
force higher in the hierarchy, the less
important are others below (p"9)"

Bl-anchard and colleagues (1987 ) have descr ibed

leadership as situational and postulated that there are four
leadership patterns that can be derived from the well known
directive (autocratic ) and supportive (democratic) styles

the high directive/Iow supportive, the high directive/high
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supportive, the high supportive/Iow directive and the low
supportive/Iow directive combinations. Furthermore, they
said that the use of these combinations of styles are
dependent upon the development levels of those who are being
1ed. Bl-anchard and companions (1987 ) summarízed each
leadership cornbinat ion as f ol-lows :
rn style 1, the high directive/Iow
supportive behavior is caIled "Directing" "
The leader defines the roles of the
f oll-owers and tells them what, how, when
and where to do the various tasks. Problem
solving and decision makíng are initiated
soleIy by the manager. Solutions and
decisions are announced; communication is
largely one-way, and implementation is
closely supervised by the leader.
2, In style 2, the high directive/high
supportive behavior is called "Coaching."
I n th j. s style the leader st i I1 provides a
great deal of direction and leads with
his/her ideas, but he or she also attempts
to hear the f oIl-owers' f eeI ings about
decisions as well as their ideas and
suggestions about how to solve prolems.
While two-way communication and support are
increased, control over final decision
making remains with the leader "
3. In style 3, the high supportive/Iow
directive behavior is called "Supporting."
Here the locus of control for day-to-day
decision making and problem solving shifts
from the leader to the follower. The
leader's role is to provide recognition and
to actively Iisten and facilitate problem
solving/decision making on the part of the
follower, This is appropriate since the
follower has the ability and knowledge to
do the task
4. In style 4, the low supportive/Iow
directive behavior is caIled "DeIigating. "
The leader discusses problems with
subordinates until joint agreement is
achieved on problem. definition, and then
the decision making process is deligated
1

"
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totally to the f o1l-owers. Subordinates are
allowed to "run their own shov¡" because
they have both competence and confidence
(P"14).

of leadership into four is
generally supported by reseachers as a description of the
basic l-eadership styles. However, they added that each
leadership role is affected in its adaptation by the
variables: time lines, job and task demands, school cl-imate
and culture and subordinates' skills and expectations.
They said their classification

The studies discussed lead to several conclusions about

varied feadership styles that the principals are exposed to
as they provide leadership in the school-.
" They suggest that the principals may incorporate
several leadership styles within their school
contexts as they provide instructional Ieadership.
2" The situation in which the principal exercises
leadership has the potential to determine the styles
he/she adopts, and therefore there may be variations
of styles within school contexts and between one
school principal to another school principal in their
efforts to provide quality leadership styles.
3" That there is no one style of leadership that is the
best for aII situations and at all times. Therefore
instructional leadership may involve the use of
different styles and/or a combination of. leadership
styles by the principal.
1
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4"

Although there is no consensus of opinion as to
which specific leadership style is the best,
researchers have tried to associate instructional

leaders to directors, initiators, effective
problem solvers styles of leadership.
2"8

THE PRINCIPAL

A,ß[D

THE PROVISION

and

OF INSTRUCTTONAL

LEADERSHIP.

Historically,

the origins of the traditional

concept of

the principal

as head teacher date back to the time when
schools in Canada increased in size that it became necessary
and essential to have more than one staff

to run the school.

With the growth in size, certain routine tasks emerged
affecting the school as a whole resulting in the need for
someone to be designated to assume responsibility for them.
In most instances, a staff member with Lhe longest term of
service or who had demonstrated superior teaching ability
was appointed to become the " principal teacher" or the
"principal" of a school.
However, during the past decade or so the principalship

has admittedly gone a long way from what it used to be at
its inception (Fraser, 1971). Martin and MacdonelI (1977)
agree with him that the role of the school principal in
Canada has evolved and changed from the teacher-

administrator in small country schools to that of
professional- reader and administrator because " of increased
school size, greater specialization and consequent
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coordination necessary for the school to function as a
social unit" (p.95).

In recent years instructional leadership has continued to
be regarded as the primary role of the principal and much
has been v¡ritten about the principal as instructionalleader. Às educational leader he/she is in charge of
instruction in the school, and in broad perspective, he or
she is responsible for mobilizing the activities and efforts
of the teachers in order to provide quality educational
programmes.

Generally, this may mean that the principal is expecteC
to IeaC in the development of a conducive climate for the
staff and the students, and to oversee the efforts of
various staff members towards the realization of their
objectives and goaIs. Current research reveals that the
primary contributing factor to quality education in the
school is the principal who acts as instructional leader in
the school- "
The principal's

strong instructional leadership has been
associated with successful schools" Smyth (1980) reports
that leadership which influences the teaching-learning
processes is characterized by strong emphasis by principals
on classroom and instructional matters.
Several other studies point to the critical

role the
principal plays in the provision of instructional leadership
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( Trump,1972; Lipham & Hoeh,1974; Roe & Drake, 1974;
Rutter, 1979; Johnson, 1981; Shoemaker & Fraser, 1981;
Barth, 1982; Klopf , 1982; Lopresti, 1982; l"lanasser'1982i
Sweeney, 19821' and Knezevich, 1984 ) " These researchers

have affirmed that the principal is a crucial factor

relative to the effective provision of instructional
leadership. They say high performing schools have always
been closely related to the principals who have been heavily
involved in the provision of leadership in the teachingIearning processes of the school"
willis (1980) argues that the role of the
principal as educational leader is " perhaps the most
elusive", despite the many studies on leadership there is
yet stiIl no consensus about its meaning or precision about
its definition" (p"4-6). This is supported by the literature
which reveals that the concept of instructional leadership
has been defined in a variety of r¡ays without any síngle
universally accepted definition. For instance, Roe & Drake
(1974) have written that instructional leadership is focused
upon the teaching-learning acts planned by the school
personnel, and is the changing behaviour of those involved
in those teaching-learning processes which aim toward
achieving the goals of the school. Gorton (1983) defines
instructional leadership as those activities engaged in by
one or more individuals, v¡hich have as their main purpose
the improvement of a person, group, or program.
However

rr
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the other hand, Firestone and Herriot (1982) say that
the idea of. instructional Ieadership implies frequent
communication between principals and teachers abcut issues
related to curricul-um, discipline, and the management of
specific children" Knezevich (1984) is of the view that
instructional leadership is one of the most important
challenges confronting educational- administrators at aI1
l-eve1s of the hierarchy, and suggests that instructional
leadership focuses on learning in the school setting, it
involves what should be learned or programme definition, how
learning effectiveness may be enhanced or instructional
strategies and what resources are essential to the learning
process or the instructional materials. Keefe (1987 ) says
It is the principal's role in providing direction,
resources, and support to the teachers and students for the
improvement of teaching and learning in the school " (p"51).
On

tt

other authors' workrin this study
the following operational definition is given to
instructional leadership: The type of activities or
functions such as the setting of school goals, curriculum
Based upon these and

development, teacher eval-uation, teacher supervision,

teacher selection, staff development, monitoring the goals
of the school and student evaluation planned by the school
personnel led by the principal and carried out by a staff

directed toward the provision of high quality in the
teaching-learning processes of a school- setting"
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Às educat.ional Leaders the principals of public

and

private school systems, "are expected to provide the context
and process for examining instruction and influencing
practices and for identifying areas for school improvement"
(Snyder, 1983) " This may involve evaluating and facilitating
curricular improvements or alternatives, the evaluation of
instructional efforts of the teachers in order to help them
improve the effectiveness of instruction and to make
recommendations f.or the improvement of the overall
instructional programme ( neighton, 1971 )
"

They are also expected to create and maintain conducive

environments in which the activities

of teaching and
learning can effectively take place. In view of this, A1der
(1985), argues that the school like any other community
needs leadership, and because its primary reason for
existence is teaching and Iearning, instructional leadership
must be provided by the principai- who is the educational
leader of the school.
However, McCIeary and Hencley (1965) suggest the

leadership task may involve and encompass those actions that
the principal either himself/herself takes or delegates to
others in order to promote grolrth in student learning, and
that usually such actions concentrated on: setting school
wide goals, defining the purpose of schooling, providing the
resources needed for learning to occur, supervising

evaluating teachers, coordinating staff development
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and

programs, and creating collegial relationships with and
among teachers.

In a study of urban principal, Morris et.a1. (1984)
reported that the activity of the principal does affect the
work of the school- particularly through the impact on the
atmosphere or "c1imate" in r¡hich teaching and learning take
place. Àccording to ir{ichael (1970), it is the principal who
has the strategic and vital role of leadership to ensure
that the school provides appropriate and quality education
for every learner who can profit from such education.
Demont (1975)

points out that the principal must be the
chief decision maker for the program" He/she has the
authority and responsibility for goal setting, programing,
evaluati.ng and refining instruction. Deighton (1971 ) has
said the instructional leadership role of the principal has
two distinct but interdependent elements. One of these
requires the principal to evaluate the instructional efforts
of the teachers under his/her supervision, to help them in
improving the effectiveness of that instruction, and to make
recommendations for actions by, or in relation to, those
teachers for the improvement of the total instructional
effort"
(i981) has strongly emphasized that "although
the principal may delegate curriculum rnatters to other
administrators, department chair-persons, and individual
Drahmann
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aculty members, j.t remains true that f inal- responsibility
for the instructional process remains with the head of the
school" (p"15)" This perspective is shared by Nottingham
(1983) who agrees that the role of the principal is
multifaceted. He, however, says that, "in terms of
priorities, principals have two major responsibilities, one
is curricul-um and instruction , and the other is personnel
f

development" (p"9)

"

Research ( ¡arS, 1978) has indicated that a large

percentage of teachers and principals in Manitoba believe
that the principal should be a professional- leader rather

than a business manager. School administrators expressed
that they wouLd like to spend more time than they actually
did on educational ledearship-type activities such as
curriculum, professional staff development and community
relat i ons .

In an earlier research which investigated, " The Sex
Factor and The Management of Schoo1s", Gross and Trask
(1976) found that most of the principals regardless of their
gender felt that one of their primary obligations was to
give leadership to the instructional program of their
school

s

Notwithstanding Deighton (1971 ) has observed that the
high school principals as instructional leaders are beset

by

administrative responsibilities and find themsel-ves as only
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one subject specialists. rn addition to this limitation,

the

principals do not fully participate in " determining the
course content, ordering of that content and the
recommendations for instructional procedures" because there
are subject specialists who are responsible in carrying out
such tasks (neighton, 1971, p.21a).
However Pinero (1982) disagrees

with such a perspective
and contends that ".,.the instructional functions of the
role of the principal are critical and must take precedence
over the administrative functions" (p.17). " She said that
there is considerable evidence gathered from studies of
effective principals which indicates several ways whereby
principals can become effectively involved in their school's
instructional program. For instance they:
1.
2"
3"
4"
5.

instruction,
especially in relation to basic skiIls
set clear goals for the school's
instructional program and announce these
goals to students, faculty and community
set high expectations for the behavior and
achievement of students
emphasize the importance of basic skilIs
set expectations for collegiality and
become knowledgeable about

continuous improvement and model desired
behavi or

6. participate with teachers in inservice
act ivities
7" use sanctions advisedly to further school
goals
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8.
q

10.

buffer the faculty from undue pressures
insist on giving priority to instructional
concerns by, for example, concentrating
time and effort on instructional matters
and delegating as many non-instructional
tasks as possible
make instruction and its improvement the
central- concern of the school- ( p. 1 9 )
"

The studies reviewed in the preceding pages suggest that

a considerably body of contemporary education literature
percieve the principal as havng a vital role in the provsion
of instructional leadership in the school, and this role
revolve around activities that are closely related to the
teaching-learning processes. The research also suggest that
there are differing perspectir¡es of the role of the
principal as instructional leader justifying further
research in this area.
Esbree, and colleagues (1967), postulate that the

principal is the "administrative agent closest to the
teachers and pupils in the school" He is the educational
agent in a posi tion to be in cl-osest contact viith the school
community" Conseguently, he is the educational l-eader in the
best position to exert personal influence in the local
school and its program" (p"57). Gross and Trask (1976) in
their research concluded that even though:
Teachers are of course 2 more immediately and
directly involved than their administrators in the
teaching and learning activities of schools.
However, principal-s are expected to be in overall
charge of the educational program of their schools
and they are charged with the responsibility of
maintaining an instructional program of high
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quality" They are expected to serve as catalysts
f.or the needed innovations, to develop and
implement in-service training programs, to advise
to
teachers who are having difficulties,
c'oordinate the work of teachers, and in general to
offer the type of leadership required to improve
the instructional program (p.1 07 )
"

The principal es an administrator is in a position to

stimulate, coordinate, and direct the iearning-teaching
environment" Barth (1980), suggests that there are two
important factors which have influence upon children's
performance in every school: teachers, who v¡ork closely with
children, and principaJ.s, who shape the environrnent(s) in
which children and teachers work" Furthermore he identified
three primary relationships in a schooL that have the
potential of determining the quality of education to include
teacher to child, teacher to teacher, and teacher to
principal interactions.
Weldy (1979) in his study reported that the principal is

the person who:
Sets the tone of the school, the climate for
learning, the leveI of professionalism and moraf
of teachers , and the degree of concern for what
students may or may not become. He is the link
between the school and community, and the way he
performs in that capacity largely determines the
attitudes of students and parents about the
school. If the school is a vibrant, innovative,
child-centered place, if it has a reputation fcr
excellence in teaching, if students are performing
to the best of their ability, one can almost
always point to the principal's leadership as the
key to success (p.1-2).
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Às instructional leader the principal influences the
learning-teaching processes in the school aS he/she provides

leadership. As leader the principal directs and provides
opportunities for continuous cl-arification and redefinition
of educational goals"
of the principal's role in the
provision of instructional leadership is his/her ability to
set clear goals for the school. School goals are of
paramount importance in any school-, they provide direction
to the programme of the school as it seeks to fulfill the
functions ascribed to iL by society.
One important aspect

Goals constitute and form the basis for planning the
curriculum of the schoolrupon which the objectives of the

instructional process are formulated ( Saylor: 1974; Popham
and Baker, 1978 ) . Gorton ( 1 983 ) says without clearly stated
operationally defined educational goaIs, the curriculum of
the school is more likely to be based on tradition and/or
fad. Goals are essential in order to safeguard and improve
the quality of instruction received by students.
in the same vein, the principal's involvement in
curriculum development in the school provides leadership
relative to (1 ) defining the functions and correlative goals
of the high school; (2) designing an educational program
that will enable sLudents to attain these 9oa1s; (3)
planning instructional processes and procedures; and (4)

B2

formulating methods for determining the outcomes of
instruction and the extent to which the goals have been
attained ( Saylor and Àl-exander , 1974 ). What teachers
teach and what students learn for better or for srorse, is
greatly inf Luenced by the school- principal (Barth, '1980;
McCleary and Hencfey, 1 965 ) .

In contrast to those studies that emphasize the rofe of
the principal in the provision of instructional leadership
as primarily revolving around curriculum and teacher
supervison are those studies that have described the role of
the principal to transcend but include the provision of.
instructional leadership and others that question the
principal's importance as instructional Ieader. For
instance, Caldwell and Lutz (1978) have suggested that it
appears that the role of the principal has been moving away
from instructional leadership to that of administering the
school. Stavange (1972) and Reed (1977) in their research
found the opposite to be true, they reported that the
principals they studied attached little importance to
management, administration and crisis intervention and
viewed their primary role as educators and educational
Ieaders, and objected to being merely refered to as just
managers.

Glasman (1984)

after a review of publications on the
school principalship beginning from the 1950s to the present
time postulates that the role of the principal can be

-
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conceived to have two distinct val-ue stances, which

he

describes as educational and administrative. In the
educational stance the core reference is that education is
conceived as "a sector, a domain or a state" which requires

the principal to act as educational leader and the specific
oemisions of the role incl-ude: instructional, political, the
man-in-the-middle and change agent. While in the
administrative stance the central reference point is the
provision of administration, and the dimensions of this role
include: reflecting the assumption of administrative
authority, planning and evaluation and management (Glasman,
1984, p"284)

"

Às educational leader, the principal's primary role is to

provide instructional leadership, he/she is conceived as
directly involved with the instructional needs of Lhe
students by spending his/her time in improving methods of
instruction" In this role the principal is expected to
supervise the improvement of instruction, actively
facilitate instructional development and serve as a catalyst
for Iearning ( Fraser, 1971; Stanavage, 1967; Groom
et.aI " ,197 7 and Weldman, 1 982 ) "
The principal as educational leader also act as

a

leader with respect to the needs of the school
environment. He/she should be able to deal and relate
effectivelly with the varied environmental forces of the
school system. This involves being able to control, mold the
environment, influence educational policy trends and the

political
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ability to analyze the political forces at work in education
( nurri n, 1972 and Morris, 1979 ) "
Corbally, and Nystrand (1983) also take the
exception that only activities which involve the principals
acting as curriculum specialists, devoting time to the
development of instructional programs, visiting classrooms
and confering with teachers about ways to improve teaching
constitute the complete role of instructional leadership by
the principals. They contend that because principals are
appointed leaders of their schools, they are responsible for
what occurs in the school and therefore " they must exercise
leadership in many areas, and not only in the curriculum
activities... " (p.a) " Àmong the areas they suggested are:
set school goaIs, programme development, establishment and
coordination of the organization, management of resources,
representation to community groups and the appraisal of both
the processes and the outcomes of the organization. More
recently Glasman ( 1 988 ) has suggested that the term
instructional leadership should be substituted with the term
"pedagogical leadership" in order to give a more
comprehensive or broader base of involvement in the varied
aspects by the principal in the varied aspects of programme
and instructional improvement.
Campbe11,

Those researchers who do not agree that the principal

should be the instructional leader of the school base their
arguements on several reasons: he/she lacks the expertise in

all areas of instruction, does not have time, and teachers
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do not view the principal as instructional leader" For
instance, HoweIl (1981) speculate that most principals spend

very little

time in instructional leadership.

Miller and Lieberman (1982) thi.nk that principals are
overloaded with other tasks that appear to be contradictory,
making it hard for the principals to provide instructional
l-eadership" I n a previous study of secondary school
pri.ncipals in Texas Kra jewski ( 1978) f ound that principals
see themselves to be primarily administrators whose rol-e in
instructional improvement v¡as viewed as mildIy important.
While Seifert and Beck (1981) reported that most teachers in
their study did not view instructi.onal leadership as a
primary priority of their principals. This perspective
supported in another study by Leithwood Ross and Montgomery
(1982) who in their research of factors that influence
classroom decision-making found that teachers who were
involved in the study suggested that the importance of their
or.¡n perceptions of the student needs as more relevant to
their classroom decision-making as opposed to the influence
of principals. These studies seem to indicate that teachers
do not see the principals as leaders who typically and and
actively foster effective instruction.
ReIly (1985) tras suggested that principals should rather
be made the designers of environments: conducive to teaching
and learning, programme planners, irnplementors and
evaluators, and leave the role of instructional l-eadership
to teachers who are fully qualified to occupy such a
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position. Oppositely, Sackey (1982) is critical of the
arguements that principals do not have enough time or lack
adequate expertise to provide instructional leadership. He
says such opinions are ".oo rationalizaLions and admissions
by principals that, they have forgotten the primary purpose
for which schools exist, namely, to enhance pupil learning
tr

(p.10)"
The different opposing views and the lack of consensus

the findings of the reviewed research suggest that
further studies of instructional leadership are needed.

among

This overall review of literature brings out several
points that are related to this study:

1. PubIic and private school principals in educational
systems that are distinct from each other in terms of
governance, administration, policy and environmentS.
Ànd that organízaLionaI and environmental differences
have the potential to create variations in the
control, opportunities and contraints that seem
influence the principal's role in the provision of
instructional Ieadership ( Ctrubb and Moe' 1985;
Àbramowitz and Stackhouse, 1980 ).

2. That the public school principals work within a
hierarchical system in which they occupy Lhe lowest
position and therefore are less autonomous heads of
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educational institutions than their counterparts in
the private schooi system ( effisson, 1983; Hill and
Wuchitech et.ral, 1980; Jwaideh, 1983; rogers' 1980
).
Unlike the provision of public education, the
provision of private education is a private
undertaking although they do receive governmentaf
support" Public schools are governed by local school
boards, oppositely, private schools are governed by
individuals, associations or corporations in
Manitoba" This may mean that governmentaf influence
in the two educational systems would be different"

4.

5.

For instance, the public school principals are
required by regulation to be in charge of the school
relative to all matters of organízaLion, management,
discipline and instruction ( Cotlins, 1 983 ) .
PubIic school principals head schools that are bigger
in size than of the private school sector, and that
each private school is a separate entity unlike in
the public school system where each school is a part
of a large school system. These differences would
have the potential to influence the patterns of
responses made by the princiPals"
The principal is still perceived to occupy a srategic
position in the school and therefore in a position to
influence and determine what takes place in the
school. The success of the school in providing
quality education rests upon the principal, because
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a position to affect the educaLional
programme of the school ( Brown, 1984; Greene, 1972
). However, the role of the contemporary principal
has changed and evol-ved from what it traditionally
used to be , it has become more complex, unclear and
overloaded ( fraser, 19711' Fullan, 1982 ).
PubIic and private school- principals perform símilar
rol-e functions and that they generally work roughly
the same number of hours ( Àbramowitz & Stackhouse,
he/she i s

5.

IN

1980; Chubb & Moe, 1985; Wanaski ç Uccleary, 1980;
7"

Wilis, 1980 ).
The principal, whether in the public or private
school, tend to be good only when they provide
leadership in the school, notwithstanding, there is
no one leadership style that is best in every
situation but principals adopt varied styles to suit
each situation and its demands. Researchers have
shown that principals have portrayed leadership
patterns such as initiators, directors, respoders,
managers, facilitators,
administrators, programme
managers, effective problem solvers etc. , in their
efforts to lead their schools" Furthermore, they
suggest that instructional leaders tend to be
initiators, directors, effective and problem solvers
( ualI, êt., a1,1982; Leithwood & Montgomery, 19BZ;
Leithwood & Montgomeryr lg96; Thomas et.ral, 1978 ).
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B"

The provision of instructional leadership is still

regarded as the most important and central role of

the principal, and that to be an instructional leader
the principal has to focus upon the teaching and
learning activities of the school- more than any other
function of the principalship. As instructional
leader the principal has authority and responsibitity
for activities that enhance the attainment of the
goals of the teachers and students. However, other
researchers, practitioners and scholars have taken
the exception of the view that the principai- is the
instructional leader of the school.
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Chapter III
MET}TODOLOGY.

This study was undertaken as an exploratory, empiricaland descriptive research that involved the use of
quantitative and qualitative research techniques aimed at
describing and comparing the participants' perceptions of
their rol-e in the provision of instructional leadership. The
information collected was analyzed with the primary purpose
of determining and describing similarities and differences
between public and private school principals' perceptions of
their role in the provision of instructional leadership.
Data for the study were primarily generated from

interviews with selected public and private high school
principals in Winnipeg area schools" This chapter consists
of sections entitled: " participating principals and their
schools"r "instrumentation"r " data collection technigues"
and "data analysis". Spencer (1982) writes:
The collection of one's ov¡n original data-primary data is an exciting prospect for a
researcher. Getting out of printed sources in the
libraries, away from what others have said or
concluded is an important part of many research
efforts " (p.92 )
To investigate any research problem one is often confronted
with the choice of the most suitable method or procedure.
Generally, the methodology should be suitable to the problem
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of the study. Spencer (1982) says most of the time " the
big distinction is between quantitative methods and nonguantitative methods"; and, in recent years there has been
something of a reemergence in the use of qualitative
methods

"

Since the major objective of this study was to examine
the perceptions of the principals, the research procedure

that vlas used for the study was descriptive: the researcher
sought the principal-s' perspectives from their own frame of
reference. According to Best ( 1 970 )
Descriptive research describes what is. It
involves the description, recording, analysis, and
interpretation of conditions that now exist. It
often involves some Lype of comparison or contrast
and may attempt to discover cause-effect
relationships that exist between existing
nonmanipulated variables. (p.1 1 5)
:

In this study, the principals' perceptions on the
provision of instructional l-eadership in public and private
high schools are descriptively analysed in order to compare
and contrast similarities and differences between the public
school system and the private school systems.
3..I

TNSTRT'MENTATION"

Àn interview schedule was constructed by selecting and
rnodifying questions taken from the following local and

international studies on the role of the principal: the
Manitoba Teachers' Society's 1978 survey of Manitoba school
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principals, the National Association of Secondary School
Principals' (1978) study of the senior high school principal
and the National- Institute of Education's (1978) survey of
private schools in the United States.
The instrument was then tested among graduate students

with experience in school administration and one winnipeg
area school- principal who was not part of the sLudy's
population" This was done to ensure the validity and
adaptabifity of the interview schedule to the Winnipeg
situation. The revised instrument consisted of both
structured questions that the researcher asked respondents
to fill out on the schedule provided, as well as two openended questions to which the principals responded to
verbaIly. (See Àppendix À).
The five page interview schedule consisted of three

sections. The first section included questions on the work
and instructional leadershíp functions of the principalship.
Section two covered questions on the principals'
interactions with other school publics, and the third
section had questions on the general autonomy of the
principal, and on differences between the principalship in
public and private school systems. The interview schedul-e
was normally completed within approximately 30 minutes.
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3"2

PÃR,TICIPATI¡{G PRTNCTPALS Ab[I} TIIETR SCHOOLS.

The participating schools were selected on the basis of

the following three main criteria:
location and grade Ieve1.

TÀBLE

approximate size,

2

Private Schools In Greater Winnip.g By School Level
Elementa ry
7

Secondary

Elemen tary
Sec onda ry

iB

7

/

Tota

I

32

Of the 32 private schools in the city of winnipeg,
only seven met the secondary school- classification and
therefore fuIfiIled the criteria for selection to
participate in the study. However one, the University of
Winnipeg Collegiate was excluded from the study because of
its special association with the university which
distinguished it from the remaining schools. Thus the final
number of private school-s involved in the study was six.
(see Table 3).

In order to select an equal number of public schools
with similar features, the total number of high schools in
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TÀBLE

Participating

3

Private High Schools By Grade LeveIs
Enrol Iment

School

Ànd

.

Grade

Total Enrofment

Private School

#1

7

-12

478

Private School

#2

7

-12

293

Private School #3

7

-12

245

Private School

#4

7

-12

325

Pri.vate SchooI
Pr i. vate SchooI

#5

9-1

2

451

#6

9-1

2

559

souRcE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCÃTION, 1985"

all the school divisions in Winnipeg was determined and
tabulated according to their respective school divisions. À
total of 39 schools met the required criteria set forth for
the study. The school division with the highest secondary
schools had thirteen (13), while the lowest had only two
(2)

"

The school division with the highest number of high

schools was excluded from selection due to its unique inner
city location which distinguished it from the rest of
schools" From the remaining school divisions three school
divisions with a total of eight (8) high schools were chosen

to be in the study. (See Table 4 below) '
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TABLE

4

Public High Schools Of Greater Winnipeg Àccording
Enrollments
School Division

No.

Number Of
High Schools

Total
En rol lment

To

Average

Enrollment

13

1347 9

2

5

3099

620

3

2

1

459

730

4

5

2385

477

FORT GÀRY

tr

2

1

661

831

ST. VÏTAL

6

2

1703

851

NORWOOD

B

2

746

373

RIVER EÀST

9

3

3328

1109

SEVEN OÀKS

10

3

1

922

646

TRANSCONÀ

12

3

2087

595

39

3 1 869

737

WI NNI PEG

1

ST"

JAMES

1

037

ÀSSINOI BIA
ASSI N] BOÏ NE
SOUTH

ST.

BONT FÀCE

TOTAL

souRcE:

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATTON

STÀTISTICS, 1986"

Using the total high schcol enroflment figures of each

school division the average school size v¡as calculated and
school divisions selected in order to obtain cornparable
enrolment figures with the selected private schools" Then,

the superintendents of the selected school divisions and
their principals were contacted to obtain their permission
and wiltingness to take part in the study. One out of the
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eight principals declined taking part in the study, because
he was to retire at the end of the school year" The
remaining seven principals agreed to participate in the
TÀBLE

Participating

5

PubIic High Schools By Grade Level-s
Enrol-]ments.

Grade

School

Public Schoo1 #1
Public School #2

Average Enrolment

-12

820

10-12

500

10

Public School

#3

10-12

480

Pub1ic School

#A

9-1

760

Public School

#5

10-12

1

290

Public School

#6

10-12

1

203

Public Schoo1 #7

9-1

2

2

Ànd

904

souRcB DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, 1986"

study" (See Tab1e 5) " Schools were visited by the
researcher during the period May-August 1987 in order to
carry out the data collection phase of the study.
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3.3

DATA COLIECTIOTd

TECH}üTCIUES

"

Since this study invol-ved personal interviews,

confidentiality and concern for the respondents' wel-fare and
integrity were given uttermost consideration. As Suransky
(1982) has said, "we1fare and integrity of the individual or
particular collectivity must prevaiJ- over the advancement of
knowledge and the researcher's use of human subjects for
that purpose."(p.25) " Therefore the interviewees in the
investigation were made aware of the objectives behind the
study in order to get their informed consent.
The superintendenLs of the participating schools v¡ere

consulted for their permission to ailowed the researcher to
interview the principals in their school divisions"
Covering letters describing the purpose of the study, the
signif icance of a response and the assurance of
confidentiality of all responses were sent to the
partic ipating principals "
Furthermore, in order to ensure that confidentiality was
maintained, the names of the principals and their schools
vrere not exposed to anyone outside the study nor used for

any other purposes.
The decision to employ the use of a fairly

structured

interview schedule for the collection of data vras in order
to enhance the gathering of information that is specific,
and based upon principals responses to the same questions,
Open-ended questioalso to allow them to respond Open-ended
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questions were also employed in order to encourage the

participants to give free and un-restricted answers" Isaac
and Michael (1978) have suggested that structured j.nterviews
" tend to be factually oriented, aimed at specific
information and relatively brief " Structured interviews are
suitable when accurate and compl-ete information from all
respondents is important and when the type of information
sought fits into a structureC inquiry" (p.96) "
The open-ended questions in the study allowed the

principals to further clarify on their responses from their
own frame of reference without the restrictions of scaled
questions" Àgain Isaac and Michael (1978) suggest the use
of open-ended questions in interviews they sây, " The use of
open-ended items gives respondents a frame-of-reference with
which to react, without placing any constraints on the
reaction, al1ows flexibility,
depth, clarification and
probing " (p.98). À11 the interviews
AIl the interviews were personally conducted by the
researcher in each school. During each interview the
principat was asked to fill in his/her ansvrers in the spaces
provided on the interview schedule. However, when answering
Èhe open-ended questions, the principal was asked to respond
verbally, and where permission was given the answers were
tape recorded.
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Out of the 13 participating principals, eight agreed to
be tape-recorded while answering the open-ended questions.

Of the others one prefered the researcher to take notes
four others answered all the questions in writing
3.4

and

DÀTA, ANATYSIS"

The data collected through the interviews, !¡ere analyed

and discussed in the presentation of the findings of the
study. Best (1970)suggest that:

Merely describing what is , does not comprise the
entire research process. Àlthough the gathering of
data and the description of the prevailing
conditions or practices are necessary steps, the
research process is not completed until the data
are organized and anallzzed and significant
conclusions are derived. These concl-usions will be
based upon comparisons or causal relationships of
various kinds. (p. 1 17) .
Furthermore, Bogdan and Bitken (1982) say that:
Data analysis is the process of systematically
searching and arranging the interview
transcripts".. and other materials that you
accumulated to increase your understanding of them
and to enable you to present what you have
discovered to others. Ànalysis invoLves working
with data, organizing it, breaking it into
manageable units, synthesizing it, searching for
patterns, discovering what is important and what
is to be learned, and deciding what you will tell
others..". Data analysis moves you from the
rambling pages of description to those products
(p" 145 ) .

In view of the above perspectives, the formal analysis of
the data collected f or this study vras carried out ¡.¡hen the
collection of all the information vras completed" The
analysis is centred on the principals' perceptions of their
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rol-e in the provision of instructional Ieadership rel-ative
to the conditions that exist, practices that prevail,
attitudes that are held, effects being felt and trends that
are developing in the in the principalship" They were asked
from their ov¡n perspective as educational leaders hor+ they
perceived the provision of instructional leadership.

Specifically, an attempt was made to ascertain in the
analysis how they characterize their instructional
leadership functions as distinct from other functions of the
principalship; what functions the principals identify as
critical in the provision of instructional Ieadership; how
they see their instructional leadership position in
relationship to other demands (managerial,
political/administrative) on the principal; what their
perceptions and feelings about other professionals and
nonprofessionals' invol-vement and how they characterize the
differences in the principalship between the two systems of
educat ion.

Consistently underlying the researcher's interest r^¡as the
desire to compare these perceptions of the public and
private school principals in order to present similarities
and differences that may exist between the public school
system and the private school systems relative to the
provision of instructional leadership"
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stage of analyses involved the tabulation of
data collected from the interviews on a master-plan sheet.
The data were categorize according to public and private
The initial

school principals' responses to the items on the interviev¡
schedule. The tv¡o open-ended questions were transcribed in
order to provide the information from the principals' verbal

responses. This general information was separated out
according to private and public school- classifications of
the principals.
Each intervier^' vras transcribed and read through in order
to determine certain words, phrases, patterns of the
participants' way of thinking, events that repeat and stand

out from the different principals' descriptions of their
role in the provision of instructional leadership. The data
from each section of the interview schedule were treated
independently. However, quotations from the data of the
qopen-ended uestions v¡ere used to itlustrate and/or
substantiate each response"
Since the research method included quantitative
techniques of data analysis, basic statistics was employed
in the computation of percentages, means, modes, medians and
ranges so as to assist in the process of comparing and
contrasting the principals' responses on their perceptions

of the role of the principal in the provision of
instructional leadership in their school systems,
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The use of such techniques is not uncommon, Moore (1983)

suggests that'It

i.s not unusual to include tables...in

the

results of many research artic1es...to summarize the data."
(p"243) " This aspect, Spencer (1982) affirms makes it
possible to compare, contrast and examine the subjects in
order to observe or discover similarities or differences. rn
addition, where it was seen appropriate, suitable and
relevant illustrative quotes and vignettes frorn: revier+ed
literature and findings of past research, were employed to
support and/or validate the principals' views and
perceptions described in the study.
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Chapter IV
A}üALYSÏS OF DATA.

4"1

TNTRODUCTION"

The primary purpose of this exploratory research was to
examine and compare principals' perceptions of their role in

the provision of instructional leadership in the foliowing
areas: the setting of school goals, curriculum development,
teacher eveluation, teacher supervision, teacher selection,
staff development, monitoring the goals of the school and
student evaluation; as perceived by principals of public and
private high schools in Winnipeg area schools. The study
addressed the following questions:

1.

public and private school principals
regard their functions in the provision of
instructional leadership in their schools?

How important do

principals view their
instructional leadership activities in relation to
other functions (ie" administrative, managerial,
political) tfrat they are required to perform?
b) How important do principals regard different
aspects of their instructional leadership role?

a)

How important do
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(ie" the setting of school goals, curriculum
development, teacher evaluation,

supervision, teacher selection,

teacher

staff development,

monitoring the school goals and student
evaluation"

)

2" To what extent do public and private school

principals see the provision of instructionalleadership within their schools as a shared
responsibility with other professional and nonprofessional members of the school community?
a) To what extent do principals perceive other
selected actors as being involved in the provision
of instructional Ieadership in their schools?
b) To what extent do principals feel that other
selected actors should be involved in the
provision of instructional leadership in their
schools?

c) To v¡hat extent do principals feel supported or
constrained in their instructional leadership role
by the involvement of other selecLed actors?
As described in chapter three the interview schedule
which was used in the data collection process consisted of

three parts" Part one dealt with the work functions of the
principalship part two consisted of questions on the
principal's interactions with the other publics, and part
three consisted of questions on the principal's autonomy"
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The main aim of this chapter is to address the problem

statement laid out in the introduction.

The presentation of

the results is based on the sequence in which the questions
v¡ere outlined in the interview schedule" Data obtained in
responses to the scaled and open-ended questions are
presented concurently with how the participants responded in
terms of their opinions or perceptions of the role of the
principal in the provision of instructional leadership in
the school.
Tables of cafculated means, ranges, modes, medians and
percentages were employed in the description of the
responses of the participants to the scaled guestions that

were included in the interview schedule, while data obtained
from the open-ended questions were presented to complemenL

and/or to further clarify the participants' opinions and
perceptions in relation to the role of the principal in the
provision of instructional leadership in the school- within
the framework of each question.
4"2

PART ONE: THE V{ORK FT'NCTTONS OF THE PRINCIPALSI{IP.

question of Part One of the interview schedule
focused on the job functions of the principal relative to
estimated work week hours principals spent on all the
functions of the principalship. The respondents were asked
to consider their school year and then give estimates of (a)
the number of hours per week they usually work and (b) the
The first
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percentages of th work week hours spent on each of the

foltowing task areas: clerical work, curriculum, teacher
supervision, pupil contact, schoof finance, evaluation of
support staff, community relations, meetings, school
associated functions timetabling and other functions of the
principalship.
In order to enhance the clarity of each function, they
were further sub-divided into their component parts. For
instance, the task area "curriculum" was sub-divided into
the functions of initiating, planning with teachers,
developing new courses, implementation, evaluation, and
revision. TabIe 6 summarízes the respondents' perception of
estimated hours per week they usually work.

The data suggest that the private school principals in

the survey said that they generally worked slightly longer
hours than their public school counterparts. There is an
average difference of 6 hours per v¡eek which is roughly
equivalent to 10-12 percent of the estimated time. The
public school principals said that they spent on the overall
an average of 48 hours per v¡eek doing the different tasks of
the principalship. The group's highest estimated time is 50
hours and the lowest is 45 hours respectively. On the other
hand, private school principals stated that they spent an
average of 54 hours per $¡eek doing the same job functions.
The highest estimated time was 65 hours and the lowest 45
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TABLE

6

Estimated Hours Per Week Spent By The Pr inc ipals.

Principal

PubIic Principals

Estimated Hrs/wk.

Principal

Private Principals

Estimated Hrs/wk.

1

50

'1

4B

2

48

2

60

3

50

3

45

4

45

Ð

45

5

Etr

6

48

6

50

7

50

7

Mean

48

Range

Median

65

54

45-50

45-65

45

55

hours per week. The calculated median for the public school
principals was 45 hours while that of the private school
principal was 55 hours. There seems to be a similarity in

public school principals' responses principals' responses
with the finding of the MTS survey of 1978 when 77 percent
of principals from junior-senior high school situations
indicated that they worked more than 44 hours per week.
The private school principals'

responses show a

much

greater range of work weeks, and comparing the two groups
a whole see themselves as working longer hours than their
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as

counterparts in the public school system" This larger range
of responses would seem consistent with a common perception
that in Manitoba there is considerable diversity within the
private school- systems in terms of size and purpose. However
the difference may also be attributable to the more
bureaucratic nature of urban public schools" Since public
schools seem to be more bureaucratic, the responses of
pr inc ipals in such a systern would tend to be more
homogeneous and standardized- the norms and expectations of
the role are more likely to be transmitted than would be the
case in the private systems.
However, half of the private school principals responded

simitarly to the public school- principals, but half (3)
indicated that they worked 5-15 hours more per week than
publ ic school pr inc ipal .

any

Table 7 shows the estimated time in hours per week the
respondents said that they spent performing instructional

leadership, managerial, administrative and/or political
functions of the principalship. The table is constructed to
separate out an instructional leadership section from a
section on managerial, administrative and/or political
functions. Since the study is on the rol-e of the principal
in the provision of instructional Ieadership, the discussion
is centred on the section covering the instructional
leadership function of the principalship"
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TAtsLE

7

Percentage Estimates Of Tirne Distributed To Dif ferent Areas
Of Responsibilities By Principals

Function

À11 Public Principals

All Priv" Principals
2

1

3

4

tr

l'lean

6

2

1

4

3

5

Mean

7

6
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The group of public school principals spent approximately

an average of 32 percent of the estimated 48 hours per

week

on instructional- Ieadership related functions, and the
private school principals said they spent an average of 28
percent of the estimated 54 hours per week performing the
same functions.

This seems to suggest that although private school
principals maintained that they spent more time performing
the different functions of the principalship than their
counterparts in the public school, the amount of time that
they spent on instructional leadership functions appear to
be very much the same with that of the public school
pr inc ipals " Thi s al-lows one to postulate that the J-onger
hours that some private school principals work ( that is,
principals 2r4 and 5) does not mean that they are able to
devote more time to instructional ieadership, but that this
is taken up on other activities such as meetings, clerical
and community relations"
as shown in Tab1e 8, there appears to more within
the group variations than between the group differences in
amounts of time both groups of principals allocated to the
instructional leadership functions"
However

instructional leadership is considered as results
indicate on Table 8, certain trends seem to be noticeable
from the responses of both public and private school
When
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principals. For instance, principals 4 and 7 said that they
speni more time on the task of teacher supervision than in
any of the two remaining elements of instructional
leadership and the rest of the five public school- principals
( that is, principals 1,213,5 and 6) indicated that they
spent equal amounts of their time in performing curriculum
and teacher supervision aspects of instructional- leadership.
When discussing the teaching task, Principals 1,415 and 7
expressed that they do not teach. On the oLher hand,
principals 2,3 and 6 stated that they do teach" It is
interesting that in the MTS survey of public school
principals in 1978, the principaJ-s acknowledged spending
4"0,3"6, and 12.8 hours in the areas of curriculum,
eval-uation of professional staff and teaching, and they
desired to spend 7"1r 6"0 and 9"5 hours in the same areas.
The public school principals in this study indicated
spending 6"0, 9.0 and 2"0 hours in performing the same
responsibilities today. They seem to spend more time in
curriculum and evaluating professional- staff and less time
in teaching.
Private school principals 1 1213 and 4 expressed that
t.hey spent more time in supervision than in the other two
aspects of instructional leadership, while principals 5 and
6 stated that they spent egual amounts of time performing
curriculum and supervision. Four of the principats ( that
is, principals 1,213 and 6) said that they Leach and
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principals 4 and 5 maintained that they do not teach. The
data support the common perception that private school
principals do a lot more teaching than their counterparts in
the public school sl¡stem. Similar findings have been
reported in earlier studies by ( Kraushar, 1972; Baird,
1977 i McCleary and Thomson, 1978 and MTS, 1978 ).
Ir¡ question two of this section the principals' attention
was focused on twelve specific instructional leadership
areas, and then requested to assess the importance the
school and the principal give to each of the listed
activities relative to the provision of quality education.
In addition they were asked to rank order using a scale of
twelve the four most important activities that they as
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principals would regard as having Lop priority in the
provision of instructional leadership.
principal in the public and private school systems
made assessments of the importance of the instructional
leadership areas from the point of view of what the school
expects someone to attend to. Tabl-e 9 shows the principals'
responses. The majority of public school principals said
that the school regards evaluating teachers and the
provision of professional development for teachers as very
important. With respect to the remaining areas of
instructional leadership, the majority of the principaJ-s
suggested that the school regards them as important.
Each

In their assessments of the same areas, all private
school principals indicaLed that the school- see setting
school goals and selecting teachers as very important for
someone to attend to. More than half of the principals also
expresed that the school- views the rest of the areas as
irnportant.

the otherhand both public and private school
principals suggested that their schools regard deciding on
criteria for selecting teachers as very important. In terms
of collective response percentages shown in the table, 68
percent and 63 percent of public and private príncipals'
responses were in the "very important" classification, while
30 percent and 37 percent fe11 under the "important"
On
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category" The differences between responses of public and
private school principals, may suggest that in both public
and private schools; there appears to be no major difference
in their conceptualization of instructional l-eadership
tasks. Chubb and Moe (1985) have suggested that although
there are large differences between public and private
schools, such differences exist relative to "matters of
personnel- than on matters pertaining to educational content
and practice" (p.27).

principals were asked to give their ovrn
personal preferences independent of their schools'
perspectives, there appeared to be some perceptual
differences between the principals of the two educational
systems. For instance, in assessing the importance of each
of the twelve activities as a responsibility of the
principal ( i.e. activities the principal must play close
attention to), most of the public school principals said
that they regarded the instructional leadership activities
as very important in contrast to their counterparts in the
private system. 56 percent of the responses made by public
school principals were in the "very important" category as
against 42 percent of the private school- principals
responses. As can be seen in Lhe table, all public school
principals considered selecting teachers as very import.ant.
This was followed by other functions such as evaluating
teachers, deciding on a selection process for teachers,
setting school goals and monitoring school goa1s. The
However when
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private school principals suggested the same elements which
v¡ere selected by their counterparts in the public schooL
system as being very important. The public principals'
perceptions of teacher evaluation as their responsibility
more than their counterparts in the private school sector
may be as other researchers ( Chubb and Moe, 1 985 ) have
found in their studies private school- department heads play
a greater role in teacher evaluation than do the principals
themsel-ves" Another suggestion is that eval-uation is a
requirement in the public schooL system than in the private
school systems.

forced to choose and rank order the four most
important activities to the principal in the provision of
instructional leadership, some patterns of differences
emerged within Lhe groups instead of between group
variationa as shown in Tab1e 11. The collective group
responses of the principals appeared to be very similar in
terms of setting priorities. Both groups of public and
private school principals selected the same areas of
instructional leadership as having the highest priority but
When

differed in the order they ranked them. The
majority of public school- principals chose and ranked the
following four areas: 1. Setting school goals; 2" Selecting
teachers; 3. Monitoring school goals and 4. Evaluating
teachers. On the other hand, all private school- principals
rank ordered the same areas in the following sequence: 1"
somewhat

-
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Setting school goals; 2" Sel-ecting teachers; 3. Evaluating
teachers and 4" Monitoring school goaIs.
I^Tithin group differences l¡ere manifested in both the

perceptions of public and private school principals. More
than half of the public school principats ( 3,4r 5 and 6 )
ranked the setting of school goals as their number one

priority, those principals who differed ( 1, 2 and 7 )
indicated the following areas: selecting teachers,
evaluating the curriculum and monitoring student progress as
number one areas. Less than half of the principals ( 3r 5
and 6 ) ranked the monitoring of school goals as the second
priority area. Others, principals 1 and 7 indicated that the
evaluation of teachers vras their number two priority, and
the remaining two principals ( Z and 4 ) identified their
second areas of priority were selecting teachers and
developing curriculum material respectively.
A little

more than half of the principals ( 2,3,5

and

7 ) ranked selecting teachers as their number three priority
area, the rest of the three principals ( 1r 4 and 5 ) chose
setting school goals, provision of professional development
for teachers and deciding when /how to evaluate students as
their third areas of priorities" Evaluating teachers was
ranked as the fourth area of priority by principals 2r 3 and
4. Principals 1 and 4 stated that their number four areas of
priority were the provision of professional development for
teachers and monitoring school goals. The remaining two
119

principais ( 5 and 7 ) said that monitoring student progress
and evaluating curriculum were their fourth priority areas.
within the private school system, the majority of the
principals ( 1,3,5 and 6 ) ranked the setting of school
goals as thej.r first area of priority, and the rest of the
two principals ( 2 and 4 ) said they considered the
monitoring of school goals and evaluating teachers as their
Half of the principals suggested
first areas of priorities.
that selecting teachers vras their second priority area, the
remaining three of the principals ( 1,2 and 3 ) identified
monitoring school goaIs, evaluating curricul-um and deciding
selecting process for teachers were their number two areas
of priority respectively"
with reference to the third areas of priority, principals
-1
and 3 chose selecting teachers, princ ipals 5 and 6
indicated evaluating teachers, principals 2 and 4 selected
deciding on an evaluating process for teachers and setting
school goals. In ranking their fourth areas of priority,
principals 1 and 6 expressed that the provision of
prof essional deveJ-opment f or the teachers vras their choice,
principal 2 said evaluating teachers, while the rest of the
principals ( 3, 4 and 5 ) identified monitoring student
progress, monitoring school goals and deciding when/how to
evaluate students respectively.
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In addition to questions one and two, the respondents
were asked to respond to the following open-ended question:
within the current 'Effective schools" literature
there is a focus on the principaÌ as
"Instructional- Leader". However other authors
question this emphasis and stress instead the
"Managerial" r "PoIitical", and/or "Àdministrative"
role of the principalship. How do you see your
current role as principal of a publíc/private high
school in relation to these different demands made
of you?.
This question ïras open-ended in order to ailow the
principals to express their opinions from their own point of
reference with respect to the current role of the principal.
The principals were asked for verbal responses and the
analysis of this question consisted of summarizing their
opinions about the contemporary role of the principal.
In describing the current role of the principal, most of
the respondents in both public and private schools were in
general agreement that instructional leadership ought to be
the primary role of the principal above any other function
of the principalship
As would be seen in the next pagesrthe principals each
principal had his/her concept of their role in the provision

of instructional leadership. Some stated that they veiwed
themselves first and foremost as instructional leaders, yet
they h'ere not hesitant to further add that the principal's
role also involves the performance of managerial political
and/or administrative functions. They postulated that they
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performed such functions in their efforts to provide

instructional Ieadership thereby enhancing the teachinglearning activities in their schools
"

They endeavored to perform all those functions that would

directly or indirectly conLribute to the provision of
instructional leadership. They salr every other function as
revolving around the role of instructional leadership of the
principal. For instance, the following phrases exemplify the
respondents mixed reactions: "I don't think we can be
successful and ignore any of the other areas", "the
principal as instructional l-eader is idealistic", "the rol-e
of the high school principal in Winnipeg is different" "411
these functions. . .are largely semantics" and "T don't think
that any of those four areas can be extracted, you have to
be involved in aII four of them" in order to succeed in the
provision of instructional leadership. They said that the
other aspects of of Lhe principal's role ( managerial,
administrative and/or political ) have an impact upon what
he/she does as instructional Leader"
Therefore in describing their current role and the
significance of instructional leadership certain points

to emerge from most of the
following pages:
seemed

I

comments described

in the

That they all regard instructional leadership (as

a

motherhood statement) as being a central component of

their task.
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2. They do not believe that instructional leadership can
be easily separated out from other activities that
they do-ie, everything is in some way connected to
the improvement of the teaching-Iearning activities.
3" lndividual principals in both public and private
schools operationalised and/or rational ízed
instructional leadership in their own way relative to
their own school contexts"
4" That in a practical way the rofe of the principal as
instructional leader transcends and includes
providing leadership in activities such as
curriculum, teaching and teacher supervision.
However, the principal has to perform managerial,
administrative and/or political functions as weIl"
Those pubLic principals who responded and said they are

instructional Leaders said so on the fact that they !,¡ere
appointed as principals on the basis of their very good
performance as classroom teachers" They consistently
stressed that the principal has to be an instructional
leader because of the fact that schools are first and
foremost places where children are supposed to learn and
therefore the principal cannot neglect his/her primary role
of providing instructional leadership" They did not hesitate
to say that the role of the principal as instructional
Ieader cannot be overemphasized, though it may enLail
combining all other role expectat.ions and demands; his/her
primary role is first and foremost instructional leadership.
124

Other public school principals however said that the
managerial aspect of the principalship has in recent years

very prominent in high school education resulting in
a shift from the traditional role of the principal as
teacher of teachers to that of manager of the school.
become

The following are some vignettes that are illustrative

the public school- principals' perceptions of the current
role of the high school principal in Winnipeg:
PubIic School Principal #7 said:
I still feel that as a principal I am an
instructional leader. I would Iike to think that I
became a principal because I was a very good
classroom teacher , i f it v¡as not f or that I am
sure I would not have had the opportunity of being
in administration.... I would like to think of my
self as a manager in many areas, I also realize
that there are political implications in many of
the decisions that I make as an administrator"

Public School Principal #4 stated:
In one word my role I think is facilitator. I
guess what I mean by facilitator is that in every
area whether -it is teachers, students or parents I
am listening, I am trying to give support so that
the school experience can be something that all of
the people involved in find it a pleasant
experience" My job is to try to take anything I
see as a barrier to making the school a pleasant,
meaningful experience and get rid of it.."" I
certainly agree that you have to be an
instructional leader. I don't think that we should
ever loose sight of the fact that schools are
places where young people are supposed to learn,
and if vre don't pay attention to what they are
learning we are not earning our salaries. However,
I don't think we can be successful and ignore any
of the other areas.
PubIic School Principal #3 maintained:
125

of

The roie of the princi.pal in the city of Winnipeg
as I see ít is somewhat different, it has modified
and changed over the years. It is highly
managerial, very political and you are an
administrator. Now you would like to kid yourself
that you are an instructional leader, but the
truth of the matter is because of the Board
to

33*,:i:.::i;n"lf,""::f;::,':i5 i3ioliü'
3:l':å;:
afLer the political and managerial roles you have
very 1itt.1e time as an instructional leader.

Pub1ic School Principal #5 expressed:

.

Well- I believe that the principal as instructional

.:

,
\

leader is somewhat idealistic. I think that real1y
is the epitome of what a principal is ideally
supposed to be, but in practical terms
particularly in a school this size and the
diversity of the types of programmes and students
that we have the principal has to be a manager" He
certainly has to be a politician to be able to
gain the confidence of the variety of publics. " " "
Yes , w€ aspire to instructional leadership, but
unfortunately because of just the day to day tasks
I am convinced we don't do nearly as much as ï¡e
should or we would like to.
Public School Principal #5 responded:
My purpose of exercising leadership in the school
is for effective instruction. " " . Putting
instructional leadershíp into a more practical

:;åi:,.;:ï?.i::1"::"Ë31:?;illl;.::-ï';::íå'ìi;"
*'
;1135=å"i:'$iå:i?1.'i;:;:::¿?"::'::

ro

:;"i'i:

matter what I do the goal is efiective
instruction. You know as principal you do manage,
as principal you are taking care of political
functions , and as principal you are doing those
things that are normally caIled adminisrative
which is managing" You spend a major part of your
time performing these tasks.
PubIic School Principal #2 answered:
WeII, I have to be honest with you I don't think
that any one of these four areas can be extracted,
you have to be involved in all of them" I rea1ly
regret to the fact that r,re have to be cognizant of
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the political role especially in view of the taxes
and tax loads, but I like to think that I can
divide my time and hopefully my talents in all
four areas with greater ernphasis on the
administrative and curriculum tasks.
PubIic SchooI principal #'1 replied:
I see my role as incorporating all the four
aspects, buL I bel-ieve that instructional
leadership i s my pr irnary role . I bel ieve I was
appointed the principal of this school because of
my success in the classroom. As instructional
leader I see myself as a facilitating what takes
place in the school towards the improvement
student learning and achievement of the school
goals.

The public schooL principals

I\Iere inclined to describe

the role of the high school principal

in Winnipeg as being

modified, changed and has

complex and somewhat

become more

in early days. The
contemporary principal performs highly managerial, political
and administrative functions more than ever before. As
public school principal #5 said:
The instructional leadership rofe of the principal
is somewhat idealistic and is really the epitome
of what a principal is ideally expected to be. But
in real actual daily running of the school, the
time and efforts they put in performing the
managerial, political and administrative functions
and the application of Board policies leave them
with very little time for instructional
different

from what it used to

be

leadership.

Notwithstanding, as heads of schools they are in charge
of all other events that take place in the school out side
instructional teadership and ultimately responsible for what

takes place in and around the school, The principals argued
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that because of the complexity of the school- with respect to
size , the diversity of the types of. students, programmes
and courses offered, the principal has to function as a
manager in order to make the school a conducive environment
for effective teaching and learning to take p1ace. Às
principal #1 stressed " ThiS means that they are involved in
a lot of organiza:ional mechanics such as scheduling,
budgeting and timetabting that the teachers do not have the
time and should not be concerned with" "
Other public school principals suggested that, as an
administrator the principal is rea1Iy involved in the
performance of managerial responsibilities and tasks"

According to principal #4 the two roles are really
inseparable from each other.
Most of the public school principals also agree that the
current role of the principal has become more political in

view of the different publics that are involved in

education. The contemporary role of the principal exposes
him/her to the expectations of different groups in terms of
the many decisions which the principal makes that sets and
creates reactions from the various members of the community.
The following are comments from Some of the principals

relative to the politics of the principalshi.p:
PubIic Schoo1 Principal #5 expressed:
He certainly has to be a potitician Lo be able to
gain the coñfidence of the variety of publics,128

the confidence of the superintendent and board to
obtain the budget necessary to run a mammoth
operation Iike this.
Public School Principal #7 explained:

I would like to think of myself as a manager in
areas. I realise that there are also
political implications in many of the decisions
that I make. It is not so much the politics as we
know it with our political parties, but basically
it is based on the fact that I realise that for
every decj.sion that I make there is going to be a
reaction first of all by my staff, secondly by the
students, thirdly by the parents and through the
parents to the superintendent and the board
members. So there are actually f ive tentacl-es or
arms out there that really make me think,
especially if I am going to make a decision or
form a policy that is going to affect all of these
people at the same time.... I guess the key here
is that as long as it's only some of the people
that don't agree with you at one time you are
safe"... Às administrators we do make so cal]ed
political decisions at times. Let's face it ,
school trustees are politicians , and they are our
employers. As a result , there are times when we
have to think of them. Our decisions must also
abide within the parameters of the policy as set
out by our school trustees in our policy manual.
many

Public School Principal #4 said:

I do think that we have to be aware politically.

When I say political I am not just talking about
my super i.ntendent s and trustees . To me , i n the

public school system, ( and probably in the
private school system ) p.rents and students are
part of the political area that we can't ignore. I
think that r¡¡e have to make sure that in some sort
of way we are meeting the expectations of our
community. There are a lot of r.rays in finding that
out. Frequent communicationr-not just letters
home, but phone calls, being very visible on
nights when you know that parents are going to be
at school, concerts, games, or drama productions
are all important " You just try to be a very good
listener to get a handle on r+hether you are
delivering what the community expects. To me
that's political and I think is a very important
role to play. To ignore them no matter how good
you are, I think is asking for trouble. I think
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you have to see what they expect. If it doesn't
agree with what you expect then I think you have
to dialogue with them, or may be set up parent
committee groups" But I don't think that is ever
necessary as long as you have a very good ear on
what the people expect the school- to be
deI iver ing.

Public School Principal #3 responded:
PoIitically, the school board is very sensitive to
loca1 pressure" Therefore you often spend a large
amount of time trying to deal with loca1 pressures
which should not exist. Complaints and things of a
political nature should not really be a functional
part of the principal's job" However there are
certa in people that f eel they can man ipula'-e
school trustees and the superintendent's
department to get their own wây: and that's how
they feeI.
In response to the same question, private school
principals indicated that their current role involve the the
ability to perform all the four functions of the
principalship. Those who at any rate perceived
instructional leadership as Lheir primary role described it
in terms of sharing, helping, being supportive and
facilitating the teaching-learning activities in the school.
Some of the principals indicated that the teachers and/or
department heads were the primary instructional l-eaders in
their schoofs"
Private School Principal #5 stated:
I would like to just initiate first of all that in
terms of the role as instructional leader, that is
something that in our school here is shared very
much with people in the departments. I expect that
the teachers who are department heads know
something about teaching, and have taught
successfully for a number of years and therefore
give assistance in that area. But I also feel very
good about the classroom- my own classroom
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experience, I would like to teach more than I do"
I teach two coursesr- usually one or two coursesrand I thinir that it is an important rofe for the
principal. But like I say it is a role that I
share

"

The principal however added that he works closely with the

teachers to make certain that they have everything
available in order to make learning a good and productive
experience for the students.

Private SchooI principal #1 explained:
While there is no doubt that the principal is the
instructional leader, the primary instructors are
the teachers. However, it is very essential that
the principal fuIly supports the teachers in their
work. The immediate concerns such as materials and
support must be provided to them so that they can
wholeheartedly dedicate themsel-ves to the task of
teaching" The principal becomes engaged and
involved in the task of fulfilling these needs, in
view of the fact that the teachers cannot be
effective instructors if there is chaos around
them.

This principal further stated thaL as instructional leader
he/she provides the teachers with needed guidance,
encouragemnt and focusing" His or her role is to support and
encourage teachers with new ideas so as to push them to new
leve1s of prof iciency.
Private School Principal #4 expressed:
Às instructional leader, the principal gives
guidance, encouragement and focus in what the
teachers do" He/she is a model to the staff, is
current in literature about effective instruction,
visits the cfassroom a lot, undertakes formal
evaluation and provides teachers with feedback
about their instruction. The bottom line of his or
her role is to enhance and to make sure that the
kids are getting effective instruction. Às
instructional leader, the principal should not be
overwhelmed by the other aspects however necessary
they are.
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Private School Principal #6 said:
The number one rofe of the contemporary principal
is instructional leadership, however, others (
managerial, political and/or administrative ) are
necessary though should not overwhel-m the
principal.
Private School Principal #2 replied:
There has been a shift in the principal's role of
instructional leadership to managerial, political
and/or administrative more than before and than
des i red.

Private Schoo] Principal #3 explained:
The role of the contemporary principal is first
and foremost that of an administrator followed
manager, instructional Ieader and politician.

by

Àccording to their perceptions, the principal's role has

of a facilitator of things happening in the
school, she or he engages in helping teachers to overcome '
eliminate and solve their problem whether it is rnaterial or
student in character. Àccording principal #4, as head of the
school the principal must make sure that the school runs
effectively by providing a proper schedule, proper opening
and closing procedures, proper budgeting and a properly run
become more

of f

ice.

Private principals were also aware of the politics
involved in role of the contemporary principal as he/she
runs the school. The principal must have to be involved with
the school community, parents, directors and/or boards of
the school etc.
Private School Principal #4 said:
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There is a very relevant political function to my
job. I have to be in close contact with the school
community, the board of the school, the PTA, and
with the many on-going committees that run the
school" So the politics of the position iS very

much

in

p1ace.

The politics

of the principal's position is very much in
place ín the private school, but other principals described
it in terms of public relations that they as heads are
responsible to perform on behalf of the whole school-. They
are always dealing with the various constituencies of the
school, for example, the board of the school, the PTA, the
students, the on-going committees that run the school, the
executive, etc", in the efforts to get resources for the
school- and to satisfy the demands of the school publics.
Private School Principal #5 maintained:
There is also a sort of political role I see that,
I like to think of it more as a public rel-ations
kind of role where I need to meet with different
groupsr-the executive, the building
committeer"."and make sure that there is a good
communication between all of the different groups.
But I personally don't like to be considered
who makes those kinds of
someone who is political,
decisions" I don't relate very well to that
particul-ar role"
Like their counterparts in the public system, private
principals were cognizant of the other role functions of the
principalship, and \{ere careful not to separate out
instructional leadership from the other role functions. For
example Private School Principal #5 said:
I guess in that sense I don't like t.he division
between instructional 1eader"... I guess my own
leadership style is more low key, helping people
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rather than irnposing sornething on people " So I
woutd tike to see myself as the facilitator in all
the areas that need facilitating, whether it's
instruct ional or manager ial " You see, I don' t 1 i ke
the divisions. If T am forced to choose between
those two I would probabJ-y say instructional
leader, although I am not sure how the teachers
would look at that They rnight sâyr "no you are
more of a manager".
Lrrt¿ele School Principal #4 pointed out that :
No school is going to run effectively unless it
has a proper schedule and proper opening and
closing procedures, and a properly run office and
proper budgeting. So I don't distinguish between
the principal as instructional l-eader, and the
principal as manager, and the principal as
politician. I viev¡ myself as being aIl of those. I
don't feel comfortable choosing. I reaIly see the
effective principal as having to combine those
various functions.
4.3

PART TVEO: INVOLTüE}IENT OF OTHER ACTORS IN THE PROVISION
OF INTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP AS PERCEI\TED BY
PRINCIPALS

"

Part two of the interview schedule dealt v¡ith the
principals' perceived interactions with other professional
and non professionaf members of the school in the provision
of instructional Ieadership. Respondents were asked to
indicate on a seven point scale the degree of involvement
that they felt the principal, teachers, the central office,
parents, trustees, the community and the Department of
EducaLion have in the provision of instructional leadership
in the following areas: 1. school goaIs, 2" curriculum
development, 3. teacher selection/dismissal, 4. teacher
supervision, 5. teacher professional development, 6" sLudent.
eval-uation and 7" monitoring of student progress. In
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ansv¡ering the question, the principals were expected to
respond by indicating the people who take part and the
degree of participation in decisions relating to the various

tasks and responsibilities in the provision of instructionalleadership in the school.

Generally, the respondents' perceptions as indicated by
the freguencies in the mode scores, the principal is by far
the most active participant in the decisions that are made
with respect to the provision of instructional leadership.
He/she is involved in almost aIl the twelve decision making
areas in the school-. Teachers are only slightl-y less active
participants in decision-making than the principals. Às
indicated by the principals in certain areas of
instructional leadership for example curriculum development
, the provision of teacher professional developement and
student evaluation the teachers have a major rofe than any
other actors. The rest of the actors are also involved but
only in certain areas, this is true in both private and
pubiic schools. The following is a description of the
pr inc ipals' responses "
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TÀBLE

12

Perceptions Of Principals Of Their Tnvofvement In DecisionMaking

PUBLI

ACTIVI TY

A.

SCHOOL GOALS

The set.of school goals

1234s67
ss55555

The mon. of schoof goals 5555555

B.

be taught 5444445

2444445
Evaluating curriculum
Dev. curriculum material 4443232
TEÀCHER SELECTION/
DI SMI SSAL

Deciding how to select
teacher

s

The selec. of teachers

D.

SCHOOLS
MODE

1234s6

MODE

555555

q

tr

555555

5

4

554555

5

=

554544

5&4

4

443324

4

CURRICULUM DEVELOP"

Dec. what will
in the school

C.

PRIVATE

C

SCHOOLS

TEÀCHER SUPERVTSION

5555555
5555555

5

5555s5
s55555

5

5
3

Dec

isions re1. to how
teachers are evaluated

5655555

5

555555

5

Evaluating Teachers

s65555s

5

655655

5

5

554555

5

5555455

5

555555

5

5545345

tr

445454

4

E.

TEÀCHER PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

The prov.of professional
development of teachers 5555453

F. STUDENT EVÀLUATION
Dec. when/how students
wiIl be evaluated
Mon

" student progress

1=No Involvement, 2=Information Receiving, 3=Information Seekíng/
Advisory, 4=Minor Decision_Making RoIe, 5=Major
Decision-Making RoIe, 6=5ole Authority, And 7=Don't Know.
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4"&

THE TNVOL.TEffiNT OF PRTNCIPALS
LEA,DER,SHI

P

IN

INSTRUCTTONAL

DECI SI OI{-MAKI NG .

In their responses to the levels of their involvement in
decision-making in the specified areas of instructional
leadership, both public and private principals indicated
that they play a major role in decisions in almost all the
twelve areas of instructional leadership" PubIic school
principals reported that they are a major source of
influence in decisions with respect to: setting of school
goa1s, the monitoring of school goaIs, deciding how to
select teachers, the selection of teachers, decisions
relating to how teachers are evaluated, evaluating teachers
and deciding when/how students wiIl be evaluated. As shown
in Tab1e 12 the mode scores were 5.0, 5.0, 5.0, 5.0, 5.0,
5.0,5.0,5.0 and 5.0 indicating that the principal has a
major influence relative to the final decisions made in the
provision of instructional leadership.
Similarly, private school principals reported having
influence in areas such as: setting of school goals, the
monitoring of school goals, deciding what will be taught in
the school, deciding on how to select teachers, the
selection of teachers, decisions relating to how teachers
are evaluated, evaluating teachers, the provision of
professional development for teachers, and deciding when/how
students will be evaluated. The mode Scores aS shown in the
table were 5.0, 5.0, 5.0, 5.0, 5.0, 5"0, 5.0, 5.0, and 5.0.
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The responses of public and private school- principals

appear to be very similar in most of the areas of

instructional l-eadership with the exception of some
differences in the area of curriculum development" Public
school- principals indicated that they were less involved in
the area of curriculum development than their counterparts
in the private school system" This may be as Chubb and Moe
( 1 985 ) have suggested:
PubIic school principals are more prone to view
their role as that of an "efficient and effective
manager" and as a "representative of parents,
leaders, and sposors" than are private school
principals. In contrast, private school
principals, more than public, see their roles
fitting the alternatives to these: namely, "
leading the school in new educational directionsr"
and " selecting and directing school policy
according to (ttreir) best professional judgement "

b.2Ð.

4.4, "1

The InvoLvement Of Teachers In Instructional
Leadership Dec ision-Makinq.

As shown in the Table 1 3 both public and private school
principals perceived their teachers as the second most
influential actors in the decision-making process in most of

the areas relative to the provision of instructional
leadership. CoIlectively all public school principals
indicated that teachers had a major decision-making role in
ten out of the twelve areas of instructional leadership
listed in the study. It was only in the two areas of teacher
selection that the principals expressed that their teachers
had a minor role in deciding what takes place. In the same
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TABLE

13

Teacher Involvement In Instructional Leadership DecisionMaking"

ACTIVI TY

PUBLI

À"

SCHOOL GOÀLS

PRIVÀTE

C

SCHOOLS

MODE

1234557

SCHOOLS

123456
545555
445534

MODE

The set. of school- goals

55s5545

q

The mon. of school goals

5555445

5

5455535
5455445
s454545

5

5&4
5

545554
545554
555544

Deciding how to sefect

3444425

4

235441

4

The selection of teacher

3444325

4

235221

2

Decisions relating to ho
teachers are evaluated

4555545

5

43s443

+

Evaluating teachers

4545522

5

434221

48.2

55s5556

5

555645

5

F. STUDENT EVALUÀTTON
Deciding when and how
studs" will be evaluated

5555555

5

555555

5

l'Ion. student Progress

5555555

5

555555

5

B" CURRICULUM DEVELOP.
Dec. what will be taught

Evaluating Curriculum
Dev. Curr. material
C.

TEACHER SELECTION/
DI SMI SSAL

5

5
5
5

teache r s

D.

E"

TEACHER SUPERVISTON

TEACHER PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

The provision of prof "
development of teachers

1=No Invoivement, 2=Information Receiving, 3=Information Seekíng/
Àdvisory, 4=Minor Decision-Making RoIe, 5=Major Decision-Making
RoIe, 6=Sole Àuthority, And 7=Don't Know'
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vein, their counterparLs in the private sector suggested
that teachers had great influence in eight out of Lhe twelve
arêas of instructional leadership in the school.
The respondents from both public and privaLe schools

agreed that the teachers playeC a major role in decisions
with respect to the provision of professional- development of

teachers, deciding when/how students will be evaluated and
monitoring of student progress. They were also in agreement
that teachers $rere a major source of influence in deciding
what will be taught in the school, evaluating the curriculum
and developing curriculum material more than even the
pr inc ipals themselves.

the principals differed in opinions relative to
teacher ivolvement in areas like monitoring of school goa1s,
the selection of teachers, decisions relating to hov¡
teachers are evaluated and evaluating teachers. While all
public school principals said that teachers had major
influences in decisions relating to the monitoring of school
goa1s, how teachers are evaluated and evaluating teachers,
private school principats maitained that teachers in their
schools played a minor decision-making role in the same
areas. With respect to the area of the selection of
teachers, all public school principals indicated that their
teachers played a minor decision-making role and the private
school princi.pals suggested that their teachers were only
regularly kept informed of the final decision outcomes"
However

-
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there v¡ere within the group differences in the
responses of both public and private school- principals
Principal 6 in the public school expressed the l-east
involvement by his teachers in most of the areas of
instructional leadership listed. He said the teachers played
only a minor role in decisions invoLving areas such as
setting the school goals, monitoring the school goa1s,
evaluating curriculum, deciding what would be taught and
decisions relating to how teachers are selected. He also
suggested that the teachers $¡ere only regularly kept
informed concerning decisions made in areas like deciding
how to select teachers, teacher sel-ection and evaluating
teachers, while their advice vras always sought before
deciding what wiIl be taughi. Pricipals 2,3,4 and 5 stated
that the teachers had a minor decision-making role in
deciding how to select teachers while principal 1 said that
he constantly sought his teachers advice prior to making any
decisions in the same area.
However

their descriptions of teacher involvement in the
decision-making process, it may be suggested that perhaps
both public and private school principals agree that their
teachers have a major influence in decisions areas
pertaining to content, teacher professional development and
matters relating to classroom situations ( ie" student
evaluation ). While in areas relating to teacher selection,
monitoring of school goals and teacher supervision, public
From
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school- principals appear to collaborate with teachers than

their counterparts in the private school systems.
4,5

CENqTRAL OFFICE INVOLVEMENT

In their description of the involvement by the centraf
office in decision-making in the provision of instructional
leadership, all public school principals reported Lhat the
central office participated in the decision-making process
in a minor r1'ay in more than half of the twelve areas of the
role of the principal in the provision of instructional
Ieadership. Notwithstanding, they indicated that the central
office had a major role to play in the two areas of deciding
how to select teachers and the selection of teachers.
Furthermore, they maitained that the central office was
regularly consulted for advice with respect to the area of
developing curriculum material.
The within group responses of public school principals

were for the most part closely related with the exception of

a few cases where dissimilarities were expressed. For
instance, in the area of teacher selection, Principals 1, 3
and 7 perceived the central office as having a major role,
principal 2 said that the central office was the sole
decision maker, while principals 4r 5 and 6 were of the
views that the central- office either was always consulted
for advice any decisions were undertaken or had a minor role
to play. (See Table 14).
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TABLE

14

Central Office Involvement In Instructional
Decision-Making"
ÀCTI VI TY

PUBLI

PR]VÀTE

C

SCHOOLS

Leadership

MODE

SCHOOLS

MODE

1234s5

1234567
The set. of school goals 5444344

=

2-23

5

2

The monitoring of school 4414143

4

3-23

s

3

B. CURRICULUM DEVELOP"
Dec. what will be taught 3344455
in the school

4

4-53

A" SCHOOL GOÀLS

goal s

3-53
2-45

Evaluating curriculum
Dev. curr. material

2344433
1343432

4&3

C. TEACHER SELECTTON/
Deciding how to select

5654435

q

4-43

5

4

The select. of teachers

5653435

5

2-25

5

5&2

Decisions re1. to how
teachers are evaluated

2444445

4

4-43

4

4

Evaluating teachers
E. TEACHER PROFESSIONAL
The provision of prof "
developmeni of teachers

2444424

4

3-42

1

4444453

4

2- 45

5

4414433

4

2- 3'1

4

4413343

4&3

4-41

3

teache r s

D.

TEÀCHER SUPERVISION

F. STUDENT EVALUÀTION
Deciding when and how
students are evaluated
Mon

" student progress

3

3

5

4

1=No Involvement, 2=Information Receiving, 3=Information Seeking/
Àdvisory, 4=Minor Decision-Making Role, 5=Major
Decision-Making Role, 6=SoIe Authority, And 7=Don't Know.
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Private school principals had differing opinions with
respect to the involvement of the central office in
decisions related to the rofe of the principal in the
provision of. instructional leadership. Principals 2 and 5
said that they had no central offices and therefore withheld
making any comments about the involvement of the central
of f ice. However, the rernaining principals expressed varied
views about the influence of the central in the different
areas like deciding what will be taught in the school,
developing curriculum material, evaluating teachers and
dec iding when/hov¡ students are eval-uated.
In the area of deciding what will be taught in the
school , pr inc ipal 3 stated that the central of f ice I^¡as a
major participant, principal 1 said that the central
office's role was minor and principal 4 explained that he
always sought the advice of the central office before
venturing into any decision-making. The area of developing
curriculum material also revealed differences opinion by the
principals. For instance, principal 4 indicated that the
central office was a major source of influence, while the
same office was perceived to have a minor influence by
principal 3, and principal 'l said that he regularly kept the
central office informed of the decisions that vtere made by
others.
The private school principals responded in the same ways

in relation to the areas of evaluating teachers and deciding
when/how students are evaluated With the exception of the
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two areas of the provision of professional development for
teachers and the selection of teachers where the principals
indicated that the central office had a major role in
determining what took place, their collective

responses in

the rest of the areas ranged from minor decision maker, not
involved, frequently kept abreast of the final

outcomes of

the decisions made by others and the advice of the centraloffice was always sought before undertaking any decisions.
4"6

PARENTAL INVOL\TEMENT

When asked

about their perceptions toward the invol-vement

of parents in decisions relative to the provision of
instructional leadership, both public and private principals
in their group responses maintained that parents were not
involved in ten out of the 12 decision-making areas
specified in the study. Neverthel-ess, public principals
expressed that in the setting of school goals and and
deciding what will be taught parental advice was sought
before any decisions r.¡ere undertaken" WhiIe in areas such as
monitoring the school goals, evaluating the curriculum and
monitoring student progress parents were always kept
informed of any final decisions that were made. In the
remaining areas such as developing curriculum material,
deciding how to select teachers, the selection of teachers,
decisions relating to how teachers are evaluated, evaluating
teachers, the provisj.on of professional development of
teachers and deciding when/how students are evaluated the
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TÀBLE

1

5

Parental- Involvement In Instructional Leadership DecisionMak i

ACTI VI TY

ng.

PUBLÏ

PRIVÀTE

C

MODE

SCHOOLS

3

2

2343144

4

43543-

4&3

2313132

3

3244321322-

4&3

3

B. CURRICULUM DEVELOP.
Deciding what wilI be
taught in the school

Evaluating curriculum

SCHOOL GOALS

goals

Developing curr. materia 1312121
C.

TEACHER SELECTTON/
DI SMI SSAL

1

1312121

Deciding how to select
teache r s

The selection of teachers'1 3 1 2 1 2

'1

1

E.

2&1

1

224353

Jg¿

1

113331

3&1

TEACHER SUPERVISION

TEACHER PROF.DEVELOP"

2

122121

I

Decisions relating to hot 1311121
teachers are evaluated
1312121
Evaluating teachers

224351

2

1

I

D.

MODE

1234s6
332453
422432

1234567
The set " of school goals 3344335
The monitoring of school 3314132
À.

SCHOOLS

)?a

The provision of prof .
development of teachers

1212121

281

212121

2&1

F. STUDENT EVALUATION
Deciding when and how
students are eval-uated

1314111

1

323223

3&2

Mon. student progress

1-43245

4

335322

3

1=No Involvement, 2=Information Receiving, 3=Information Seeking/
Advisory, 4=Minor Decision-Making Role, 5=Major
Decision-Making Role, 6=So1e Àuthority, Ànd 7=Don't Know.
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principals

disclosed that there weS no parental involvement"

See Table 15 above.

The within group answers of the public school principals

also manifested a lack of consensus about parental
involvement in the different areas of instructional
Ieadership. However principals 3, 4, 6 and 7 suggested a
minor parental decision-making infLuence in a fev¡ of the
areas like the setting of school goals, the monitoring of
school- goals, deciding what will be taught in the school,
deciding when/how students are evaluated and monitoring
student progress. In addition, Principal 7 alone, maintained
that parental involvement was major in the setting of school
goals and monitoring student progress. More than half of
the principals ( 1,3,5 and 7) said that they did not
involve the parents in seven to ten out of the twelve
specified instructional Ieadership areas.
to respond to the same question about parental
involvement in decision-making in the different areas of
instructional leadership, private school principals as a
group expressed that only in the two areas of deciding what
will be taught in the school and evaluating the curriculum
they involved parents in a minor way in the final decisions
that vrere made. Notwithstanding, they indicated that
parental advice waS always sought before any decisions v¡ere
made in areas like setting school goals, deciding what wilI
be taught, decisions related to how teachers are evaluated
and monitoring student progress" In the other five areas of
When asked
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monitoring school goa1s, evaluating the curriculum, deciding
how to select teachers, evaluating teachers and deciding
when/how students will be evafuated, the parents were
basically always kept informed of the final decisions that
were made by others.

the other hand, within the group responses manifested
differing perspectives by the principals. For example,
principals 3 and 5 disclosed that parental participation was
major in the areas of deciding what will be taught in the
school, monitoring student progress' the setting of school
goals, deciding how to select teachers and in decisions
relating to how teachers are evaluated" Principals 1, 3 and
4 also said that parents had a minor decision-making role in
certain areas of ínstructional leadership as shown in the
On

table

&.7

"

TRUSTEE INVOL\TEÞIENT

Generally, all the public school principals indicated a
lack of involvement by the school trustees in all of the
instructional leadership areas with the exception of the two
areas of deciding what will be taught in the school and
decisionS relating to how teacherS are evaluated. They said
that in the rest of the areas the trustees were regularly
kept informed of the decisions that were made by others or
they always sought the advice of the trustees before any
decisions were made and in some instances the trutees were

not involved at all.
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TÀBLE 16

Trustee Involvement Tn Instructional
Making"

ACTT

VI TY

PUBLI

Leadership Decision-

À.

SCHOOL GOALS

The set. of school goals
The monitoring of school
goals

B. CURRICULUM DEVELOP"
Dec. what will be taught
in the school

1234567
3412334
412132
2442154

24121
32
Developing curr. material- 1412122
Evaluating curriculum
C.

TEACHER SELECTION/
DI SMI SSAL

Deciding how to select
teache r s

1314124

The selection of teachers 1312124

D.

MODE

TEACHER PROF.DEVELOP.

SCHOOLS

MODE

2&1

123456
253-54
245-52

5&Z

4

35545-

5

2

24444-

4

12322-

2

254251

5&2

154251

5&1

344251

4

3

2e1

1

1

TEÀCHER SUPERVISION

Decisions relating to how 1444125
teachers are evaluated
1412121
Evaluating teachers

E.

PRIVÀTE

C

SCHOOLS

4

1

5

143251

1412224

2

243121

2&1

Deciding when/how studs.
wiIl be evaluated

1413233

3

134221

2&1

Mon. student progress

1512242

2

335322

3

The provision of prof.
development of teachers

F"

STUDENT EVÀLUATION

1=No Involvement, 2=Information Receiving, 3=Information Seekíng/
Àdvisory, 4=Minor Decision-Making Rol-e, 5=Major DecisionMaking Role, 6=Sole Decision-Making RoIe, And 7=Don't Kno\.¡.
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The same patterns of responses were manifested in the

within the group individual responses of the principals.
(See Table 16 above). À look at the table reveals that
principals 1r 2 and 5 maintained that they did not invofve
trustees in decision-making in more than half of the
instructional Ieadership areas. While in the rest of the
areas the trustees were either always kept up to date of
decisions made by others or they served in an advisory role
prior to any decision-making. However, less than half of the
principals indicated one area each whereby the trustees had
a major influence in the decision-making process.
In their replies to the same question, aII private school
principals stated that the trustees \{ere a major source of
influence in the final decision-making processes with
respect to the provision of instructional leadership in the
following areas the setting of school- goaIs, the monitoring
of school goals, deciding what will be taught, deciding hot¡
to select teachers and the selection of teachers. SimiIarly
the trustees execised minor influences in decisions relating
to evaluating the curriculum and and how teachers are
evaluated. In the rest of the areas, all private school
principals said that the trustees acted in an advisory role
or that they always kept the trustees informed of the
decisions made by other actors and/or that the trustees were
not involved at all.

-
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Private school principals also manifested individual
differences among themselves (See TabIe 15 above)" While
half of the principals said that the trustees exercised
major infl-uences in certain of the instructional leadership
areas, the other half did not express the same view but
stated that the trustees had a minor decision-making
influence. Principal 5 indicated the greatest trustee
participation on the other hand principal 6 expressed Lhe
l-east trustee invol-vement in all the areas. In the remaining
areas the responses ranged from the trustees were consulted
for advice, they vrere constantly kept aware of final
decisions made by other school actors and the trustees were
not invol-ved in the f inal dec i sions that were made.
4.8

COMMT'3{ITY T3{VOL\TEMEB{T

According to the principals of both public and private

schools, their communities were not involved in anlz major
way in the decisions that were made in all the twelve areas
of instructional leadership stipulated in the study. The
public school principals said in the setting of school goals
the advice of the community rdas always sought but in f ew
other areas such as developing curriculum material, deciding
what will be taught in the school and evaluating the
curriculum the community was regularly informed of the
decisions that were made by others. While in the remaining
eight areas the principals said that the community vtas not
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TABLE

Cornmunity Involvement

17

In Instructional Leadership Decision-

ACTI VI TY

Þlaking.

PUBL]

À"

SCHOOL GOÀLS

The set. of school goals
The monitoring of school
goals

B. CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
Dec. what wiII be taught

Evaluating curriculum
Developing curr. material
C.

TEÀCHER SELECTION/
DI SMT SSAL

3344235
1314132
2242132
2212132
1212122
1212121

The selection of teachers

1212121

D. TEÀCHER SUPERVISION
Decision relating to how
teachers are evaluated

1211121

Evaluating teachers
E. TEACHER PROF. DEVELOP.
The provision of prof.
development for teachers
F. STUDENT EVÀLUATION
Deciding when/how student
wiIl be evaluated
Mon. student progress

MODE

1234s67

Deciding how to select
teache r s

PRIVÀTE

C

SCHOOLS

1211121
1212121

1313221
1312145

1=No Involvement, 2=Information

3
1

SCHOOLS

123456
242452
132452

2
2

2

234441244311422-

2&1

1

13225.1

2&1

2
2

1

1

,1

132121
122341
121331

4

1

2&1

I

'l

'1

1

122221

2

122321

2

1

32121

1

Receiving, 3=Information Seeking/

Advisory, 4=Minor Decision-Making Role, 5=Major
Decision-Making Role, 6=So1e Authority, And 7=Don't
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MODE

Know"

involved at all.

On the other hand, Private school

principalS expressed that the community had minor influences
in the decision-making processes in the two areas of
deciding what is taught in the school and in evaluating the
currículum. They also said that the community was
continually

informed of what deciSons were undertaken in the

rest of the areas. (See Table 17) "

4.9

DEPARTT{ENT OF EDUCATION INVOL\TEffi}dT

to indicate their perceptions on the
invol-vement and influence that the Department of Education
had in decisions relative to the provision of instructional
leadership in their schools, pubtic and private principals
shared the view that the Deparment of Education was involveo
and had influence over decisions in the curriculum
development only. However, in the public sector, the
Department !¡aS regularly kept informed on the decisions with
respect to the provision of professional development of
teachers, deciding when/how studenls will be evaluated and
monitoring student progress" In the private school- the
principals said that the Department was always informed
about decisions relative to the provision of professional
development of teachers.
When asked

À1I private principals responded that final decisions
related to teacher evaluation were influenced significantly
by the principal, teachers, central office and/or trustees.
In the area of how teachers were to be evaluated but the
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TABLE

1B

Department Of Education Involvement In Instructional
Leadership Dec i sion-Making.

ÀCTIVI TY

PUBLI

À" scHool, GoÀLs
The setting of schools
goal s

1234567
2243121

The monitoring of school 1213121
goals

B. CURRICULUM DEVELOPMEN
Dec. what will be taught 5244555
in the school
2244545
Evaluating curriculum
Developing curr. matls
C.

TEACHER SELECTION/
DI SMI SSÀL

5215555

Deciding how to select
teachers

1211121

The se1. of teachers

1211121

D.

SCHOOLS

MODE

2

123456
121136

MODE

,l

1

131132

1

tr

455535

5

5

343535
355555

1

1'l 1121

1

111121

3

I

1

TEACHER SUPERVTSION

Decisions relating to ho
1211121
teachers are evaluated
1211121
Evaluating teachers

E.

PRIVATE

C

SCHOOLS

1

1

111231
131221

1

I

TEÀCHER PROF.DBVELOPM ]NT

The provision of prof .
development of teachers

1414134

F" STUDENT EVALUÀTION
Dec. when/how students
wilI be evaluated

1243124

I'lon. student progress

1313144

4&1

1

141323

3&1

123221

2

1

13222

2

Receiving, 3=Information Seekíng/
Advisory, 4=Minor Decision-Making Role, 5=Major
Decision-Making RoIe, 6=Sole Àuthority, Ànd 7=Don't Know"
1=No Involvement, 2=Information

1s4

decisions on the actual- evaluation itself v¡ere made by the
principal alone. Nevertheless, the remaining other actors
v¡ere consulted for advice or v¡ere frequently kept abreast of
the final decisions. When asked about the provision of
teacher professional development the principals answered
that the major sources of influence in the decision making
process included the principal, teachers and central office
personnel, while the rest of the other school actors played
an advisory role in influencing the final decision" They
further stated that the same sources of influence in the
professional development of teachers h'ere also involved in
the area of student eval-uation ( i.e. , the principal,
teachers and central office ) in both the aspects of
deciding when/how students would be evaluated and in
monitoring student progress, the rest of the school actors
were kept up to date of the final outcomes"
Às indicated in Table 18 private school principals
perceived that the Department of Education had a major

influence in the area of curriculum development but in the
remaining areas of instructional leadership the Department
had no influence with the exception of the two functions of
professional teacher development and student evaluation
where it was kept informed of what was took place. This
might be because the Department of Education needed to
ensure that the education provided by private school-s must
be be of a standard equivalent that offered in the public
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school in view of financial support such schools are
receiving from the provincial government. a major decisionmaking role in the area of curricul-um development (i"e"

deciding what will be taught, evaluating the curriculum and
developing curriculum material). One of the school
principats who seemed to express the view of her companions
in the private school explained that the Department of
Education was important in the area of curriculum because
her:

school follows the guidelines set down by the
Department of Education. However, decisions
regarding options, new courses' special focus,
selection of materials, etc.' are made by the
principal and teachers on the advice of the
parents, sometimes at the direct suggestion of the
parent s " .

This might mean that even in the area of curriculum
development, the Department of Education has influence only
in areas of the general curriculum, while in other areas as
she mentioned above other actors had greater influence in
deciding what was included in the curriculum. The table
shows that in the role of instructional leadership the
privaie principals' perception is that professional
expertise has the greatest influence in the decision making
process. This was manifested in their selection of
principals and teachers in all the activities of
instructional leadership suggested" However the overalL
perceptions of the principals in the private school system
is a1t other actors were involved in some way or the other.
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The responses of public and private school principals are

in Table 19 and Table 20 below" Each numeral from
1 to 12 represent the twefve areas of instructional
leadership 1, setting school goaIs, 2. monitoring of school
goalsr 3" deciding what will be taught in the school,4.
evaluating curriculum, 5. developing curriculum material-, 6"
deciding how to select teachers, 7" selection of teachers,
8" decisions relating to how teachers are evaluated, 9"
evaluating teachers, 10. provision of professional
developrnent of teachers, 11. deciding when/how students are
summarized

TABLE 19

Summarized Perceptions Of Public Principals

On Levels Of

InvoLvement By Other Actors In Decision-Making
PUBLIC SCHOOL PRINCIPÀLS
ÀCTIVT TY
tr

4

6

I

9

10

11

12

ACTORS

1

PRTNCI PÀL

5.0 5"0 4.0 4.0 4"0 5.0 5.0 5"0 5"0 5.0 5.0 5.0

2

3

7

OTHER ACTORS
TEACHERS

5"0 5.0 5"0 4&5 5.0 4"0 4"0 5.0 5"0 5.0 5.0 5.0

CENTRAL OFF.

4.0 4.0 4.0

PARENTS

3.0 3.0 4"0 3"0 1"0 1"0 1.0 1.0 1.0

TRUSTEES

3.0

THE

3.0 1"0 2.0 2"0 2.0 1.0 1"0 1.0 1.0 1.0

'1

2.0 1.0 5"0 4.0 5.0 1.0 1"0 1"0 1.0

2"0 1"0

COMMUNITY

DEPT" OF ED.

1&.2

4 6,3

4.0 2.0
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3"0 5"0 5"0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4"0

1&.2

1&.2

4 6,3

1"0 4.0

1"0 1.0 4.0 1.0 2"0 3"0 2.0

1&4

.0 1.0

TÀBLE 20
Summar i zed

I

Perceptions Of Private Principals On Levels

nvol vement By Other Actors In Decision-Making

Of

PRTVÀTE SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
ÀCTÏ VI TY

ACTORS
I

PRT NCI PAL

2

4

3

5.0 5.0 5"0

5&4

5

6

7

B

10

9

12

11

4.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5"0 5"0 5.0 4.0

OTHER ACTORS

CENTRAL OFF.

s.0 4"0 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 2"0 4.0 4&.2 5.0 5"0 s.0
2.0 3"0 *** 3"0 *** 4.0 5&2 4.0 *** 5.0 *** 4.0

PARENTS

3.0 2"0

3&4

4&3 2"0

2.0

1&2 3&2

TRUSTEES

5.0

5.0 4.0 2.0

¿&.5

5&1

4.0 1.0 281

COMMUNI TY

2.0 2.0 4.0 4.0

2&1

1"0

2&1

DEPT. OF ED"

1.0

TEÀCHERS

2&5

2&1

i.0 s.0 3.0 5.0

1.0 1"0

'1

3&1

1e.2 2&.3
2&1

3.0
3.0

1"0 1.0 2.0 2"0

.0 1.0 1&3 2.0 2"0

The *** notation signifies a lack of consensus
the respondents.

among

evaluated and 12. monitoring student progress.
Both public and private school- principals perceive that
the two most important actors that are major participants in

decisions in the various areas of instructional leadership
to be the principals and their teachers. The other remaining
actors are only involved in a very limited way" The public
and private principats perceive themselves as actively
involved in decisions in t.he various areas of instructionalleadership. They indicated being involved in nine out of the

-
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twelve areas described in the study" That actors next to the
princi.pals in being influential in decisions relative to the
provision of instructional leadership are the teachers.
Pubtic school principals said that their teachers were
actively involved as major sources of influence in nine of
the twelve areas and their counterparts in the private
school system indicated that their teachers were involved in
seven out of the twel-ve areas" Àccording to the public
school principals the third influential group that have some
major role relative to the decisions made is the central
office" Oppositely, in the private school system the
principals regarded their central offices where they existed
as having a minor role" The trustees in the public school
exercised a limited role, while the opposite is the case in
the private school sector. Both public and private school
principals did not perceive parental involvement to be of
any significance in the final decisions. Similarly, the
community is not involved in the final decisions that are
made in all the areas of instructional l-eadership in both
the public and private schools. This may indicate that when
it comes to the provision of instructional l-eadership,
princ ipals vier.¡ parents and the community less competent to
be involved in areas that require professional expertise,
however, they are regularly kept informed of decisions made
by others and their advice vras always sought for before any
decisions were made. Tn the public and private schools, the
principals perceived that the department of education $¡as a
1s9

major source of influence in decisions relating to the

curriculun.
4"10

AREAS OF SPECIFIC INVOL\rEÞ{ENT AND INFLUENCE
DECISIOÌ{-MAKING BY OTHER ACTORS"

Il{

Table 21 summarizes the specific areas of involvement
other actors in the decision-making process in all the

by

twelve areas of instructional leadership specified in the
study. Pp=Principal, Te=Teacher, CO=Central Office,
Tr=Trustees, C=Community and DE=Department of Ed.

rn setting school goals (1 ), public principals indicated
that the main participants in the decision-making process
include the principal, teachers, the Central Office and
trustees. Private school- principats said that the principal,
teachers and trustees are the three actors involved" PubIic
and private principals stated that only the principal and
teachers are involved in the monitoring of school goals (2)"
with respect to deciding r+'hat will be taught (3) both
public and private principals said that the major actors
that are involved in decision-making are the principal,
teachers, Central Office and the Dept" of Education. In
evaluating the curricul-um (4) private principals reported
that the principal and teachers are the major actors while
public principals said that teachers alone are the major
actors. with reference to developing curriculum material
(5), pubtic and private principals are in agreement that the
teachers and Dept" of Education are the major participants
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in deciding the curriculum material to be used in the
school. In deciding how to select teachers (6), both public
and private principals said that the principal and Central
Office are two major decision makers" with regard to the
selection of teachers (7) public school principals stated
that the principal and teachers play the major decisionmakinE role, on the other hand, private principals indicated
that only the principal is invol-ved. Àgain, in decisions
rel-ated to how teachers are evaluated (8), private
principals said only the principal is the major decision
maker, while public principals maintained that the principal
and teachers are involved. However, in evaluating teachers
( 9) both principals said the principal al-one is the ma jor
decision maker. The principals of the two educational
systems also agreed that in the provision of professional
development (10) those who are major decision makers include
the principal, teachers and Central Office. In the remaining
two areas of deciding when/how students wiIl be evaluated
(11) and monitoring student progress (12), public and
private principals are in agreement that the principal and
teachers are the two major decision-making actors.
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TÀBLE

21

Specific Àreas Of Involvement And Influence In Instructional
Leadership Decision-Making By Other Actors.
PUBLIC SCHOOL PRINCIPALS.
ÀCTIVT TY
4

1

2

3

Pp

Pp

Pp

Te

ñIC

Te

5

Te

7

I

9

Pp

Pp

Pp

Pp

Te

Te

Te

.1

co

co

co

6

'1

i

Pp

Pp

12
Pp

Te

Te

Te

0

CO

Tr
DE

DE

I

PR VATE SCHOOL PR NCI P

LS.

I
I

ÀCTI VT TY
I

2

3

4

Pp

Pp

Pp

Pp

Te

Te

Te

Te

1

Tr

5

7

B

9

Pp

Pp

Pp

Pp

Te

co
DE

6

CO

10

11

Pp

Pp

Pp

Te

Te

Te

co

DE

Pp=PrincipaI, Te=Teachers, CO=CentraI Office, Pa=Parents,
C=Community, Tr=Trusteesr And DE=Dept. Of Education.
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PRTh{CTPAL AUTONOW T}.{ TT{E PR,OVTSIOÌ{ OF INSTRUCTTOB{AL
LEA,DERSHI

P.

This was the last part of the interview schedule and
consisted of questions 5 , 6 and 7" Questions 5 and 6 were
scaled, while question'7 was open-ended. These three
guestions were aimed at discovering the principals' opinions
relative to the degree of general autonomy they have in the
provision of instructional Ieadership in theír schools"
In question 5 the respondents were asked to rate the
general autonomy of the principal in the provision of
instructional leadership in the school" The scale ranged
from 1.0 ( no autonomy ), to 10 ( total autonomy ). Às
indicated in Table 22 below, the ratings were generally high
in both school systems. The median ratings of public and
private school principals were all high: public school
principals, 7.5 and private school principals, 7.0" The
private principals rated themselves from 6 to 8"5" and
their counterparts in the public schools signified a general
autonomy rating beginning from 6 to 9 using the same scale.
SpecificalIy, two private school principals (#2 and #3)
rated themselves as having some autonomy, the remaining
principals (1, 4, 5 and 6) rated themselves as having
considerable autonomy" Àmong the public school principals,
principal #2 rated himself as having some autonomy and the
rest (1 13 ,4, 5 6 and 7) rated themselves as having
considerable autonomy. From these perceived ratings by the
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TABLE 22

Ratings Of Degree Of Autonomy Of The Principal In
Provision Of Instructional Leadership.

Public
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Principal

The

Private Principal

7.5

1

8"0

6"0

2

6"0

9.0

3
4
5
6

6.0

7.5
9.0
8.0

8.0
7"5
8"5

8.0

Mean

8.0

7.0

Range

3.0

1tr

Median 7.5

0=No Autonomy,

7 "0

2-3=LittIe Àutonomy, 5=Some Autonomy,

7-8=Considerable Autonomy, Ànd 10=Total Àutonomy.

principals it can be said that both public and private high
school principals perceive themsel-ves to have conSiderable
general autonomy in the provision of instructional
leadership.

In the sixth question the principals were asked to
describe their overall feelings toward the current l-evels of
invol-vement by other professional and nonprofessional
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of the school- community in area of instructional
leadership" The names of professional and non-professionalmembers consisted of teachers, centraf office,
trustees/governors, parents, the community and the
Department of Education as professional and nonprofessional
members of the community" And the fol-Iowing six items were
employed to describe the leveIs of invofvement: 1. I woul-d
like them to be much more involved, 2" I would like them to
be a little more involved, 3. current levels of involvement
are about right,4. I would like them to be a litt1e less
involvedr 5. I would like them to be much less involved and
6" No opinion. (See Tab1e 23).

memberS

In general in their ans\.Iers to this question public
school principals collectively had mixed feelings toward the
currenL levels of involvement by other groups/individuals.
About half of the public school principals (3,5 and 6) said
they would tike their teachers to become much more involved
in the provision of instructional leadership in the school.
On the other hand principals 1,2 and 4 felt that the
teachers' current leveI of involvement \.Ias about right " And
principal #l indicated that he would like the teachers to
more involved in the provision of
become a little
instructional leadership" In reference to the involvement by
the central office principals 1,3 and 5 maintained that the
current level of involvement was about right, while
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TABLE 23

Principals And Their OveraIl Feelings About The Current
Level-s Of f nvolvement By Other Actors

Ac

tor

s

Teache r s

Central-

Of f

ice

Trustees/Govnrs.
Parents
Commun

i ty

Dept. Of Educ.

At1 Public Principals
1234567
3313112
3132321
3*33333

3222232
3*3333*
333133*

À11 Pr ivate Pr inc ipals

123456
22*331

2*23**
322333
242333

*23333
322333

1=Much More Involvement, 2=A Little More Involvement, 3=Àbout
Right, 4=A LittIe LeSS Involvement, S=Much LeSs Involvement,
6=No opinion.
The * notation means no data vtas provided by the respondent"

principals 4 and 6 said they v¡ou1d like the Central Office
to be a little more invol-ved and the remaining two
principals Q and 7) felt that the central office should
become much more involved in the provision of instructional
leadership in the school"
In expressing their feeling towards the current ]evels of
trustee involvement in the provision of instructional
leadership, six out of the seven public principals consented
unanimously that the trustees' current involvement was about
right. However principal #2 did not express his feelings
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about the trustees' current level of involvement in the

provision of instructional leadership. Relative to the
current leve1 of parental invol-vement in the provision of
instructional leadership, five (2r3,4r5 and 7) out of the
seven public school principals said parents should become a
tittle more involved. The remaining two of their remaining
colleagues (l and 6) felt that the current l-evel of parental
involvement in the provision of instructional leadership was
about right.
about the community's involvement, five public
school principals (1 r3,415 and 6) responded and said that
the current leve1 of involvement by the community was about
right and the remaining two principals (2 and 7) restrained
When asked

from making any comments. With respect to the current level
of involvement by the Department of Education, five

6) \¡tere of the opinion that the
Department of Educatíon's involvement at the present time
was about right. Notwithstanding his colleagues' feelings
principal #4 said that there was the need for much more
involvement by the Department of Education in the provision
of instructional leadership.
principals

( 1 ,2 13

15 and

The private principals Iike their public school

counterparts also expressed differing views about their
feelings toward the current levels of involvement by all the
other school actors in the provision of instructional
leadership. For insLance, two of the principals (1 and 2)
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said t.hat they would like their teachers to become a little
more involvement in the provision of instructional
leadership in the school, while principal #6 said she would
l-ike to the teachers to be much more involved" The remaining
two principals (+ and 5) perceived the current leveI of
involvement by teachers to be about right"
In response to how they felt about the current level of
involvement by the central- office, principaJ-s l and 3
expressed the view that the present level of involvement by
the central office was inadequate and therefore would like
it to become more involved, while principal #+ said that the
currenL level of involvement was about right. The rest of
the three principals (2,5 and 6) did not provide any data
because did not have central offices. More than half of the
principals (1,4r5 and 6) said that trustee involvement vlas
about right while principals 2 and 3 suggested that they
would like to see the trustees to become a litt]e more
invoLved in the provision of instrucLional leadership in the
school
When asked

about how they felt relative to the current

IeveI of parental involvement in the provision of
instructional leadership, half of the private principals
(4,5 and 6) indicated the that present Level of
participation by parents was about right and the remaining
half (1,2 and 3) suggested that they would like to see
parental involvement a little more increased, In response to
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the community's current level of involvement in the
provision of instructional leadership, four principals (3r4,
5 and 6) out of the six interviewed stated that they felt
the community's involvement to be about right, while
principal #2 said he v¡ould like the community to become a
tittte more involved than it was doing at the present time,
anC principal #1 did not respond to the question" þlore than
half of the private school- principals (1 r4r5 and 6)
perceived that te current leve1 of involment by the Dept"
Education in the provision of instructional leadership as
about right. However, principals 3 and 2 said Lhey would
like the current level of involvement to be a little more
i nc rea sed

"

Question 7 was the last in the study the principals l¡ere
asked to respond to and it was also one of the two openended questions used

in the interview. The question was

stated as:
Finally, in what v¡ays do you think that the
principalship in the public/private schoof system
is dif ferent than it would be in the
pr ivate/publ ic system? r.lhat do you think
contributes to these differences?
This question was open-ended in order to allow the
principals to respond freely from their own point of
reference v¡ithout any restrictions relative to what they
would say. The question basically requested the perceptions
of the principals on the differences between the
principalship in the public and the private school systems,
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and in their opinion what they thought contributed to such
differences. Since the question asked for the principals to

give verbal responses, what they said v¡as recorded using a
tape recorder with perrnission from the principals. However,
on some ocassions the principals preferred to give written
responses to the question, in that case no recording was
done. The recorded responSes were latter transcribed in
order to facilitate the ana1Ysis.
Although each principal was interviewed separately, what

is described below constitutes a collective summary of what
the respondents said. Bef ore endeavouri.ng to do this, the
researcher would like to mention that Some of the public
school principals r¡ho answered the question acknowledged
that they were once students in the private school System'
or they had taught in the private school system, or that
before assuming their present position they were once schoolsuperintendents. Among the private school- principals one of
them said he was once a principal in the public schoo]
system before he became a principal in the private school
system. The differences described and shared by both public
and private school principals are outlined in the following
pages.

Both public and private school principals who answered

the question recognized that the community they served
differ from each other. PubIic school principals said they
serve a community that is more heterogeneous in nature and
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therefore more diverse because public schools have been
built for the public with no distinction on the basis of
cul-ture, religi.on and socioeconomic status of the people
served" The public school serves the people of the wole
community withnin a given geographical location. The private
schoo] principals also shared the same opinion with that of
their counterparts in the public school system" They agreed
that the community the public school principal deals with is
more diverse in its make uP, for example, the public school
principal would have a more diverse group of parents to
contend with. On the other hand, both public and private
school principals said that the community of the private
school principal is hornogeneous in nature" They maintained
it is so because of the fact that a private school is
autonomous and therefore can pick and chose its community
according to rel-igious, culLural or financial Iines. Though
the community of the private school may transcend
geographical boundaries, because the school can be selective
it is able to retain a homogeneous group to serve. The
private school principals also stated in their response that
they do not just serve a community, but they are part of
that community in every possible way"
Ànother difference identified by the principals in

ansv¡er

to the question, was that the administrative organization of
public and private school systems is not the same.They said
thaL the public school principal operates within a more
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hierarchical administrative system as opposed to his/her
counterpart in the private school system. In the public
school system there is greater line of hierarchy that the
principal is only a part of" For example, there are the
Superintendent and the assistant Superintendent who are the
principal's immediate Superordinates" In the private schoolthe principal is much more by himself or herself, however,
this is applicable in alI private schools; because one the
private school principals indicated that his school has a
superintendent's office. Àgain, relative to the
administrative aspect, the public school principal as
perceived by the respondents, works in a school that is part
of a larger system; and therefore he or she is exposed to
more professional contact v¡ith other principals. The private
school principal is administratively isolated because of the
fact that each school is different, autonomous and/or
independent from others; therefore there is Iess
professional contact with other principals as it is the case
in the public school system.
The principals also recognized, and spoke of the

difference related to the aspect of accountability. Private
school principals saÌ^¡ and described themselves as being
accountable in more diverse areas, and to more varied groups
in the community than their counterparts in the public
school system who they said have a more formal line of
accountability. They spoke of the private school principal
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aS being much more irnmediately accessible to everyone, and

that he or she has much direct link with the community" The
public school principals said there is more pressure on the
private school principal- to keep things on top from the
different groups. As principal she or he is accountable to
the community, The respondents afso said, because of the
presence of strong power groups in the private school
system, the demands on the principal would be heavier. They
stated that the individuals or groups who built the school
and parents who want to see their children excel
academically aS examples of power groups that the principal
has to contend with as they would perceive themselves to be
the ovÍners of the

schooL"

on the other hand, public and private principals viewed
parental involvement to be greater in the private schoolSystem, because the parents by sending their children to a
private school chose to bypass other schools and made a
chosen investment in the school. Therefore, they would be
more involved and highly supportive of the school because
they want their children to succeed" AIl the private school
principals in the study attested to the fact that parents
were in frequent contact, offer a lot of advice and
suggestions and are invotved in a lot of boards and
committees. Their involvement v¡aS conceived to be very high
and supportive"
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In terms of polititcs of their ro1e, Prir¡ate school
principals calIed it public relations, v¡hich they agreed to
the fact that the principal is greatly invol-ved in, because
he/she has a greater constituency to satisfy. This view was
also shared by publ ic school- pr inc ipals vvho sa id the
principal of a private school has a far more demanding
political role in terms of trying to please the schoolpublics" However, they were also quick to point out the
politics of their position in the public schooL system" Às
principals of public schools, they said, every decision they
make always creates reactions from Lhe student body, staff,
parents, Superintendents and ultimately the school board. On
Lhe other hand, the policies made by the board also required
politics in terms of trying to work out possible vrays to
implement them. Though both public and private school
principals talked of the politics of their position, with
regard to independent action, private school principals
maintained that they have much autonomy to set their own
policies in terms of promotion standards, academic standards
and behavioural standards than their counterparts in the
public sector who are bound by policies and other
constrictions as determined by the Public School Act of the
provi nce .
The principals also talked about the type of staff they

work with, private school principals were described to work

with a group of staf f that. is

homogeneous r+ho have
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a closer

committment, to common purposes, goaIs, philosophy and

lifestyle with the principal and to a large extent the
school community. While on the other hand public schoolprincipals work with a larger and a more diverse group of
staff with a wider range of personalities, backgrounds and
philosophies that are significantly different" While the
staff j.n public school system are unionized and are tenured,
those in the private school system do not belong to any
union and may have been employed on a contractual basis" One
public school principal noted that private school principal
have more control and/or povrer over his/her staff. He or she
can with out much problem dismiss a teacher for lack of
cornpetence or for any other reason. In the public school it
is not easy for the principal to dismiss a teacher on the
basis of incompetence unless it can be proven so in court.
Private schol principals also spoke of being engaged in
the actual teaching activity unlike their counterparts in
the pubic school sytem who said they do not or they very
little teaching. Another activity that differentiates the
principalship as perceived by both public and private school
principals has to do with fundraising. Private school
principals as conceived by public school principals have to
do fundraising in order to keep the school running. They do
not have the certainty the. money or budget to run the school
will be there year after year as do their counterparts in
the public school system. This was not just a perception of
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the public schoof principals but Lhe private schoolprincipals themsel-ves said that they do fundraise in order
to pay their teachers reasonable salaries and also to cut
down the tuition fees the students have to pay"
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Chapter

V

sttMMARY, CONCLUSTO}{S e TMPLTCATTONS AND
RECOM}4ENDATIONS FOR FT'RTHER RESEARCH.

5.1

I}qTRODUCTION

There is within the current education literature a
considerable amount of attention devoted to the importance
of the principal

in the " effective

importance of the principal
instructional

school " and to the

in this ideal school acting as

leader ".

This research has been focused on the " effective public
school " and the " effective pubtic school principal " with
very littIe attention to the private school-s and even l-ess
to comparisons between public and private schools. This
study has attempted to address this void by examining
selected aspects of principals' perceptions of their roles
as instructional leaders in both public and private school-s
in Manitoba.
The study focused upon the estimated work week hours

spent by principals on the functions of the principalship,
the principal's interactions with other school publics and

his/her general autonomy in the provision of instructional
leadership. The purpose of the research project was to
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determine then compare and contrast the perceptions of
public and private high school principals with respect to

the role of the principal in the provision of instructional
leadership. This Iast chapter consists of sumnaries of the
methodotogy, findings and conciusions of the study along
with the recommendations for further studies"
The study surveyed 13 principals of Winnipeg area high
schools, 7 from public schools and 6 from private schools

which r.rere matched f or grade level and school size and
geographical location. The main research methodology
employed was that of an interview procedure'

A 48 item interview semi-structured schedule was
constructed and pretested prior to the actual colfection of
data. The collection of data took place during the period

of May to August of the academic year 1987/88"
AI1 the interviews were carried out in person by the
researcher in the principals' school settings' Both
qualitative and quantitative procedures were employed to
analyze the data collected from the interviews. The results
v¡ere computed and tabulated using means, medians' ranges'
percentagesr mode scores and appropriate quotes were
utilized in the analysis of the data
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5

"?

MAJOR FIMÐT}{GS

The f indings described below w.ere focused on the study's

three major areas: the work functions of the principalship;
the principal's relationships r+ith other schoof publics;
and, the principal's autonomy relative to the provision of
instruct ional leadership.
The public and private high school principals involved in

the study perceived themselves to work an average of 48 and
54 hours per week respectively. The overall responses of
the public school principals v¡ere more homogeneous as a
group than were those of their counterparts in the private
schools.
The caculated range of public schocl principals was

3

hours of their mean of 48 hours per work week while that of
the private school principals was t hours of their mean of
54 hours. This may be in part attributable to the fact that

the principalship in the private systems is more varied as
individual schools constitutes their ov¡n separate entity" In
addition the more bureaucratic nature of public schools may
make them more predisposed to uniformity.
Both public and private school respondents indicated that

a large portion of their instructional- leadership time was
used in the two areas of curriculum ( that is, initiating,
planning with teachers, developing nev¡ courses,
implementation, evaluation, and revision), and supervision
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with regard to the instructional leadership
activities.
activities the study indicated that as a group public
principals reported spending 32 percent ( or approximately
17 hours ) of their work week performing tasks in the areas
of curriculum ( that is, initiating, planning with teachers,
developing ne!'¡ courses , implementat ion , evaluat ion and
revision), teacher supervision and teaching.
the other hand, Private school principals reported
spending 28 percent ( or 16 hours ) of their time in these
areas. The amounts of time allocated to instructional
l-eadership reported are aLmost identica]. Although private
school principals on the overall appeared to work longer
hours, this is not taken up in instructional leadership
activities but in other tasks of the principalship such as
On

meetings and clerical work"
More than half of the public school principals said that

they did not teach, oppositely' more than half of the
private school principals maintained that they teach.
Private school principals were more likely to maintain a
teaching role because they head small schools, they are
expected to be models to their staff and due to the academic
emphasis of their schools. On the other hand, the public
school principats head large schools and therefore are more
involved in the daily managerial and administrative aspects

of running the school.
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Generally the study showed that the majority of public
and private school- principals appeared to allocate

relatively smal-l percentages of their overall time to
instructional leadership related task areas of the
principalship, while spending a considerable amount of the
time in performing non-instructional responsibilities of
their job.
Public and private school- principals expressed
differences in their assessments of the importance the
school attached to the various instructional leadership
activities aS the reSponsibilities for Someone to attend to
but shared similar perceptions about what they as principals
regard as their instructional leadership responsibilities.
The majority of public school principals reported that

the school regarded the following areas aS very important
for someone to take care of in the provision of
instructional leadership: evaluating teachers, developing
curriculum material, the provision of professional
development, deciding on a sefecting process for teachers,
deciding when /how to evaluate students and monitoring
student progress. On the other hand, the majority of their
counterparts in the private systems stated that the school
considered the following areas very important as Someone's
responsibilities in the provision of instructional
leadership:setting scool goals goals, deciding on a
selection process for teachers and selecting teachers"
- 181 -

In assessing the responsibifities the principal must pay
cl-ose attention to, the majority of public and private
school principals indicated the following areas:setting
school goals, monitoring school goals, deciding on a
selection process for teachers, and sefecting teachers.
In ranking the four most important priorities of the
principal as instructional leader, there h'as general
agreement between public and private school principals that
the number one priority of the principal should be the
setting of school goals and that the second priority ought
to be sel-ect ing teachers. However , there vtere minimal
differences among the two groups aS to the priorities of the
third and fourth areas. PubIic school principals selected
monitoring school goals and evaluating teachers, and their
counterparts in the private school systems chose evaluating
teachers and monitoring school goals respectively.
This may be because the principa)-S were conscious of the
findings of current research which suggest that effective
instructional leadership is enhanced and improved when the
principal has a cfear set of goals for the school- and
monitors the implementation and achievement of Lhe goals.
They indicated that as instructional leaders the principal's
responsibility must include selecting teachers" The
principals also reported that teacher evaluation was an
essential part of their instructional leadership
responsibilitY"
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Nevertheless, the principals vrere aware of the fact that

instructional leadership was dependent upon the needs,
demands, realities and uniqueness of each school- situation
within which the principaÌ operates whether it is in the
public or private school conLext" Thus each principal
attempted to operationalise instructional leadership
relative to his/her own school situation" This rel-ates to
Hersey's (1984) concept of siLuational leadership whereby
each situation demands a different response by the leader.
Àccording to Huddle ( 1 986 ) :
For one thing, oo one leadership style is
dominant. What matters most is the fit between the
style and the school environment. successfulprincipals vary their approach students, staff,
parents, and central of f ice, and they are
effective with each constituency (p.66) "
Similar findings revealing differences of priorities have
been reported efsewhere in the studies of public school
principals. For instance Ha11, Rutherford, Hord, and HuIing
(1984) in their study have reported that " principals view
their role and priorities differently and operationally
define their roles differently in terms of what they
actually do each day" (p.22). Simmilarly Klopf (1982) has
said that schools vary widely relative to the type of
leadership needed "even from month to month". Ànd that it is
up to the principal to be able to determine "those strengths
and skilts to meet the demands of specific situation"
(p.35). More recently, Blanchard, Zigarmi and Zigarmi
(1987 ) say that current studies have continued to support
the view that leadership is not the same in all situaÈions
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but rather there are considerable variations from one
situation to another and therefore " it is not helpful to
think of leadership style as an either/or continuum
(p.13). While Keefe (1987 ) postulates that:
Instructional leadership can be thought of in
several ways. There are probably at least three
distinct forms of instructional leadership
competence, each important in its own right, each
a distinct but interdependent part of a large
rr

role

"

1. Content competence implies a knowledge of
subject matter practices and trends; the
ability to assist teachers in organizing
and presenting the academic content,
skilIs, and resources of instruction.
(principats may have this competence in one
or two subbject areas")
competence presumes a
" Meþ-hodological
knowledge of instructional strategies and
modalities; the abiLity to assist teachers
in improving instructional delivery, from
establishing set and stating objectives to
choosing cornpet ing methodologies ( i . e. ,
direct instruction, cooperative small
groups r pÊêr tutor ing, etc . ) "
3. Supervisory competence involves a knowledge
of administrative and interpersonal skills
of instructional supervision; the ability
to assist teachers in implementing
effective instructional practices; the
skills of clinical supervision and/or

2

performance appraisal.

Instructional Ieadership readily embraces all
these competences, but not all leaders may need to
achieve equal facility in them. Supervisory
competence is basic for the principal.
Methodological competence is within the reach of
anyone who is willing to work at it" Knowledge
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about academic content will vary depending

on

Iocal circumstances ( P.50 ).
Similarly Hallinger and Murphy (1987 ) say the principal as
instructional Ieader operates within the three dimensions of
defining the mission, managing curriculum and instruction
and promoting school climate. To fulfil these dimensions the
principal " frames goa1s, communicates goaIs, knows
curriculum and instruction, coordinates curriculum,
supervises and evaluates, monitors progress, Sets standards,
sets expectations, protects time and promotes improvement"
(p"s6).
5,3

THE

CTTRRENT ROLE

OF THE PRINCIPÀL

The descriptions of public and private school principals

v¡ith respect to the current role of the principal rel-ative
to that of instructional leader revealed varied opinions.
The role of the contemporary principal was percieved by the
respondents of the two educational sectors to be complex and
demanding. Most viev¡ed the current role of the principal as
inevitabJ-y incorporating aspects of instructional leader,
Even when Some of
manager, administrator and/or politician.
the principals indicated that their primary role s¡as the
provision of instructional leadership, they were very
careful not to dissociate it from the rest of the other
functions of the principalship. They preferred to describe
'l8s

all the four functions aS interwoven and closely rel-ated in
their practical imptications ( i.e", everything was done in
the interest of the academic achievement of students )
"

) suggests a similar perspective of
instructional leadership when he said that the role of the
principal aS instructional leader does not necessarily mean
that the principal has to teach or even spend a lot of
his/her time with teachers and students, but " only that he
or she establish the expectations for good teaching and
learning and supervise it" (p.51)" The principal acts as an
instructional l-eader when he/she provides direction,
resources, and support to teachers and students for the
improvement of teaching and learning in the school.
Keefe

(1987

Àgain there was rather general agreement between the
perceptions of both public and private school respondents

that the contemporary environments of the principals
presented them with both constraints and oppcrtunities in
their daily efforts to lead in their schools" In performing
their job they dealt with many and varied groups both from
within and outside of the school. Public school principals
perceived themselves aS leaders of organízations that were
complex in terms of the physical size, diversity of
programmes, student population, and the size of the faculty.
While private school principals viewed themselves as heads
of schools who were faced with myriads of tasks and
responsibilities which they were expected to carry out and
to be knowledgeable about.
-
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in neither of the schools did the principals
unanimousJ-y together as a group identify themselves
exclusively with one particular role of the principalship"
Yet their comments about what they did emphasize that as
high school principals they aspired to do everything
possible that enhances the teaching and Iearning activities
in their schools" This may include managerial,
administrative and/or political functions.
However

Generally, the principals of the two educational sectors
said the current role required the principal to be one who
is supportive and facilitative of what happens in the
school. This entailed performing administrative, managerial
and political functions in order to facilitate the teachinglearning activities of the teachers and students"
They described themselves as designers of environments

conducive to learning, curriculum developers and evaluators,

at the same time maintained an active interest in all
aspects of the school from curriculum to budgeting and
scheduling. They believed that by making the " school
machine " function properly they were providing
instructional leadership in a practical way" Às
instructional leaders the principals maintained that they
offered assistance, shared ideas, served as resource persons
and advisers to teachers" They sought actively to act as
colleagues and friends of their teachers so that they could
work together towards the enhancement of student academic
achievement through solving and eliminating problems
who
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confronting the teachers, facilitating in all areas whether
managerial or instructional, acting as consultants,
supporters, heJ-pers, sharers, resource persons r resource
providers, and communicating with other publics.
In their study of public and private schools in the
United States Abramowitz and Stackhouse (1980) found that
the principals were mainly involved in what they called
"systemwide administrative functions" of the schools J-eaving
aside areas of professional competence to their teachers.
Àccording to Good and Brophy (1984) principals can serve

as those who share ideas with their teachers, they also can
improve teacher effectiveness by acquiring resources for
teachers, and providing conditions conducive to selfimprovement of teachers. They enhance the provision of
instruction when they initiate and provide opportunities for
the professional development of teachers by " observing them
and providing systematic feed back" (p"379-380). The
principals can considerably help teachers to focus on
classroom practice when they act aS resource specialists and
general facilitators"
In this study public school principals generally reported
that they performed managerial and administrative functions
which included tasks such as taking care of student needs,
looking after the physical and plant functions of the
school, dealing with finances and budgets, taking care of
supplies, purchases and deliveries, setting time tables,
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scheduling, delegation of tasks and helping teachers solve
their personal problems, getting rid of obstacles out of the
teachers' vray and performing a lot of other organízaLionaI
mechanics.

Às managers principals have an important role to play ii

seeing that the goals of the school are achieved and they
did so by organizing and administering the physical as well

as the human resources of the school in the most effective
and ef f ic ient $ray v¡ay. They were expected to help others to
accomplish tasks and goa1s" Keefe (1987 ) reports that:
Instructional leadership is needed. Fortunately,
some important new directions are emerging. It may
be that schools are returning to an old basic
prernise: that the principal should be an
instructional leader. This trend in no way
diminishes the principaJ-'s responsibility for
managing school resources. Rather, it extends the
management function beyond the commonplace
operations of the school (p.49).

Politicalty, the majority of public school- principals
suggested that they were sensitive to the reactions of
different groups such as superintendents, school boards,
staff, students, parents, pressure groups, media, trustees,
dept" of education and the communities in their decisionmaking and policy formulation. They reported that the
political tasks of the principal involved dealing wiLh
complaints from the community, working to gain confidence of
the school publics, communicating school needs and
requirements, getting resources- human, financial and
material, meeting the school-community expectations, being
189

very visibte at events and a very good listener
dialoquing with all groups.

and

Similarly, private school principals reported to be
cognizant of the fact of daily managerial and administrative
functions they performed in their efforts to lead the
schools. Às heads of their schools they were responsible
for what happens in the school, beyond the curriculum and
instructional functions. PoIitically, they reported their
offices acted as the nerve centres of the school which
exposed them to encounters with many and varied groups.
However both public and private school principals agreed
that the political factors of their school systems may be
di f ferent

"

the other hand, Abramowítz and Stackhouse (1980)
suggest that there may be similarities between the
managerial functions of public and private school
principals:
When public and private schools are compared,
minor differences in management practices appear;
but the differences are not so distinct as to
define which type of school is more bureaucratic"
Private school heads appear to emphasize
management by objectives over the collegia1 and
evaluative aspects of their role (p.5).
On

My study appears to support this statement in view of the

in public and private school
principals' descriptions of their role in the provision of
instruct ional leadership.
seeming similarities

-
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5"4

THE TNVOLVEMENT
TO TI{E PROVISION

OF OTHER ACTORS T}q DECISTONS RELATT\TE
OF TNSTRUCTIONAL LEÀDERSHIP.

Principals' perceptions about the involvement of other
actors in decisions in the various areas of instructional
leadership revealed differences both within and between the
groups, However there was widespread agreement among public
and private school principals that they were the most active
group that had a major influence in virtually all the areas
of instructional leadership in the school"
Both sets of principals also indicated that their
teachers were involved in many areas of instructional
Leadership in the school" Apart from these principals
indicated few other actors playing a major rofe in decision
making" However, such groups were constantly fully kept
informed of final outcomes of the decisions that were

rnade

and/or their advice was regularly sought for prior to to
undertaking any decisions.
The decision-making process appeared to be more of

a

participatory kind between principal and teachers in both
public and private school systems. However, public school
principals expressed that in the area of evaluating teachers
they were the sole decision makers, while their counterparts
in the private school- system said that they were the sole
decision makers in the three areas of evaluating teachers,
decisions relating to how teachers were evaluated and the
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selection of teachers. Àpart from those areas both public
and private school principals did not regard themsel-ves as
the sole decision makers in their role as ihstructional
feaders.

Although the study indicated that the most influential

actors in decisions were the school principals,
nevertheless, public school- principals suggested that they
were l-ess influential in the curriculum areas than their
counterparts in private school systems.
the other hand, public school teachers ltere reported
to be involved in more areas than their counterparts in the
private systems who seemed to be relegated to professional
areas of instructional Ieadership. For instance, private
school teachers did not have any major influence in
decisions relating to the selection of teachers, evaluating
teachers, deciding how to select teachers, decisions
relat.ing to how teachers are evaluated and monitoring schoof
On

goals.

PubIic school principals reported the central office was
one of the few other actors invol-ved in instructioanal
leadership decisions that were made in the schools. On the
other hand, in the private schools where there was a centraL
office it was not perceived to be a major decision maker in
the private schools. The invol-vement by the central office
may be attributable to the greater bureaucracy that exists
in the public school system where there are subject
-
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specialists in the central office who are responsible for
such tasks ( AlIisson, 19883; Deighton, 1971; Jwaideh, 1983
)"

Relative to the invol-vement of the trustees, Private
school principals expressed that their trustees/governors
were among the few other actors who exercised a major role
in instructional- Ieadership decisions that were made. The
greater involvement by trustees /governors may be due in part
to the fact that they less schools to supervise and
therefore have more time to become involved in the school.
Generally, the study's findings suggest that parental and
community involvement in the final decisions of
instructional leadership was the least in both public and
private schools" However, these two groups v¡ere constantly
kept abreast of the decisions that were made by other actors
and/or their advice was asked for before any decision-making
was taken.

In the case of the Department of Education, both public
and private school principals reported that the Department
had a rnajor role in deciding the curriculum of the schools.
The Department of Education was a major determiner of the
general curriculum in private schools but not in the areas
of options, nev¡ courses and specific focus.
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5.5

PRTNCIPAL AUTONOW

In their description of the general autonomy of the
principal, the public and private school principals
indicated that they excercised considerable independent
generar authority in their rore of providing instructional
leadership in the school.
5.6

THE O\TER.ALL FEELINGS OF PRINCIPALS Ã,BOTII OTHER ACTORS
INVOLVE}fENT IN THE PROVISION OF INSTRUCTTONAL

LEADERSHIP

In their overalt descriptions of the invorvement by other
actors in the provision of instructional leadership, pubric
and private school principals expressed mixed feelings.
However both public and private schoor principals maintained
that the current levels of invoLvement by
trustees/governors, community, and the Department of
Educat i on v¡ere about r i ght

.

About harf of the public school principals were in favour

of having their teachers become more invorved whire the
remaining harf said that teacher invort/ement was about
right" The central office's current level of involvement was
about right for about half of the principals, whire the rest
wanted to see increased invol-vement.
The majority of publ-ic principals regarded the current

lever of involvement by the schoor trustees about right. on
the other hand, almost arl of the public schoor principals
-
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v/anted parental involvement in the provision of

instructional leadership to be increased.
principals wanted to see increased
involvement by teachers while other principars fert that the
teachers current leve1 of invol-vement was about right.
some pubJ-ic school-

Private school principals were arso devided with regard
to the ínvolvement of the central office, some expressed the
desire that the central of should become more involved ,
while on the other hand other principals said that the
present level of involment was about right"
with respect to trustees/governors' involvement about
harf of the principars thought their current rever of
involvement $¡as about right and the remaining would like
them to become a little more invorved than at the current
t ime

Parental invorvement was said to be about right by harf
of the prrivate schoor principars whire the remaining harf
of the principars wanted parental- participation tc be
i nc rea sed

,

Àbout half of. the principars indicated the need for
increased community invorvement and the remaining half
maintained that cornmunity participation in the provision of
instructional Ieadership was al_most adequate.
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The department of education's role in the provision of

instructional leadership was regarded to be about right
half of the principals, while the rest would appreciate
participation by the department.
5"7

by
more

PERCEPTIONS OF DIFFERET{CES BY PUBLIC AND PRTVATE
PR.INCIPÀLS

PubIic and private school principals shared their
conceptions of differences relative to the varied aspects of
the principalship between their schools" They were in
general agreement that they served two distinct communities
and that the community of the public schools was more
Civerse and heterogeneous than the community of private
schools, Therefore public school principals contend with a
more diverse group of parents. On the other hand, the
communities and parents served by the private school

principals are more homogeneous.
Both public and private school principals agreed that

there was greater parental involvement in the private school
sector than in the public school system.
of the principalship
in their educational systems, however, they said that the
political forces were different and that the public school
system is more politically sensitive than is the case in
private school systems.
They also acknowledged the politics
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The majority of respondents from public and private

schools arso agreed that the public and private school
principals deal with teachers who are a homogeneous group
whose committment, purposes, goa1s, philosophy and

lifestylze are closely rerated to those of the principar,
pubric school principals on the other hand work with a more
heterogeneous group of teachers. The public school
principals unrike their counterparts in the private schoolsystem reported as working with teachers who are tenured and
unionized, therefore their excercise of control is more on
the legaI/raLional basis.
The study also reported that private schooL principals
work with a serective clientele, have a narrow and clear

philosophy of the schoo], their students and teachers know
what is expected of them, therefore the principars are abre

to devote a larger amount of energy to instructional
leadership matters" Public schoor principals unrike private
schoor principals cannot be selective in their admissions,
they are expected to admit anyone who wishes an education.

5.8

coNcLusror{s

The role of the principal as instructional leader has

continued to generate interest among scholars and
practitioners who define and interpret it in many di f ferent
$¡ays. There are those who describe the principal as the

educational leader of the school and therefore to
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be

regarded as the professional leader of the school, while

others suggest that the principal be freed from all
instructional leadership activities that he/she can
concentrate on the managerial tasks of running the school-.
Notwithstanding, current research has continued to
support the idea that the principal is a key factor in the
provision of quality education to the students whether in

the pubtic or private school system. The literature
reviewed indicate that the principal as instructional leader
becomes fully involved and committed in the instructional
activities of the school. They coordinate, organize and
support teachers in their planning and implementation of
instructional activities in the school.
The findinqs of the studv Ì.¡ere the basis for the followinq

maior conclusions:

Public and private school principals differ slightly in
the amount of work week hours. Private school principals on
the average -'¡ork slightly longer hours in performing the
functions of the principalship. However they spend similar
amounts of time in the performance of instructional
Ieadership activities of curriculum, teacher Supervision and
teaching" Private school principals appear to teach courses
more than public school principals.
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Public and private school principals operate in distinct
and separate educational systems that exist side by side to
each other throughout the province of Manitoba, The pubJ-ic
school principals head larger institutions than their
counterparts in the private school system, however, both
principals are confronted with several demands made upon
their time as they perform their role. According to McCleary
and Thompson, (1978) factors such as size of the school,
cost and availabitity of clientele have the potential to
create differences between public and private school
principals.
There appears to be a common perception among public and

private school principals that as the head and official
leader the principal has many functions and responsibilities
Lhat transcends but include the provision of instructional
leadership.
The principals of the two educational systems are aware

of the fact of the centrality and prominence of the
instructional leadership roIe, nevertheless, they are at the
same time cautious and careful not to dissociate it from the
other functions of the principalship" They all regarded
instructional leadership as a motherhood statement and the
presummed responsibility of the principal, and interpreted
the role to comprise of several different facades"
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The principals of the two educational systems spend

a

great percentage of their time in the performance of noninstructional leadership functions of the principalship such
as administrative, managerial and political demands of their
j ob.

Public and private school principals perceive the current
roLe of the principal as instructional Ieader require
him/her to be supportive, facilitative, provider, helper, of
the teachers as they perform the job of teaching the
students. They are cognizant of the fact that the rofe of
the contemporary principal has evol-ved and changed over the
past years, and has become more managerial, administrative
and/or potitical than in the past.
Dwyer and Colleagues (1983) have

said that the routine
activities of the principaÌ have significant influence upon
school or student improvement. Based upon the findings of
their study, they state that the impact of such routine
activities on the teaching-learning processes can be
substantial. They affirmed that " That these are the common
acts of the principalship. They require no ne\,¡ program' no
innovation, no extensive change" The success of these
activities for instructional management hinges, instead, on
the principal's capacity to connect them to the
instructional system " (p"54)" other researchers ( Murphy,
Hallinger and Mitman, 1 983; Dwyer, et aI. , 1 983; DeBevoise,
1984 ) suggest that instructional leadership consists of the
200

accumulation of several smal1 activities

that the principal

perform during the workday.

PubIic and private school principals have a lot in common
relat ive to instruct ional l-eadership act ivit ies the school
ought to pursue and what activities are the primary
responsibility of the principal as instructional leader.
They however vary in the order of priorities of activities
that should be carried out. This relates to what Chubb and
Moe (1985) have found in their study of public and private
schools in the U.S", that although large differences exist
between the two educational sectors, such differences are
with respect to " matters of personnel than on matters
pertaining to educational content and practice " (p.27).

Public and private school principals and their teachers
are the most influential actors in the provision of
instructional leadership in the school" Other actors are
less involved or they not involved in the fínal decisionmaking processes in the provision of instrucLional
leadership. The least involved actors in the decisions
relative to the provision of instructional leadership are
the parents and the communities. However the principals
desire to see that they become involved in the final
decision-making process on the provision of instructional
leader

sh i

p.
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Public and private school principals do not perceive
themsel-ves as the sole decision makers relative to the
provision of instructional leadership. They practice
participatory decision making particularly with their
teachers in the majority of instructional leadership areas.
PubIic and private school principals stiIl have and
exercise considerable degree of general autonomy in the
provision of instructional leadership within their school
contexts

"

Public school principals desire to see more parental
invol-vement in the provision of ínstructional leadership.
5.9

IMPLTCATIO¡{S

The findings of Lhis study suggest several implications

for public and private high school principals.
1. The public and private schooL principals in Manitoba
share similar interests in the provision of
instructional leadership" The common ground,
ident i f j.ed by thi s research should provide the vrays
to create and/or improve communication and
cooperative efforts between the public and private
school principals.
2" The provision of instructional leadership is a
complex and busy activity that is 1ed by the
principal directed towards the provision of quality
teaching and learning processes. Current research on
- 202

effective principals suggest that the principal is a
critical factor as h/she provides leadership in
activities that promote growth in student learning"
The other functions of the principalship should not
be allowed to overwhel-m the principal as
instruct ional leader
3. Common l-eadership functions that must be fulfilled in
all schools include: communicating the purpose of the
school, rewarding good work, and providing staff
development ( Bossert, 1981; Dwyer and col-Ieagues,
983 ; oe Bevoi se , 1 984 ; Blumberg and Greenf ield,
"

'1

1982)

"

4, Principals who enhance quality education in the
school make the provision of instructionai leadership
a high priority" They are also effective in their
time management "
5. Principals who involve others in decision-making
contribute to the effectiveness of their rol-e in the
provision of instructional leadership. De Bevoise
(1984) reported that, " Principals cannot exercise
instructional leadership in a vacuum" They need
support from teachers, students, parents, and the
community " (p.18).
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5.

1

O

RECOS4BIIENDATTONS

The following recommendations for future studies of

public and private school-s are suggested:

Studies that describe and compare public and pri.vate
elementary schools in Manitoba in order to provide more
information about the schools and enhance more understanding

are

needed"

More broad based studies that examine the role of pubric

and private school principals in the provision of

instructional- leadership are needed in view of the limited
size of this study" Such studies will contribute to the
understanding of the principalship between the two
educational systems in Manitoba in view of the current
attention focused on the principals' role in the provision
of instructional- leadership.

Future studies that will include the perceptions of other
school actors are arso needed in order to substantiate the

findings of this study" on the other hand future studies
that wirl employ other research procedures wirl prove more
objective in view of the in view of the idiosyncratic
tendencies of self-report studies.
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Public and private high school principals can edify
themselves by the sharing of ideas if a means of
communicating with each other can be initiated and
implemented.
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A

THE HIGH SCHæL ?RINCIPAL'S ROLE

A

C&.IPARISCs¡

0f

THE PERCEPTl0ê{g

Of

IN

THE PROV¡S¡@,I

Of

TNSTRUCTT@{AL LEÂDERSHIP:

SELECTED PUELIC AND pRIyÂTE HIGH SCHæL PRI}{CIPALS

PRINCIPAL INTERVIEþT

SCHEOULE

Introduct ion

Thi6 interview echedule hae been conotructed frø¡ a ntærber of ctudiee of the roìe of the
principaì both loceì and international. Ae an internationEì etudent etudying the Canadien
school 6y6tem I an particuìarly gratefuì for your time in participating in thie etudy.
ThFs intervies ehouìd be conrpleted in 30 minutes. The intorview 6ch6dule coneiots of
eeveral fairly cocrplex structurod queetions that I uould ask you to fi'l ì out on the
schedule providod as welì as one or tþro open-ended question6 thst I wuld eek you merely
to reepond verbaìly to.

In eddition to assisting me to cønplete the requirenente of my Masters Degree I wr hopefuì
that the Gtudy t{ill provide eonre interecting dste on the role of the principaì and the
aimilsrities end differences between the public and privste 6yst@ns. I wiìì be happy to
provido you with I oußnary of ny finding6 on conpletion of the etudy.

Alì responees wiìl be treated ee confidentiaì. No echooì or principal wììl be identified
or identifiable fro¡r the final thesis which will report individuaì reepon6e6 anonyrnously
and coarposite resulte.

PARI

1:

THE

MK

FUNCTIO{S OF IHE PRINCIPALSHIP

of the iob functiono of e Echooì principaì'
After having considered your @chool yesr 86 a whoìø. pìease e6timste (A) the nunrber
of hourø per week you ueuaììy work, cnd (B) tho percentage of thi6 timo thet ycu
opend on @Bch of the task ar€86 liøted.
Beløø

is e tabìe conøisting of

øornø

Eetimetod houro

Funct

of work per

hour s

week:

ion Â.ea

T

ir¡e Spent
ç

þORK: lncludee the folìoøing an Einiler tasks: fiì ing'
Bnovrering telephone. counting money, ordering øuppì ies, fiì I ing out
forms, invenlory of euppì ies and tex15'' record keeping' processing of
invoices, clericol taaks reìated to buiìdìng end maintenance rnonitoring
åttendênce. oPening maiì.

1.

CLERTCAL

2.

CURRICULUM:

5.

AVfS¡O{'l: (Evaìuation and Profeesionaì Deveìopment) Formal
ã"aluation of professional staff, classrocxn visits. counseìl ing teachere'
Staff deveìoFrnent, organizing and pìanning inøervice. heìpin9 with the
professional develop{î€nt of individueì teachers.

6.

PUPIL COI{ÍACT: Counseììing

5.

SCHOOL

6.

EVALUATI@{

7.

C$êñJNITY RELATIOò¡S: Coordinating corrnunicat ions

pìanning with teacherø, developing n6d courÊe6,
'irnpìementation. evaìuation. revioion. T inetebì ing.

fe¡C¡tER

Initiating,

iut

students, diecipline' echeduìed suPelvìeion.
6tud6nt counciì, hqne cqrnrunicationø. diecusøione with eocìaì workere.
peychoìogiets, polic6. AccidEnte, bucsing.

of budgets. alìocation of budgets. fund
inspectjon and rec cxr¡ne ndat ion for
expendituree,
of
raising, nonitoring
with
suppìierc.
renovations, discussions
FINANCE: Preparation

Of

SUPPORT STAFF:

with the

echooì

cørvnunity. pubìic rEletions, echooì tour6. teas, ñleeting grouPE of P¿rente
me6ting with the generaì public, coordinating act ivit ies with other

organizatione.
È{EETINGS: F{eet ìngs with feì lqrø edminietrator6. euperintendente, schooì
trustees/board of governorE. MTS. , Department of Educat ion.
9.

foì lowing:

10.

FUNCTI@rS: Part icipating in functions
iaì evontø, nueiceì ovant6, coech ing

SCHOOL ASSOCIATED

OTHERS (

6oc

i.e. teaching).

ouch as thE

.

Pleaee epocify:

N.8. Thiø qu66tion ie e modified verøion of I queEtion includod in o

19?8 l{TS survey'

2.

Inøtruct lq¡eì Lsagergljp

In queetion 1, ere have attempted to obtain con€ genersì informetion about the
principeì's inotructioneì ìøoderehip functione in reìetion to the meny other teeks
e,/he ic expected to perform. In this queetion vre would ì ike to focus your ettention
on @øì€ øeìected eres6 of instructionaì ìoaderohip. (We ere adare thet ìt'i6
possible to argue, a6 soilÌe Buthorr do, thet everything e plincipeì does has e bearing
on inetructionaì leaderohip. h*riìe we ere Eyrnpathetic to this poeition, for the
purpoôeÊ of thìs etudy we hcve chosen I more restricted defìnition.)
For each of the sctivitiee ìieted beìow please do two things: (A) in the left margin
e66oo6 the importance of thet Bctìvity T0 THE PROVISION 0F $.iALITY EDUCATI0N IN YOTJR
SCH@L (i.e. it ìe on importsnt sctivity for eqneone to ettend to; and (B) ìn the
right margin BÊBes6 the importance of that Bctivity AS A RESPONSIBILITY 0F THE
PRINCIPAL (i.e. vrhich actìvitiee do you think the principeì must pay cìose Bttention
to?).

Princìpaì

School Importence
Act

Very Quite

Importance

ivìty
Very

Not

()
()
()

()
()
()

()
()
()

l.lheoettingofechoolgoaìs.
Z.Themonitoringofschoolgoeìs.
3.Decidingwhatehouldbetaushtinthe

()
()
()

()
()
()

()
()
()

4.Evaluatingthecurriculum.
5.0eveìopìngcurriculummaterials
6.Decidingonaseiectionprocessfor

()
()

()
()

()
()

?.Selectìngteachers.
E.0ecidingonanevaluationprocessfor

()
()

()
()

()
()

()
( )

()
( )

()
( )

Qu i

te

Not

()
()
()

()
()
()

()
()
()

()
()
()

()
()
()

()
()
()

()
()

()
()

()
()

()
()

()
()

()
()

()
( )

()
( )

()
( )

echool.

teacher6.

teachers.

Whìch

of

theÊe

g.Evaluatinsteachers.
l0.Theprovisionofprofessionaldeveìopmen¡
for teachers.
ll.Decidingwhenandhowtoevaluatestudents
12. t¡lr¡nitoring student progress

sctivities would you rank as the four most important for you as s

princìpal?
(A nurnber from

3.

1-12)

2

Within the current "Effective Schools" ìiteratur^e there is s focus on the prìncipaì
as "lnstructional Leeder". However other authors question this emphasìe end stress
instead the "Manageriel", "Political", and,/or "Adrninistrative" roìe of the
principsìship. How do you 6ee your current roìe as princìpal of e publìc/private
high echooì in relation to the6e differont demands made of you?

gaRl

¡¡.

?

THt PA¡ÞClPÂr'9 Rtral¡@ts w¡11{ olHtR

gc@t PtBtlcs

crrcìø tho ñu6bor o¡ the e:oìoe belæ ¡rArch æsr closaìy dûocr rbos tho dog.ee ol involve@rl th6t yov fæì sach
indrvrdvoì/group HAS iÀ oæh ol the lelì6i¡9 aissB ol ¡ñstructioñsl [€èdor6hip {n your 6ghcÐì

pìoose

SCALE

:

I "

RO INVOI.W{HI

! "

ttiFoR¡{,altoû,t Sf.tK¡}¿G/AÐv¡SOf,Y lòoic pÉoÞle's ¿d'ice is roguìarìy øought
fheee poopìe hBve B Fì^o¡ infìuoncø (i.o
HINOq D[C¡S]0Þ{-H^(¡NC ROLI

? E ¡ì¡fqHÁlt@i RICE¡VIHG
4
5
- g
?

u

. Þ{,t.}Oe OtCISIOi-X.r<¡¡6 ¡6¡¡
' SOLE AUTI+OR¡ly.
' O0ñÍ'l (NO'{

lhesc Þecoìo ¿.s r6gslsrly hopl i¡fsr6¿ of docisionø @de Þ" olhe¡s.
boforo a^y deciEioñ is 6ède.
vota) rn ¡he deciøion-naking grocoeø.
Inose Þccoìe hovc a rojo. inlìuonco (i.a. wto) iñ th€ dqcrsíoñîêeing Þroce86
'thio ¡erEen/ps-Boi6 ñ!l.e dccisionE Eìono (with o. wrthout th€ edvice of otho:6).

ContrsÌ

ln¿truct ionol

Princ.ipel

Ar6ô

icc

Psrontg

l?3¿56?

t?3d56?

123¿567

123{56?

123¡56?

1?3¿56?

løêchers

O{f

lrustees

. of

lhe Cmunity

DePl

123¿56?

1?3¿56?

123¡56?

123¿56?

123¿561

123¿56?

123¿56?

l?3¿56?

:?3{56?

123456?

123456?

123d56?

123¡l

1?3á56?

123¿56?

Ed

e

t.

A. SCH@| @ALS:
lneøottingof
1?3¿561
æhoÐì goaìs.

2

The

ænitoring

ofachooìgoèìs. l?3{561

B, CURRICULT¡( DEVELOPÉEHI
3. Docidin0 s+rst
wilì be taught
l?3¿56?
intheochæì.
l?3¿56.?
Ã. EvoìvBì iñg
123¿561
t23456?
currìcuì6.
5 Deveìoçrng
curricslm
aôreriàì.
123¿56?:23¿56'?
:

72 3¿561123.56?
l?3{56?

123¡56?

56?

l?3d56?
1?3'56?

C. TEACHTR STLECTIC*i,/DIS¡{ISSAL'
6. Dociding hø to
æloct to¿chor6. 1 2 3 ¿ 5 6 ? l ? 3 ¿ 5 6 ? 1 ? 3 ¿ 5 6 1 l 2 3 d S 6 ? 1 ? 3 Á 5 6 1 1 ? 3 d 56 ? 1 2 3 ¿ 5 6
1. ll€ æl@ctioñ
1?3¿56?
:?3¡1567
1?3¡56?
123Á561
123¡56?
1?3¿56?
of t6ðch€ra.
123Á56?
D.
I

fTACHTR SUPERV¡SI@{.

DociaimE ¡alatod

to lþq teæhora
ore øveluarod.
9. [.vaìuet ing
toæhers.

l0

?

I 2 3 ¡¡ 5 õ ? I ? 3 ¿ 5 6 ? 1 ? 3
:23á56?

5 6 ? I ? 3 ¿ 5 6 ? : 2 3 d 5 5 1 I ? 3 ¡l 5 6 ? 1 ? 3 ¡ 5 6

1?3Á56?

l?3¿56?

l?3¿56?

123¿56'l

123156?

123d56'?

1?3¿561

1?3¿561

1?3¡561

123¿56?

l?3d59?

123¿56?

123¿56?

1236567

123¿56?

l?3¡56?

l?3¿56?

t?3¡¡56?

t?3¿56?

123ó56?

t?3ó561

12365611?3¿56?

€. ltaC'{ER PîOft55¡@rA'| 0çvE!Cpt.:Èl
lho Þrovigrs of
Þrofoos ionaì
dsve lop¿¡ent of
l?3¿561
¡?3Á56?
toæharû.

F . STLJOfxl EYALUAÍlG{.
11. Døciding øfron/hæ
&tudent6 wiìl bo
123¿561
@valuetod-

Á

l2- Fbnitorìng
9tudon1

proorss¡.

123¡56?

N.B. tñ thiE qwstion in ueing th€ terñ'c@@nitv'@ @è1 thø poÞ!ìstrgn that thc øchooì gonoraììy ærvor

?

PART

3:

PRINCIPAL

AUTONC)È4Y

In this Êection we êre intereeted ìn your opinion on the dagrss of Butonomy you
you have in the provision of instructional ìeadership within your 6chooì.

feel that

In your current posìtìon as plincipal where on the 10 point 6ca1e would you rank
yourseìf in tenms of the degree of autonomy that you h"r" j_!_gqgf in providing
ìnstructional leadership within your echool? (Pìease mar k with a cross the
Bppropriate point on the ì ine. )

5.

1098?6s43210
Total

Considerab le

Some

Little

No

Aut onomy

Aut omomy

Automony

Aut onomy

Aut on omy

6.

is often a thin lìne to be drawn between weìcomed support and unwelcomed
interference in discussing the invo'lvement of dìfferent peopìe in the running of
schools. For each of the partìcipants identìfied below, pìease check the (/) that
best describes your overall feelìng towards thìs gr^oup's current level of involvement
ìn the provisìon of inst¡-uctional ìeadership in your schooì.
There

Central Trus¡ees/
Teechers 0ff ice

I wouìd ìike
MUCH MORE

them

to

be

invoIved

I wouìd Iike them to be
ALITTLEt4oREinvolvec
Current ìevels of involvement are ABOil

R

I

Gr-l

I would like the: tc
LESS INVOLVED

No opinion.

be

. of

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()()()()()

I wou'i d I ike ther tc be
ALTTTLELESSINVOTVID ()
MUCI-i

The

Govennors Parents Conmunity Dept

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

()

Ed.

I.

think thst the principeìohip in the pubìic/privete
echool @y6rern iø differønt thsn it urould be in the Privete/pubìic øyotøm? klhet
you think contributs6 to theoe differencec?

Fineììy,

.in whet weys do you

Thank you

Tim

Dabo

do

very much for your t ime end effot t

'
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B

PRIVATE

ScHooLs LOCATED WITHIN THE CtTy oF WINN,'EG
Lor.d

lnterlake lilo 21
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ô

i
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23- z
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I

9

r

Norwood

i

NoB
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ç"
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t".
5
"t "n7
I

r

":é

Ãst
i.{ Vrtal No

¡

t-_____*J

19
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.J

LI
I

St Bonlfac€ hlo 4

Seine River Nlo 14

toba Chrlstlan Schools
Klrkf leld Park Chrlstlan Acaderny

l4ani

St. Charles'Academy
Early Chi ldhood Educatlon eenere
St Paul rs Hi gh School
"
Ramah Hebrew School
St. John Brebeuf School
To

rah Âcatlemy

St" lgnarlus School
James K. l,lc I saac School

ll SÈ. Haryrs

Acaderny

t2 llestgate l,lennonlte Col leglate
l3 Ealmoral Hall
t4 Unlverslty of L/lnniþeg Col leglate Dlvislon
tS St. Edwards School
t6 Holy Ghost
17 lndlan tletls Hollness
rB Hennon I te Brethren Col leglate tnst,i tuee
r9 Red Ríver Valley Jr" Acadenry
20 St. Ge rardrs School
2t Eve r lnll I I ln9 Learn lng Cent re
22 lm¡naculare Heart of Hary School
?3 Ta lmud Torah
2\ Joseph 1./o I i nsky Co I leg I are
25 Peretz Folk School
26 Ca Iv in Ch r l s t I an -school
27 St. Joseph the lJorker
zB lnrnanuel ChrlstiaÀ School
29 St. Alphonsus School
l0 Holy Cross
3l St, Boni face Dlocesan
32 Chrlst the King
33 St. Eml le Schoot
34 St" Johnrs Ravenscours Schoo!
35 St. Haurlce School
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PUBLIC SCHOOL ËNROLMENT
IN MAN¡TOBA
1945 - 1986
Act ua

I

Estimate

PRIVATE SCHOOL ENFOLN,4ENTS

IN MAN ITOBA
Total

Private

ACTUAL
ESTIMATE

Schools
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E

z

t¡¡
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